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In Brief
The following document contains advice and random generation charts to allow you to create a "love interest" type character somewhat
inspired (in some cases, at least) by the conventions of romantic anime, named Alice Schmidt. You may simply bask in the pleasant
sensation of imagining such a girl as your own lover, or practice your writing skills by composing a short scene or a few starring it or it and
yourself. The following paragraphs are merely introduction. If you've already played the game of Alice or don't wish to be bothered, feel
free to skip right ahead to "Generating Alice".

What It Is About
The Game of Alice has always been considered somewhat of an oddity among CYOAs. In fact, it is commonly argued to not be one at all
(due to its highly, often entirely random nature), though this one personally finds the point moot. The Game of Alice exhibits clear
origination from the same /b/ thread openers which inspired those images more commonly referred to as "CYOAs", and even if that
wasn't the case, it is already too heavily associated with the CYOA "community" to be easily separable from it.
I think that a lot of the contention regarding the game of Alice results from people misunderstanding the "game's" original intention (at
least the way that I see it). Whereas most older CYOAs were intended to promote discussion by stimulating people to consider tough
decisions or how they would fare in a fantastic situation, and the more modern type (more and more so, it sometimes seems) simply serve

as assets for wish-fulfillment, I feel that the Game of Alice was intended to first and
foremost serve as inspiration for stories. True, there's some amusement to be
gained simply from making a series of random rolls resulting in a cartoonish and
dysfunctional image of a person (and, in accordance, fascination on those rare
occasions when the dice gods intervene and the result is immediately palatable), but
I think that it best fulfills its purpose if the Game of Alice is used not as strictly a
"game" (with clear-cut rules, terms of winning and losing, or limits on "play style") so
much as a resource. Writing is a difficult but rewarding creative endeavor, and it is
sometimes pointed that writing romance is both among the easiest and hardest
thing to do. Easiest, because readers' brains are all but programmed to find certain
lines and plots appealing regardless of quality (meaning all but the most
incompetent of writers could titillate quite easily simply by pouring on the lewd
phrases). Hardest, because evoking true emotion, without resorting to cheap tricks
like that, is naturally difficult (whether in writing or speech), and true emotions are
the essence of a good romance.
The Game of Alice is a training method for writing love stories. Key to such stories
are interesting, well-rounded characters, and The Game of Alice challenges
prospective writers by inviting them to create one (and, by extension, a story
revolving around it) based on mostly or completely random parameters. The "selfinsert" element inherent to the Game of Alice (that is, the assumption that whatever
character is created will be the focus of a story about her falling for the writer
himself), seems to me to be merely a matter of convenience (one random character
is enough of a challenge to tell stories about, and it is vastly easier to depict a
protagonist whom one knows as well as themselves), or possibly a nod to what may
be the most venerable – some would say notorious – genre of amateur romantic
storytelling.
With that in mind, I've decided to offer this rewrite of the Game of Alice in the form
of a text document. As such, it would be arguably more accessible (since the original
has often been accused of being a visual mess), more orderly, and – and this is
where the "changes" I've made, mostly in the form of added comments, come in –
better suited to serve its specific function as a training aid in writing love stories.

How It Is Played
Forget about the CYOA convention of placing yourself in a fantastic situation from
the get-go and priming to make a hard choice, or confront the roll of the dice. When
"playing" the game of Alice, you are not a fictional character, nor should you act as if
you are somehow "within" the game. You are yourself. You are sitting in front of
your computer, reading a PDF document.
You would like to try writing a short love story, or scene. Perhaps you'd like to hone
your skills a bit, because you're aiming for a career in writing. Perhaps it's just a
hobby. Maybe you like to experiment. Maybe you're simply bored.
Following the steps below, you will be instructed to make a series of dice rolls (or
using a computer based random number generator) to randomly generate a heroine
for your story – the titular Alice (presumably thus named by default after the game
theory convention) a love interest with whom your task is to describe your own
theoretical relationship. Following each segment is a series of leading questions (in
italics, so you can tell them apart). These are meant to help you better visualize the
character you are creating as more than the combination of a dozen laconic roll
results. You don't have to answer each and every one – try to focus, instead, on
answering about 2-5 questions for each roll you make – but the more you do, the
clearer an image you'll have. Note that you don't have to answer those questions
immediately. In fact, in some cases (especially during the first stages of character
formation), it might actually be more prudent to wait a little until your idea of Alice
is more solid, before answering some of the basic ones. A good character is one
whose different personality and background aspects fit together – if you insist on
answering each question as it comes, you risk making one who feels like a randomly
generated jumble.

Random Rolls
One of the most common points of contention about the
Game of Alice is that randomness makes it less of a "real
game". It could literally be played in it's entirely and
perfectly well by a computer, which begs the question of
why you're doing it in the first place. Aside from the
detailed explanation above regarding what I think the
Game of Alice should fundamentally be, there's another,
more technical reason I've decided to go with random rolls
with it: because I saw few other appealing options. Simply
making free choices would've been flat-out boring, in my
opinion – by that point, you might as well just boot up
your pirated copy of "The Sims" and use it instead (it's got
far more features), and assigning options point values or
otherwise limiting the choices would've inevitably resulted
in an implication I do not agree with, and that is that
certain options are objectively "better" than others when
it comes to creating a character for a story. When
assigning point values, positive or negative, you are by
definition rating certain aspects of a character based on
some measure of value, calling some of them good, better
or bad. While this is fitting in certain situations – if the
issue is who would be better able to survive a war, than
obviously traits like "combat veteran", "heavily armed" or
"lightning reflexes" would be seen as objectively
preferable to "freezes under fire" or "blind" (in fact, most
people would prefer to see than be blind, regardless of the
circumstances) – this isn't what the Game of Alice is about.
There's no accounting for taste and love is blind, as they
say, and even a character trait that a perfectly logical
person might dub objectively good or bad (say, blindness)
might actually appeal romantically to someone, or make a
love story more interesting. Furthermore, limiting choices
in this way would give an unfair advantage to people with
certain preferences (if you see this whole affair as a game
in which it's even possible to have an "advantage"). Say I
decide to act all pragmatic and make bad eyesight worth
negative points. Many people out there would actually
love to have a girlfriend with glasses! They think it's
endearing! To them, an Alice with bad eyesight would be a
bonus, not a penalty, and giving them negative points for
it would be handing them over both the cake and…
whatever it is you can hand someone to certify they've
eaten a cake. Many CYOAs demand more points to give
one's imaginary girlfriend a larger bust, but who's to say I
don't prefer DFC? I could save a lot of points by actually
taking the option I want in the first place, and skew the socalled "mechanic".
Hence, random rolling.

A Neat Trick of Mathematics
It is actually possible to roll on all of the tables using only a
random number generator programmed to give a result
from 1-10. When asked to roll “1D5”, divide each result by
two, rounding up. When asked to roll “1D20”, roll two
dice: if the result of the second is 6-10, add 10 to the
result of the first, and treat it as the final result.

Since this is neither a "game" nor a "competition", but rather an aid, there's no such a thing as winning and if you feel obstructed by them,
no need to follow the "rules". If you don't feel like rolling for a certain aspect of Alice’s character, and would rather decide it yourself, go
ahead. You are not "using up" any pool of "points", and nobody would be judging you whom you should pay excess attention to. Of
course, it is this one's opinion that you'd be better served (in terms of testing your skills) and have more fun the more you leave to luck,
but that is simply one option. If you'd like to use this document as nothing more than a store of ideas, and custom-build your fictional love
interest without rolling a single die, that's just as well. It goes without saying that, by the same token, if a certain random roll disappoints,
disgusts, or "ruins the character for" you, you should feel free to discard it (the same, of course, goes for results which you feel are selfcontradictory or make no sense. If various modifiers have resulted in Alice having a net height of 30 centimeters or a negative cup size,
feel free to reroll – unless, of course, you're into that kind of thing). I recommend that you at least give some thought to trying to work
around it, because it's good practice for any writer, but this isn't school. It's a fun pastime.
If you wish to make the game more "challenging" (more, that is, than writing already is), feel free to actually write down a scene or two
based on your relationship with the Alice you've generated, and post it on the internet. Invite others to read, offer commentary, and judge
based on style, length, and "honor" (making full use of the randomly generated character traits without ignoring the less convenient ones,
not resorting to making choices where you could instead roll randomly, etc.). Take such criticism seriously, but not to heart: the internet is
filled with assholes. It's inevitable that some people would think your story is bad and that you are a bad writer. Don't let it get you down!
If you had fun and learned something about writing, you succeeded.
500-1000 words is considered standard on most internet boards for the length of a story of this sort ("writefaggotry"), though obviously, if
the muses pull your by the wrist there's nothing wrong about writing more (or less). Here are some possible ideas, once you've finished
generating Alice:
* Write a scene about how you and Alice first met.
* Write a scene about you and Alice’s first date.
* Write a scene about any one date you and Alice had (first dates, being inherently different from ones taking place throughout a
relationship, deserve distinction).
* Write a scene about a time you visited Alice at home.
* Write a scene about a time she visited yours.
* Write a scene about a time you and Alice had a fight, or an argument.
* Write a scene about how your relationship ended (if it did end, of course. Don't forget that "you", as in yourself, in real life, are not truly
the protagonist of the love story you're writing, and that a successful love story isn't judged by whether or not people end up together, but
on whether it's interesting).
* Write a scene about a turning point in you and Alice’s relationship - your proposal, wedding, honeymoon or so on.
* If you're up to such a monumental challenge (or just want to have some fun), write a sex scene starring you and Alice. Make sure you're
allowed to post it wherever you do, though.
If you don't feel like working with others, or too shy to go public with your efforts, you may instead rate your own writing based on the
following, crude measurements (though keeping in mind that it is hard to remain objective regarding the quality of one's own art):
* 1 point for each 100 words in length your scene or story ended up being.
* 1 point for each element of Alice’s character (such as her background, appearance, hobby, etc.) you've rolled or decided on which was
presented in a meaningful way in the story.
* 1 point for each question you've answered beyond 5 per rolled aspect.
* 1 point for each extra hour you spent putting together Alice’s character or coming up with the story.
* 3 points if you've genuinely managed to make yourself feel something while writing.
* 3 points if, looking back on your story, you now have a strong feeling you could rewrite it better (you don't really have to. The feeling
itself means you've improved. Pat yourself on the back!)
* -1 point for every aspect you've chosen yourself, rather than rolling for. It's not bad, strictly speaking, but it's less of a challenge, and you
want to improve your writing skills.

The Good Old Challenge
Those of you who remember older versions of The Game of Alice might be upset over the removal of its main “challenge” mechanic,
“Love Points”. This finite resource would allow “players” of the previous game to forgo a roll of the dice and, instead, pick themselves
the result that they wished for. By default, this version of the game of Alice, intended more as a writer’s tool and source of inspiration
and less a direct challenge, makes away with such mechanics. The “score” mechanic, offered above, does fulfill, to a degree, the same
purpose (by providing players with an incentive to roll as much as possible rather than simply tailor make the character to their liking),
but if one wishes, it is hardly any trouble to restore the old system, or a version thereof.
The rules are as they were: Love Points (or Girlfriend Points, or Alice Points, or Choice Points, or however you’d like to call them) may
be spent, 1 at a time, in order to replace the result of a die roll with a simple choice from the table. Note that this is per die roll (of any
kind – if you’re using two D10 to simulate rolling a D20, than your roll would apply to them both. It essentially modifies the D20 roll),
not per result. In other words, if a result might require that subsequent rolls be made as a result of it (say, to find out what sport
exactly is a sporty Alice’s hobby), than the Love Point expenditure does not apply to it and another one must be expanded if the
subsequent roll is also to be modified.
Now, stock up on Love Points, the amount depending on how hard you’d like your challenge to be:
Casual: 7 Love Points
Difficult: 5 Love Points
Hard: 3 Love Points
Super Hardcore: 7 Love Points, but rather than allowing you to choose the result outright, 1 Love Point can only allow you to shift the
number on a D10 by up to 3, up or down or on a D20 by up to 6, up or down. Note that this applies to the number on the die, not the
result. That means that in the case of tables where certain results are represented by a range of numbers (say, 1-3 or 17-18), a single
Love Point might not suffice to actually change the result of the roll.
Super Hardcore Alpha: As “Super Hardcore”, but you only get 5 Love Points.
Super Hardcore Omega: As “Super Hardcore”, but you only 3 Love Points.
Super Ultra Trinity Hardcore Omega: As “Super Hardcore”, but you only get 1 single Love Point.

Generating Alice
Now, for the moment you've been hopefully waiting for: creating a fictional girlfriend for your own imaginary self to interact with, Alice
Schmidt. While the order of the following steps is, of course, not set in stone, I highly recommend you begin by randomly generating or
deciding on Alice’s age. Why? Because while her actual age, down to the year, might not mean all that much, her age group – whether she
is a little girl, a teenager, or an adult – would be central to your mental image of her. Visualization begins with the general shape of an
object, and the general shape of a human being is inexorably tied to whether they're children or adults. Even without any further details,
knowing whether Alice’s imaginary silhouette is adult or child sized would instantly make it easier for you to begin to envision her. A
person's age group also has major effects on the general details of their lifestyle, and the way relationships might work for them. Such
information is invaluable when writing a romantic story.
(Note that with this category, more than any other one, you'd probably do better to wait a little longer before answering some of the
questions. These are definitive questions about Alice’s character but they all depend on aspects of her background and personality.
Perhaps you should skip to other ones, for the time being, then get back to those?)
When you're ready, roll a 10 sided die (hereafter referred to by the gaming notation D10), and consult the following chart:

Age
1-3: Alice is 1D5 years younger than you, unless your second roll was a 1. In that case, she's a whopping 10 years younger! Reduce her
height by 40 centimeters, and her breasts by 3 cup sizes (down to completely flat).
It isn't all that uncommon for somebody's girlfriend to be somewhat younger than them. The differences between people of various ages
fade as their ages advance (consider the vast gulf in mental capability and physical development between first and fourth graders, and the
comparatively tiny one between ages 25 and 28). Think a little about Alice’s lifestyle: if she's still a teenager, than what school does she go
to, and what class is she in? Is she popular or a social outcast? How did you meet her, if you're not in the same grade, or no longer in
school? How does Alice feel about school? Does she like attending? Because she likes expanding her mind? Because she has friends there?
Does she have any favorite teachers? What does Alice does after or when she isn't at school? Obviously, she has hobbies, but what about
part-time jobs? What about volunteering (or, if she's a less goody-two-shoes type, hanging out with fellow delinquents in the alley behind
and smoking)? If you're not a student yourself, than how do you feel about being in a relationship with one? If Alice’s no longer in school,
than what does she do for a living? Is she still living with her parents, or does she have her own place? Does she work? If so, than in what?
Does she like her job? Is she good at it? Does she work in the same place as you? Is she your superior, an equal, or a subordinate? Did it
ever impair your relationship? If she's not working, than what? Does she live off welfare? Disability? Scrounging and mooching?
Conversely, relationships with far younger persons (especially when the adult party is male and the young one is female) are considered
one of society's greatest taboos. If Alice is a little girl, than you definitely have some serious thinking to do. Obviously, you have to ask
yourself how you and Alice may've met, and especially how you've ended up in something that could be called a relationship. Is a girl Alice’s
age even capable of grasping the concept as anything more than a type of friendship? Is she capable of romantic love? Erotic love? Why is
it (normally, young children do not have such concepts unless they come from an unusual background)? Does anybody know about your
relationship with Alice? What do they think about it? Are you okay with that? Did it ever cause problems for the two of you – physical,
emotional or legal? Are you normally attracted to young girls? If not, what made you attracted to Alice? How would you feel about having
sex with her? Would you ever? Did you already? Do you believe that a relationship with you would be harmful to her development? If so,
than why haven't you cut it off already?
4-7:Alice is exactly your age. Statistically speaking, the odds of that are actually fairly high.
Few special considerations apply to this point specifically, though you should consult the ones presented above as a "baseline" with which
to work regardless of Alice’s age. If you're really the same age, then perhaps you should ask to what degree? Suppose you and Alice
actually celebrate your birthdays on the exact same dates (while we're there, what's Alice’s birthday? What's her astrological sign?)! Would
you or her find it funny? Lovely? Annoying?
8-10: Alice is 1D5 years older than you, unless your second roll was a 10. In that case, Alice is a whopping 10 years older than you, with a
“Build” (see below) that is one level heavier, and an obvious thing for younger boys. She is also, fortunately, 1 cup size more buxom.

While a small age difference, in whichever direction, is common with couples these
days (though there's a small tendency for the man to be somewhat older),you
should still consult the questions given above as a "baseline" from which to think
about Alice. If she's your upperclassman in school, the relevant questions apply. If
not, than consider the ones regarding Alice’s working life, reversing your respective
roles if you're still a student yourself (how does Alice feel about such an
arrangement, and how do you? How did you meet in the first place? Does she work
in a place a student would frequent, such as a favorite restaurant, or did you meet
somewhere else?).
Things become more complicated if the age difference between you is larger. If
Alice is way more mature than you, than you can't help but wonder what it is that
made her interested in you in the first place, regardless of the psychological and
social barriers. Unlike a young child, an adult Alice no doubt understands that
there's a point where such relationships become taboo. How does she feel about it?
Is she ashamed? Conflicted? If so, why does she continue with it? Care for your
feelings? Inability to contend with her own? Or does she simply not care, and revels
in her fetish for younger boys (or consider your relationship nothing more than a
casual thing, a bit of harmless stress relief?)? What kind of figure is she in your life?
A stranger you've somehow met (how?)? A teacher? A superior at work? A family
member, all the more scandalous? How do you feel about it? Are you proud that a
"mature" woman chose you as a mate, or do you fear constant inadequacy? Does
anyone else know about your relationship, and do they approve? If not, is it
because you're keeping it secret? Would you like to? Would Alice? Another issue
that comes into the picture in this case is past relationships. At such an age, it's
almost certain that you aren't Alice’s first boyfriend (if you are, then why is it? Is
there something about her that thus far made people avoid her, or did she herself
for some reason avoid relationships until you?). How many did she have before
you? Have you ever met any of them? How do you feel about them? How does she?
Did her previous relationships end on a good note? How far did she go with them?
Is she still a virgin (unlikely – if so, why?)? Did she ever kiss? Or is it the other way
around? Is Alice highly practiced with years and years of experience? Does she
know all the secret tricks, and has a library's worth of other, likely older men
against which to judge your performance? How do you feel about that? Was Alice
ever married? If so, than what happened to her husband, or their relationship? Is he
still around? Would he approve of your being together? Would she like to get
married to you? Is marriage important to her? Was Alice ever pregnant, and if so,
does she have children now? If not, what happened to them? Are they alive and
well, and simply not with her? Why? Or did something happen to them? This is
bound to be a major turning point in Alice’s life. Would you like to have children
with her? Does she want that? If she has children, than did you ever meet them?
How old they are? How do they like you? How do they feel about you dating their
mother? Does Alice’s body show signs of age? Wrinkles? Greying hair? Does she
smell like a mature woman? Is she fuller around the corners? How does she feel
about it, if she does? Does she flaunt her MILFy glory, or is she terrified that she's
turning into a hag?

If Alice is an adult, don’t forget to either ask yourself what
her job is, or explain why she doesn’t or can afford not to
have one. Take into account Alice’s personality, skills, level
of education, and socioeconomic status when coming up
with what she does for a living, but don’t be tempted to
rely on them too much. Remember: in real-life, most
people’s jobs have nothing to do with, say, their hobbies,
and that there’re plenty of fascinating people out there
who nevertheless have to spend five days a week doing
nothing more interesting than sitting a desk receiving
phone calls or compiling spreadsheets, greeting people into
restaurants or lying to them about what piece of clothing
exactly would slim them down the most in a moderately
expensive mall store. If you truly have no idea, consider
rolling 1D20 on the following, arbitrarily composed chart
(noting that not every option, obviously, would make sense
for every Alice):

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Job
Street Performer
Food Vendor
Graphical Designer
Accountant
Retail Sales Person
Secretary
Nurse
Customer Services Representative
Programmer
Lawyer
Actress
General Manager
Store/Business Manager
Teacher
Bureaucrat
Policewoman
Technician
Politican
Domestic Assistant
Undercover FBI Agent After Notorious Serial Killer

How did Alice find her job? How does she like it? Who are
some of her notable co-workers? How seriously does she
take her job? Who is her boss, and how do they treat her?
How much does she earn, and how does generally spend it?

Background
It is assumed, by default, that Alice leads a very "normal" life, except in those aspects noted. If still a child, she goes to school and lives
with her parents (both of which are alive and uninteresting, though you may want to assign each of them a personality trait or two for
creative purposes). If an adult, she works and lives by herself in an apartment or small house (though you may want to ask yourself
whether or not she keeps in touch with her parents, how closely, and why). In any case, she is squarely middle class and lives, studies, or
works near enough to where you do for you to be able to meet regularly (if that's not the case, than how do you deal with the difficulty of
reaching each other? Long distance relationships can be painful). However, it's been said that exceptional circumstances make for good
drama, and so it is advisable that as a next step, you roll to see if there's anything unique about Alice’s basic background. Such plot
elements can do a great deal both to give her character depth and to complicate any stories involving her!
Roll a D10:
1. No Special Circumstances
2. Rival
3. Poor
4. Orphan
5-6. Siblings
7. Mommy Dearest
8. Daddy Big Arms
9. Rich
10. Roll Twice
1: No special circumstances. You should probably focus on other aspects of Alice’s character to make her stand out. After all, not everyone
can be a rich, vengeful orphan. Most people aren't.
While there's no particular need to answer questions in this case, consider a few of the following if you're starved for ideas: does Alice ever
feel "boring"? Is she afraid she might be a boring person? Afraid that she might bore you? Does she see you as someone more special than
her, or a fellow 'normie'? Does she like not standing out? Does she embrace the mediocrity? Is she jealous of people who are richer or
specilier or have a bigger family than she does? Would she feel such jealousy towards you?
2: Rival: There's someone else out there who's after Alice’s heart, and while at the moment she's nominally with you, she still hasn't quite
forgotten all about them. They love Alice (or at least want her) every bit as much as you do, and will no doubt go to great length to "take
her" – whether that means inviting her on fancier dates, or kidnapping and murdering you so that you no longer be an "obstacle".
Obviously, the "elephant in the living room" question in this case is what kind of person your romantic rival is. Heck, if they're a woman (is
Alice bisexual?), you can use this very generator to create them! If not, you'll have to do some thinking yourself (although you can still use
the generator for inspiration. Most of it works equally well for men). Once you've decided on those basic aspects of their character, ask
yourself some of the following: do you know about Alice’s rival? Do they know about you? What is your relationship with them – are you
friendly rivals, or at each other's throats (perhaps literally)? How long did Alice know that guy? Longer than she did you? Do they have a
shared past? Romantic past (why did it end? Assuming it did, because Alice appears to be with you, now) What does Alice feel about being
fought over? Is she proud? Satisfied? Scared? Is she annoyed that people see her as a prize for some competition? Do you think she's
inclined towards one of you, for some reason? Does your rival also do? How would your rival react if you "ended up" with Alice? How would
you react if it was the other way around? Do you think they might resort to violence? Would they rather hurt Alice than see her with
somebody else? Do you think there's ever a chance you two could "make up"? Maybe even "share" Alice? Would she agree to that?
3: Poor. Roll again: on a 4-10, Alice is significantly below middle class. Her clothes are worn, her ceiling leaks, her (or her parents')
mortgage is overdue and her cellphone is really old. Hope you like paying for dates. On a 1-3, she's really, really below the poverty line.
She might actually be homeless, or a ward of the state, if still a child. She might literally need to struggle for basic necessities, like food.
It's not easy being poor. How does Alice feel about her own or her family's socioeconomic condition (speaking of which, is it possible that
there's a difference? There's got to be an interesting story behind it, if there's one)? Is she frustrated at not having as much or as good as
others? Is she jealous of them? Is she angry? Was she ever troubled or even bullied because she can't afford nicer things? Or is Alice the
kind of person who makes do with little, surviving without difficulty or perhaps even thriving in conditions other people might consider
anything from uncomfortable to downright unlivable (how does she do that?)? And how did she get so poor in the first place? Was it just

"bad luck", or was it something more than that? Does her dad have a gambling problem? Does her mother's illness require expensive
treatment? Is Alice herself lazy or incompetent to the point that she can't or won't hold a job? If she's really poor, then did it have any
medical or psychological effects on her development? Is she malnourished? Traumatized, from a life spent on the street, doing whatever
must be done for the next meal? Is she on the run from debt collectors? In bed (literally?) with criminals? Was she always that poor, or is
that a new development? How is she handling it (ask anyone who's ever been rich and lost their riches how awful that feels, especially if
they never knew any other lifestyle) How did you meet such a person, and how did you grow to love each other? Even if she isn't homeless,
how do you feel about dating someone like her? Would you mind it if you had to pay for everything for her? Is she the type of girlfriend to
demand that? If she's homeless, you might need to actually provide her with a roof to sleep under. That's the kind of arrangement that
sounds very sweet in the movies, but can be very, very difficult in real life, for numerous reasons (the smallest of which are actually legal).
How do you deal with it?
4: Orphan. Alice has no parents and is either all alone or, if she's too young, lives with her grandparents (and all of her siblings, if she has
them).
In love stories, being an orphan means instant drama (and it's not all that simple in real life, either). While many orphans are perfectly
capable of behaving like normal members of society (which they are, of course), very few of them are in no way changed by the experience
of growing up without parents, not to mention possibly the experience of losing them. Did Alice ever know her parents at all? If not, why?
Did they die when she was very young? Abandon her? Send her for adoption? If she doesn't, than does she have any mementos of them?
Did she hear any stories? How does she feel about her parents (especially if they abandoned her of their own will)? Did she grow up with an
adoptive family, or other family members? How are these people like? Does she love them like she would've her own genetic parents, or
does she feel they are no good substitutes? Did that lead to conflict during her childhood? Did her adoptive family mistreat her? If she has
siblings, did she support them throughout the ordeal, or did they support her? How does Alice react when the subject of her lack of parents
is brought up? Does she brush it off with humor, turn angry, or somber? If they're still alive, does she know where they live? Is she in
contact with them? Does she keep a grudge? If Alice’s parents died at a later stage of her life, you got to ask how, and how it affected her.
There are few greater traumas than losing one's parents, especially in a relatively young age. It's the sort of experience that leaves
permanent scars, even if they don't always show years later. How did Alice cope?
5-6: Siblings. Alice isn't an only child, and her siblings tend to become involved with whomver she is. Roll again: on a 1-5, she has a younger
brother or sister. On a 6-9, an older one. On a 10, she happens to have an identical, twin sister. Think of the possibilities!
Even if they might not always show it, nobody is completely and utterly disconnected from their siblings. Even if they haven't spoken in
thirty years, the reasons behind why they haven't alone mean they have a "history" worth researching. First, what kind of person is Alice’s
sibling? You don't have to start rolling dice all over again, but at least give them a name, and try to come up with a few broad personality
descriptors. Two or three is a good number. Match those with a single physical descriptor, and you're all good to go. Now, consider Alice’s
relationship with her sibling, and how it may've affected her personality. Is her caring, motherly streak due to taking care for an adorable
little brother (or was her brother an insufferable brat, who she did nothing but fight with?)? Does she suffer from a small inferiority
complex, because her older sister was always smarter and prettier (or at least, Alice thought she was?)? Was she jealous of her sibling
getting more or better attention than her, or did she see it as justified? Did she idolize her older sibling? Does she still? How involved is her
sibling in her day-to-day life? Do they still live together? Talk on the phone every day? Does she take them with them on date, or ask for
romantic advice? Did she ever (or does she now?) have feelings for her sibling? Do they know? How does her sibling feel about you? Have
you met? Do they like you, or do they want you to stay the hell away from their sister?
If Alice has an identical twin, well, that's quite unusual! That being so rare, Alice’s relationship with her twin sister (or… brother? They look
identical on the outside…) is bound to be interesting. Do they recognize differences between each other nobody else does ("What do you
mean, identical? Alice has a mole under her left nipple. Duh."), or do they revel in the reflection-like similarity (perhaps the point of loving
to play pranks on people by pretending to be each other)? Is there some open or secret resentment between them, as each feels the
existence of the other either invalidates her own or makes her "less unique"? Do they deliberately strive to dress, act, and talk as differently
as possible from each other, just to assert their individuality? How does Alice’s sister feel about you? If they're so much alike, does she have
the same taste in guys? Would she like to be your girlfriend, rather than Alice? To what lengths would she go to accomplish this, and how
would Alice react? Do they have a history of falling for the same men, or maybe even "stealing" them from each other? Would they agree
to share you? Sexually (did they ever sexually experiment with each other?)?
7: Mommy Dearest: Dad is dead, but Mrs. Schmidt is still alive and just so happens to be a sexually frustrated honeypot with a taste for
guys your age. She looks a lot like Alice, except she’s more mature, has a “Build” that is one size heavier, is 3 cup sizes larger, and never
misses an opportunity to go all Graduate on your tender young bod. Will be all for a threesome with her daughter, but depending on her
personality, Alice might not be.
Sixties films jokes aside, there are several considerations to make before establishing Alice’s mother as a curvaceous mid-life seductress.
First, don't forget that the premise includes Alice’s father being dead: while this detail isn't always important and often glossed over in this
kind of story, if you're in need of ideas for plot developments you might be able to help yourself by consulting the "Orphan" entry, above.
Next, give some thought to the person Mrs. Schmidt is: you already have a very general idea of how she looks and one aspect of how she
behaves, but there's got to be more to it. What kind of personality does she have? Is she normally playful? Stern? Coquettish? Does she act
her age, and if not, why? Is her interest in younger men the manifestation of a frustration with her own growing old, a desire to prove to

herself that she's "still got it"? Is she trying to escape the boredom of life as an aging mother, or the loneliness of being a widow? What
remarkable talents does she have, beyond looking great in black pantyhose and boobs that could smother a Rottweiler? Is she in fact a
master musician, or a former movie star? It might explain a few things about her attitude. Is she a cook to die for? Does she share some of
Alice’s interests and personality traits, or do they differ? In all, what does Alice think about this strange situation? Does she even know that
her mother is after you? Would she approve? Be disgusted? Shocked? Does she feel threatened by her? And what do you feel about this?
Do you think there's ever a chance you might actually give-in and cheat on Alice with the Mrs.? How would she react? Finally, and most
importantly: would Alice really agree to that aforementioned threesome?
8: Daddy Big Arms: Mrs. Schmidt is dead, but her husband isn't - and as luck would have it, he's a head taller than you, weighs twice as
much just in muscle, owns enough guns to singlehandedly conquer Bolivia and has killed more people in Vietnam than you've had dinners.
He also thinks you're a no good maggot and certainly a bad match for Alice, and if he catches you in an even remotely compromising
position with her whatever's left of you is going to have to be buried in a shoebox.
Sometimes, it's the hard parts that make a relationship interesting – and few parts are harder than having Mr. Schmidt be an
overprotective, eternally disapproving caricature of a political conservative crossed with Colonel Quaritch. That said, there's a lot of
potential not just for humor, but drama as well in introducing such a figure. First, consider that this entry establishes that Mrs. Schmidt is
dead – you'll want to consult the "Orphan" one for more details on how to deal with that. Second, sit back a bit to think about what kind of
person Mr. Schmidt is, beneath the surface. He clearly despises you, but why? Is it something personal against you, or does he just feel a
need to protect his daughter? If so, then, again, why? Is it just in his nature, or did Alice ever go through an experience that convinced her
father she needs a protector like him? How does his distrust of you manifest? Is it more about intimidating glares from doorstep whenever
you take Alice out, or does he actively monitor your every movement, possibly with a shotgun in hand? Is there anything you could possibly
do in order to earn his approval? Defeat him in combat, one-on-one, perhaps? Or something a little less obvious, like proving that you truly
love Alice, and would be able to protect her, no matter what? How would he act, in that case? Would he begrudgingly deactivate the
explosives he set under your car, or unexpectedly transform into the coolest father-in-law ever? Can you ever see yourself hanging out with
Mr. Schmidt? Does he even have any hobbies or interests other than push-ups and weapon maintenance? Does he fish in his spare time?
Refurbish old cars? Throw the greatest barbeque parties? How does Alice feel about the fact that she's descended from a particularly angry
version of Arnold Schwarzenegger? Is there any family resemblance at all?
9: Rich: Roll again: on a 1-7, Alice is significantly above middle class. She lives in a big, fancy apartment or house, always has the best and
newest things, and rarely can't afford something she wants. On an 8-10, she's absolutely loaded: we're talking private jet, living in a giant
mansion, driving a Lamburgini levels of rich here. Enjoy the bi-yearly visits to the summer home in the Bahamas.
Rich people do have their problems, but there's a reason the saying means what it does. Where does Alice’s money come from? If she's still
not old enough to hold a full-time job, being rich probably means that her parents are – is it because her daddy's in the diamond business?
The CEO of a large company? A very successful drug dealer? Or is it because her mother's the heiress of an incredible, ancient fortune, of
which Alice and her immediate family are merely the latest benefactors? If Alice is old enough, than does her money really come from her
parents after all, or is it all hers? Is she a highly successful business woman? Did she win the lottery? And just how rich is she, after all? If
she's only "kind of rich", than just how exactly? If she's fabulously rich, than where does her wealth end? Does she just have that one
mansion, or does she have one in every major city and one on the flagship of her fleet of yachts? Is she waited upon hand and foot by a
legion of servants, and followed everywhere by an equally numerous army of black suited bodyguards? How immediately does her wealth
show? Does she never leave home without putting on a new designer fur jacket, or does she make no indication of it whatsoever until it's
time to pay for the pizza and she pulls out a diamond credit card? How does Alice feel about being rich, or possibly extremely rich? Does she
flaunt it? Take it for granted? Brag about it? Or does she feel a bit embarrassed about never having to face the material problems that
other people do? Is she generous with her money? To friends? To strangers? What sacrifices, if any, did she or her family have to make to
become so rich? Are her parents never home because they have to work? Did she only get the inheritance because her favorite uncle died?
Does her own work consume every waking moment? If really asked to think about it, would she say that it was worth it, or would she
rather be middle-class and see her father more often? How do other people treat Alice for her money?
10: Roll twice again. (Yes, you can get this result several times. How else would Alice end up with multiple siblings?).

Personality
Though it might seem counterintuitive to the experienced roleplayer, it is this one's belief that this roll is, in fact, among the least
important on the list – practically to be used only in case one has completely ran out of or is desperately in need of ideas. A character
which has been even remotely well-written (or created using this generator, assuming one has put nearly any thought at all into giving
detailed answers to the leading questions) is all but sure to have a personality including numerous traits of varying degrees of strength and
significance, each becoming apparent in their proper time and through their proper means. The sum of the personality of such a character,
therefore, would be vastly too complex to be put in a pair of words. Furthermore, since the generator, by its very nature, is inclined
towards creating somewhat eccentric, multi-layered characters, it would be counterproductive for one to attempt to force an Alice
created by using it into the "template" represented by such simple descriptors. Optimally, one should think of Alice’s personality in holistic
terms after putting together the whole of her character, and then attempt to show it through writing her, rather than encapsulate it in
short.

That said, in case one has run out of ideas or needs a few more to work with, there's no shame about using a roll on this chart to come up
with a quick one to start with. While it is possible, through rapidly rolling the number "10", to eventually accrue a very large number of
personality traits, it is this one's advice that in such a case one should either re-roll or simply ignore the results. After all, there's a point
after which the difference between "defined by a vast number of personality traits" and "realistically characterized, psychologically stable
human being" begins to dimmer, and the latter description is useless to one looking for an idea around which to establish a fictional
personality.
Do note that regardless of the results of this roll, the default assumption is that whatever her personality, Alice loves you powerfully and
genuinely.
With the above in mind, roll a D10 while consulting the following chart:
1: Wild and Energetic
2: Proud and Haughty
3: Thoughtful and Flighty
4: Cheerful and Optimistic
5: Melancholy and Pessimistic
6: Calm and Collected
7: Naughty and Childish
8: Kind and Helpful
9: Shy and Demure.
10: Roll twice again, continuing to re-roll if more "10"s result.
As the results are all rather self-explanatory, and because the composition of Alice’s personality is a task greater than which can be fulfilled
simply by answering a series of questions (indeed, one might argue that this exactly is the purpose of this entire generator), there's no point
to following this one with any.

Intelligence & Knowledge
While Alice’s general level of "smarts" might seem, in some ways, implied by the results of other rolls, one looking to challenge themselves
in creating a character should remember that there exist exceptions to every rule and that Alice is intended, by virtue of her role in your
story, to be a bit of a special case. Furthermore, the contrast inherent to an Alice who's level of "smarts" seems inconsistent with her other
traits (such as one who acts haughty or collected, or excels at chess yet is otherwise a bit of an airhead – or conversely, a tomboy with no
scholarly interests whatsoever who turns out to be a genius) can make for appealing, interesting characterization. Attempting to conceive
of a way in which each of these seemingly contradictory character traits might fit together can be a boon to someone grasping for
personality ideas. Also, keep in mind that "smarts", as a defining character trait, is a bit of a misnomer. In real life, many people who would
score quite low on an IQ test may prove to be incredibly charming or successful as a result of what most might term "cunning", "common
sense", "intuition" or any other number of positive qualities which cannot be measured by comparing one's grades on a report card.
Similarly, it is far from uncommon for extraordinarily intelligent people to excel only in one, possibly very narrow field while otherwise
possessing only average or even below average abilities – sometimes to the point of being nigh dysfunctional. That genius and madness
come together is not just a saying: geniuses, almost by definition, think "differently" from other people, with evidence pointing to their
brains being literally structured differently. Combined with more intelligent persons' capacity for exaggerated introspection and tendency
to become lost in thought or distracted, it's hardly any wonder that some of the smartest people on Earth are not only a pain in the back
to deal with in person but would starve to death without assistance due to either forgetting to eat or (as in the case of one famous
mathematician) not knowing how to operate a can opener.
Now, roll a D10 consulting the following chart to find out how smart Alice is:
1. Not very, and...
2. Not very
3-4. Below average
5-6. Average
7-8: Above average
9. Very
10. Very, and...
1: Not very. Roll another die: on a 4-10, she's, frankly, kind of a big airhead. She's got her own things she's good at, and she's not a
complete moron, but if she's a student then the threat of being held back a year is constantly hanging over her head like the sword of
Damocles (not that she knows what that means), and if she's not it can be safely assumed that she's neither a doctor nor a lawyer. On a 13, roll again to find her "effective intelligence" level, but she actually suffers from some kind of developmental disorder – perhaps being
somewhere on the autism spectrum, to avoid the added complications accompanying most others. While she might actually be extremely
intelligent (perhaps even to savant like degrees), day-to-day life is inevitably a bit of a challenge for her and she likely requires some form
of assistance in order to get by. It is a brave decision you've made by staying with her, and one she must surely appreciate!
Just as much as "smarts" or "intelligence", "stupid" comes in many and varied shapes. While the constant here is of Alice being the sort of
person who'd do poorly at school and have few scholarly interests, that is far from the same as flat out saying she's a doofus. Take a
moment to think about Alice's attitude and behavior, and whatever details of her personal life you may have already decided on: would it
make sense for an Alice who was genuinely stupid to be like that? If not, than how would you explain that disparity? Is Alice simply
incredibly lazy or uninterested at such subjects (perhaps with the exception of her hobby, which she sees nothing wrong with immersing
herself in?)? Does she have street smarts or common sense or some kind of rustic wisdom to make up for the lack of book learning? If not,
than even in the absence of a developmental disorder life couldn't possibly be easy for her. How's it make difficult? Is Alice easily conned by
people out of her money? Does she have problem running an efficient household (such as buying more food than she can eat, resulting in
most of it being thrown away when it goes bad)? Is she prone to making poor life or lifestyle choices? If so and if not, how does her
"airheadedness" show itself in practice? Does Alice refrain from using (or even gets upset at other people using) "big words"? Does she act
disdainful of "eggheads", possibly out of jealousy or because she was raised to believe book learning is overrated? If still at school, than
what are her worst subjects, and why? Do any of her teachers care about the fact that her grades are likely abysmal? Do her parents? Does
Alice? Was she held back a class, or does she always have to stay at school during the summer? How does she get by with her studies, if at
all? Asking other people for help (or to do her homework for her, if she's the less scrupulous type)? Rote-learning? Private teachers?
Metacognitive techniques often taught to weak students at progressive schools? If Alice has any exceptional abilities that seem at odds
(such as being an excellent chess player), how would you explain them?

Think carefully before proceeding to create an Alice with an autism spectrum disorder. It is a complex, poorly understood subject, and that
makes it at the same times surprisingly easy both to write (since an enormous range of behaviors and symptoms could be reasonably
explained by it) and to get terribly wrong in an ugly, offensive manner. From an "in-universe" perspective, dating a person with a spectrum
disorder can be an often difficult, but also fascinating and extremely rewarding experience. Since each case of ASD is practically unique, ask
yourself how Alice’s manifests. Many people hold onto very specific images of how ASD persons should act, but the truth is that all kinds
are possible: some are incredibly averse to touch or might be uninterested in human interaction, whereas others have no concept of
personal space (an issue further exacerbated by some ASD person's need to feel physically "grounded" or liking of a physical sense of
"stability", which leads many to find tight hugs comforting) and are incredibly self-conscious about the subject of friendship, desiring to
make friends and fearing ever being left alone or unloved. Many show symptoms of obsessive-compulsive personality, such as turning to
ritualistic behavior, the observance of seemingly meaningless taboos or an obsession with personal cleanness in an attempt to achieve a
sense of control over what they perceive as a confusing, chaotic universe – whereas others (incapable as they are of understanding why
other people might care about such things if they don't) care nothing for order or hygiene or even what most might term basic personal
decency. Many have unique, unusual speech patterns or tiny behavioral quirks which instantly mark as them as different – does Alice? In
all, how does Alice feel about her own condition? Is she even "aware" of the fact that she is in some way unlike other people? Does she feel
ashamed? Angry? Jealous of them? Does she wish she was born "normal", instead? Or is she proud of herself, perhaps even to the point of
obnoxiousness (perhaps even well-meaning, since she wouldn't be able to tell that it's grating on people)? How severe is her condition?
Some people with ASD are barely functional in day-to-day life while some might go on their entire lives without even suspecting they might
be anything more than slightly introverted. Does Alice have any consuming obsessions? A subject, maybe, which when brought up in
conversation might prompt her to abandon any others in favor of talking about it alone for hours to come? Does she have any strange
preferences (colors or sounds she may find arbitrarily abhorrent or foods she has to eat every meal)? How did you even meet up with Alice
in the first place? Did you know she had a condition like that? How do you feel about it? How does she feel about how you feel about it?
How does it affect your relationship on a basic, romantic level? Can Alice, psychologically, love someone, or would she forever see you as
simply a dear friend? Does she have any interest in sexual relations? Any quirks regarding them? What unique difficulties does her
condition present? Do you often help her with whatever she may find difficult to do in day-to-day life?
2: Same as a result of 1, except that there's no risk of Alice having a developmental disorder.
3-4: While far from stupid, Alice isn't exactly (or wasn't) what you'd call a model student. Maybe she's lazy. Maybe she has really bad
ADHD. Maybe she just found homework boring. The end result is that while she's every bit as intelligent as you are, Alice is very bad at
"book learning". She has little trivial knowledge, doesn't like people talking in big words and isn't really into all that cerebral stuff (which
she'd probably call "brainy").
While Alice’s situation is unquestionably milder than that implied by result "1", you may still wish to consult the questions presented
underneath it for ideas regarding her. Once more, among the first things you should do is to decide upon the fundamental reason for Alice’s
lack of academic ability: is it really due to laziness? If so, than do you think Alice even understands the importance of learning (is there even
any?)? Does she believe that such efforts are basically a waste of time (perhaps because she believes the "real world" doesn't work like
that, or because she has other merits which she believes would make learning unnecessary for her)? If confronted with the need to learn,
would she be able to shape up and do it? What might cause her to make such a turn? Would you try that? How might she react if you did?
If it isn't laziness, than what is it? A simply lack of talent? A learning disorder of some sort (if so, what? There's an immense difference
between having dyslexia or attention-deficit disorder, and each would have different implications regarding Alice’s personality and
behavior)? Again, what do Alice’s teachers, friends and parents think about her circumstances? Does she go to a special needs class where
she's assigned a helper since there's no other way she'd be able to remain seated for an entire lesson? Do her parents often punish her or
are angry with her not making enough effort? If Alice were to make effort, or overcome her disability, how large would the effect be? Is it
possible that beneath the layers of dyslexia, Alice is actually a mathematical genius? That she could be a straight A student if only she
bothered to study?
5-6: In terms of both intelligence and knowledge, Alice is average. She had her solid B's as a student (or maybe still does, if she's of school
age), occasionally knows the answer while watching television quiz shows (except Jeopardy, that's just insane) and can pull off a
conversation with someone a year older without making an idiot of herself.
Her abilities being average, few special questions pertain to Alice’s intelligence and knowledge. That said, if you're starved for ideas,
consider consulting the leading questions following any of the other results on this list. Many are equally relevant, or still bring up food for
thought, as it may be.
7-8: Alice's gotten her share of A+'s, alright. She knows how to study and she's got the brains for it, and it shows. She has many different
areas of interest and is capable of engaging in some deep conversation/debate, and wouldn't do bad at a job like accounting or business.
Speaks an additional language on top of her native one.
Smarts and book learning may not be everything (or even quite really the same), but they do tend to help one in life. Given that she
undoubtedly possesses this valuable advantage yet is far from outstanding due to it, ask yourself: how does Alice’s intelligence manifest? Is
it in the way she talks? The way she acts – more maturely, more thoughtfully, perhaps more strangely, than a normal person her age? Or is
it only apparent on her report card? What are her strongest subjects? What are the weakest ones? What are her favorite and least favorite
ones, and is there a connection? Why so? Keep in mind, there are more ways in which a person can be smart than either in maths or

linguistics. Some people's intelligence shows through being able to expertly manipulate others. In different cases, it might show through
them being an extraordinary, groundbreaking artist. Does Alice, at this level, think of herself as being particularly intelligent, or does she
simply see her state as being "the way things are"? Is she, ultimately, even all that much more intelligent than the average person after all?
It's far from unusual for people to achieve such a level of accomplishment professionally or academically simply by being very diligent. Is
that Alice’s case? If so, how does it affect her life as it pertains to her relationship with you? Is she often unavailable to date, because she
must study? Does she remember school as a boring or unpleasant time, since that's all she ever did in it? It is often said that there's a
correlation between the number of languages a person speaks and their intelligence. Given that Alice speaks another one on top of her
native, it may be prudent to ask yourself whether that's the case with her. What language does she speak, and why, and which came
"first"? Is it that Alice was born in a multilingual home, speaking more than one language since childhood and thus building up her brain
from young age, or that she learned it later, and this attests for her abilities to do so?
9: If still at school, Alice is definitely a top student - definitely the best in her class and probably amongst the best in the school, if not the
town. If she's older than that, then she definitely has a doctorate in something, and likely few other degrees on top. She has a very wide
knowledge base and speaks 3 languages on top of her native one.
This Alice is quite very clearly a cut above the rest. By the point of being that intelligent, people's lives tend to become defined by their
academic or intellectual abilities either voluntarily, or because that is how they're perceived by society. A student this good, unless they
take special effort to hide it for whatever reason, will be singled out as "the smart kid" in most schools – and again, unless they had a good
reason not to, one might assume that as adults they've put their prodigious talents to excelling at a profession where they might be useful.
Ask the same questions as presented under the "7-8" header, but keep in mind the more extreme nature of the situation. How has Alice’s
life, particularly within the context of her relations with others, been shaped thus far by her intellect (or other people's perception thereof)?
Did her parents push her to overachievement throughout her childhood, instilling in her a desperate need to excel or risk feeling unloved?
Or were they more liberal types, who allowed and encouraged her to study whatever and how much she liked, explaining her wide range of
interests? Was she admired by her classmates as a model student, resented as a "stuck up" (was she, really?) or simply mocked as a nerd?
How do her co-workers like the fact that she's likely better than them at whatever they do? And how did Alice feel about all that? Proud,
that she was so much better than others? Satisfied, that her hard work and talent have led her to such great things (or did they?)? Angry,
that she'd spent her formative years doing nothing but cram and study? At this level, Alice is almost certain to have far more knowledge
than a less "smart" person, on top of being able to think faster. How does that show? Is Alice an academic show-off, keen to share
potentially useless facts with anyone who'd listen at any time just to show that she knows them? Or is she simply the type of person who
"happens" to always have the answer for any question someone brings up? What was her university life like? What's her doctorate in? How
does she feel about it (does she insist on being called "Dr. Schmidt"?)
10: Roll the die again. On a 1-7, treat the result as a 9. On a 8-10, you've scored yourself a proper genius. To say that Alice is/was the
smartest kid in school is a gross understatement: she jumped three classes ahead and by the time she was in the 9th grade had already
won some national award. If older than that, then she clearly went on to blaze through the halls of academia, collecting degrees like some
people change socks and giving her professors serious self-esteem issues. There's barely a language she doesn't speak, it takes five normal
people just to come up with the name of a book she doesn't know by heart, and she does calculations in her sleep that usually take
computers the size of your closet. Needless to say, she's a very lonely person, even if she doesn't show it. Hope you can match up to her.
A genius is a great many things, but most fundamentally, most of all, they're estranged. Whether they'd rather see themselves as freaks of
society or as intellectual "gods among men", the fact remains that they do not fit and in a sense cannot fit with "normally able" human
beings. Unfortunately, being on either far side of the capability scale still means not being with everyone else, and on most geniuses, it
shows. It is inevitable that in some major ways, Alice’s life has been defined by her genius. How old was she when people around her
realized she was an intellectual titan, and how? Could she speak fluently at eight months old? Read books by the time she was two? Was
she bumped instantly from preschool to the tenth grade, already with a degree on the side? How did people treat her for it? With pride?
With suspicion? With fear? How did Alice feel about being treated like that (being as intelligent as she was, she almost undoubtedly knew,
and well)? How does her intelligence show? A genius isn't simply a person who thinks much better than others, they think different. Not just
faster and stronger but deeper, too, and in more directions. To most people, their mood and behavior appear almost inevitably strange.
You may wish to consult the leading questions under the "autism" header, beneath "1" – while not all geniuses are autistic and not all
autists are geniuses, the similarities in behavior can be intriguing. Is Alice often lost in thought, among higher, mental spheres? Does she
speak too fast or in too complex terms for most people to follow (does she care?)? Does she ever feel lonely, that most people can't even
hope to begin to comprehend the things which interest her or talk to her on her level? Imagine you had to spend your entire life with
nothing but babies for company. Isn't Alice frustrated? Of course, unlike people with autism a genius like Alice might actually possess an
incredibly keen understanding of human nature. Does she? What interests her? What is she good at? What does she like to apply her
intelligence to? Generally, geniuses tend to either be hyperfocused on one field to the exclusion of all others (sometimes even going to near
fail at school, because all subjects except their preferred one bore them), or have a vast range of talents and interests which they all
manage to casually excel in (perhaps because focusing on any one subject for long bores them just as much). How did Alice apply her
brilliance so far? Is she accredited with some discovery or invention? Does she have multiple doctorates, from schools to which she was
accepted on scholarship? Does she work at a particular job? Finally, ask yourself how you would feel about an Alice like that: knowing that
your girlfriend is so much infinitely smarter than you, wouldn't you ever feel a bit overwhelmed? Jealous? Inadequate? What is it that Alice
sees in you, anyway? You certainly can't satisfy her intellectually, so is it pure, physical lust? Does she love you for your personality (do you
make her laugh? Do you support her through hard times?)

Hobbies
It may seem odd for characters' hobbies, both in this generator and on the romantic/erotic
Regardless of the ultimate choice of hobby,
anime and manga by which it was primarily inspired, to receive as much attention as they do
always ask yourself the following questions:
compared to such things as their basic personality traits or family backgrounds. After all, for
most people a hobby is by definition something to do on their *spare* time – when there's
When and why did Alice start engaging in her
nothing better or more important to, "by default" (disregarding the fact that, reading this on
hobby? How much time and effort (and money, if
4chan, your life might all but revolve around your obscure hobbies). The reason for that is
applicable) does she normally spend on it? How
the same in both cases: a hobby is an efficient, authentic way of expressing a character's
much of her day-to-day life does the hobby
personality traits and providing them (in some cases, even marginally) more depth. This is
consume? Does she know other people who enjoy
especially prevalent within the realm of erotic manga, which in most cases is confined by the
that hobby? Does she like them? Has it ever
need to tell a story in just a couple dozen pages, most of which ought to be "taken" by
influenced your relationship with her? Can you
showing two people fucking. Early in the history of the industry, the writers of such manga
engage in it together? Would you like to? How
have realized that readers feel a closer connection – translating into a heightened ability to
good is Alice at whatever it is?
enjoy their image having sex, due to the higher degree of personal identification – with
characters whom they perceive as being "rounder". This is why the first one or two pages of many seem to be so aggressive about
dumping exposition upon the reader which, given the contents of the rest of the story, might seem otherwise to be pointless ("Look there!
It's Setsumi! She's the student council president, and the heiress of a very rich family, isn't she?!"). Hobbies were the perfect solution: in
just a single page of showing a heroine engaging in what is assumed to be a favorite pastime, the writer can tell the reader (assumed)
volumes about the character's personality through the power of expectations (Either to be followed or defied. When one is introduced to
a girl in judo-gi, hurling an opponent to the ground, they know to expect her to be boyish, aggressive, and blunt – and may be all the more
surprised, therefore intrigued, if they find her later to be actually a shy and demure housewife type. This works both ways: a prim and
proper class president, by itself a rather shallow archetype, can be instantly made more alluring by showing her to actually be a rabid
videogame otaku), all the while introducing them in a dynamic, unobtrusive fashion that feels more like a part of the story proper. Within
the context of the generator, hobbies are also a good way of setting up scenes absent a better idea: does Alice like gardening? Than just
open with her and you standing on her balcony on a summer day, as she tends to her flowers. Does she like racing bikes? Open with her
inviting you to join her on a fast, wild ride.
Knowing this, roll a D20 now to find out what Alice likes to do most in her spare time:
1-2. Sports

11. Geekery

17. Combat Sports

3-4. Music

12. Occult

18. Roll again - but she's not very good
at it

5-6. Art

13. Boardgames

7-8. Cooking

14. Gardening

19. Roll again - she's famous for doing
it

9. Fashion

15. Mechanics

20. Roll Twice

10. Computers

16. Survivalism

1-2: Sports. Roll 1D10: on 1-2, it's tennis. On a 3-4, basketball. On a 5-6, soccer. On a 7-8, swimming and on a 9-10, track and field.
Despite their overwhelming popularity, sports are to this day assumed by many to be an inherently unfeminine activity – especially such
sports as football or basketball, which emphasize teamwork, aggressiveness, and raw power. How does Alice feel about being a
sportswoman? Does she care at all about how others might see her? Does she care about you? Does she revel in the physical pleasure of
sweat on her brow and acid in her muscles, or finish each practice by sheepishly hiding away her smelly uniform? How do you feel about a
girl who does sports? If Alice has teammates, than how does she feel about those? What role does she play on the team? Are they good?
Do they often win? Did Alice? Does she have any medals to show for it? Is she proud? Does she like physical exercise in general, or is she
dedicated to her sport as a sport? How does she eat? Does her sporty hobby show on her figure?
3-4: Music. Roll 1D10: on a 1, she doesn't make music herself, but likes to listen to it. On a 2-4 it's the piano. On 5-6 violin. On 7-8 it's the
guitar. On a 9 she sings. On a 10 it's drums.
What styles or genres of music does Alice like? How passionately does she feel about those that she does or doesn't (would she get into a
fight with someone over whether a song is good? Would she dump her boyfriend for liking the wrong band?)? To what degree does Alice
consider music her "lifestyle"? Does she dress the part? Is she part of a band, orchestra or choir? How famous or good are they? What does
she feel about the other members? Did you ever listen to her music? How did you like it? If Alice doesn't make music herself, than why? Is it
because she doesn't want to, doesn't think she can, or is too lazy or fearful to try? What does Alice think about musicians she sees as truly
great?

5-6: Art. Roll 1D10: on a 1-4 she paints or draws. On a 5-7 she sculpts. On an 8-10 she writes either prose or poetry.
What styles of whatever art she creates does Alice like? What are her favorite artists, or works? Does she like to create art for its own sake,
or to show it off? To friends? To total strangers? Are her drawers filled with secret poetry or does she make a living selling her pictures in
galleries? Where does she get her inspiration? What does she do when she finds none? Were you ever her inspiration? Did she think that
romantic?
7-8: Cooking. She's an excellent chef and knows how to make food that's every bit as delicious as it's beautiful.
Good cooking is not just subjective, it comes in all kinds. Is Alice a practiced, exacting gourmet chef, almost as much a scientist and an artist
as a food provider, who crafts delicate and sophisticated dishes that can enrich the palates of the plebian and stir the hearts of those with
the experience to truly appreciate them? Or does she have a natural "grandmother's touch", enabling her to make even the simplest of
lower-class dishes taste great and comforting through the twin powers of love and intuition? What styles of cooking does she prefer? What
is her own favorite food? Does she understand the principles of a healthy diet? Does she care about them? Is she the "pampering" type –
breakfasts in bed with large desserts and a dinner each evening, or does she prefer to show-off every once in a while with a gorgeous,
extravagant meal? Does she often cook for family and friends? For you?
9: Fashion. A prototypical "girly girl", Alice enjoys buying, trying, appreciating, or possibly even designing clothes (and matching makeup,
and hairstyle, and accessories…)
There's a paradoxical tendency to both assume that all women should be interested in fashion to some degree, and stereotype those who
do as vapid, superficial bimbos with fake tans, dyed hair, and blown-up lips. Is this really Alice, or is there something more to that? Much
that some might deride, the fact is that the field of fashion is a highly profitable, high profile industry, with its own famous geniuses and
artists. Is Alice just a rabid consumer of fashion, or does she have an interest in making it? What are her favorite styles? How critical is she
of others? Does she often offer to help (or "help") her friends look good? Would she offer you? What does she think about how you
normally look? Does she approve? Would she agree to go out with someone like that, or insist that you put something nicer on before she's
seen with you in public? Does she like to "model" for you when you're alone? Have you ever bought her a piece of clothing or jewelry she
really, really liked? Possibly even though she herself would never have bought it? Is the true reason that she's so obsessed with dressing up
nicely because she's really that proud of herself, or because she's trying to make up for the fact she thinks her own body isn't pretty enough
without help from fashionable items? Is she worried about her figure (or color, or weight…)?
10: Computers. She can build them, she can program them, and she can play FPS' and MMORPG's with the very best of them.
There's knowing about computers and there's knowing about computers. What's Alice angle? Is she an avid gamer, who participates in
tournaments, learns the technical fundaments and mechanical nuances of her favorite games and collects achievements with passion? Or
is she an experienced programmer, who knows software from the inside out, creating and modifying digital applications on her own for fun
or profit? What are her favorite games? What's her favorite code language? What does she use her skills for? What kind of computer
(computers?) does she own? Is she proud of it? Frustrated that it isn't good enough? What kind of computer would she like to have (no true
computer geek is ever satisfied with their current rig. Not truly), and why doesn't she have it yet?
11: Geekery. Comics, manga, anime, tabletop games - if it ends up involving dressing up in a silly costume in a convention, Alice is all over
it.
While some geeks (especially the more hardcore ones) are content to do it all, most prefer to focus on just a few fields of geekdom. Does
Alice have a library's worth of character sheets for tabletop roleplaying games she's never played, or of original Japanese language visual
novels she insists the translators would ruin? Does she speak fluent Klingon or Sindarin? What are her favorite shows (or anime, or
games…) and how does she show her love? By buying all of the merchandise? Going to all the cons? Dressing up like a character who
doesn't physically resemble her in any way? How does she feel about people who dare love the wrong shows? Did you ever have a fight
over the subject? How do people see Alice for her hobbies, and how does react? Most geeks are not viewed positively by mainstream
society. Is Alice a proud geek (emotionally proud, or the kind who must show their pride by always walking around in a black t-shirt with
some clever Firefly quote on it), or does she feel ashamed of her hobbies? Does she have any hobby friends (a doujin circle perhaps, or a
roleplaying group?)
12: Occult: UFO sightings ghost stories, tarot cards and aura reading - everything and anything that has to do with the inexplicable and the
paranormal excites Alice, and she'd like to know all about it.
Does Alice know that most of society thinks of her hobby as a bunch of horseshit? How does she feel about it? Maturely accept that most of
it is probably meaningless, but acknowledging that she still likes it as a hobby? Or does would she rather protect herself with layers of
persecution complex and conspiracy theories? What particular beliefs about the supernatural does she have? Has she ever been involved in
a supernatural incident or encounter (or does she think that?)? How proactive is she about chasing the unnatural? Shitpost about tulpas on
/x/, or sneak out into abandoned factories in the middle of the night with a video camera to look for the ghosts of suicides (or just camp out
on top of a hill outside town every once in a while to look for flying saucers)? How do you feel about her hobby, and how would she react if
you told her that you don't believe in any of it? Would she fight with you? Dump you? Try to convince you? Cry?

13: Boardgames: Roll 1D10: on a 1-4, she's a serious a chess player. On a 5-7, she plays go. On an 8-10, she's plays mahjong.
Just how professional is Alice’s liking of the boardgame of her choice? Is it something she does for fun a lot with her friends at home, or
does she participate in tournaments and swallow books about strategy? Has she defeated any notable opponents, or otherwise achieved
something remarkable? Does she apply the skills boardgames have taught her (strategy, forward thinking, caution, etc. ) to other areas of
her life? Is she the proverbial man who "plays chess with people", or just a nice fellow who likes moving pieces on a board? How does she
act when she wins? How does she act when she loses? Have you ever played against her? Did you win or lose? Would she act differently if
you defeated her than how she'd normally act if someone did?
14: Gardening: It's not just about planting the flowers and taking care of them - there's an entire philosophy to the practice of tending to
growing plants, and Alice is one of those people who actually take it very seriously.
Where does Alice most often apply her horticultural skills? A bunch of potted plants inside the house? A small herb garden or greenhouse
she tends to? Or is she simply a farming girl, and makes a living (or at least some of it) tending to large crops of corn (or cabbage, or
watermelon for all that anyone cares)? Does she approach the field from a scientific or a holistic point of view? Does she know her way
around botany, GMO's and synthetic fertilizer, or does she just talk to the flowers a lot? Does she have any favorite plants? Did she ever
form an intimate emotional connection with one? A flower she was given by her now dead mother? A tree she planted when she was just a
baby (or which her grandfather did when he was)? How would she act if something were to happen to that special, precious plant? Did that
happen before?
15: Mechanics: Roll 1D10: On a 1-7, she's into building, repairing and upgrading anything with an engine in it, particularly vintage cars and
motorcycles, and looks good in overalls. On a 8-10, her interest in maintaining vehicles is only secondary to her interest in driving them.
One can only imagine how good she must look in motorcycle leathers, with a helmet held under her arm!
Few hobbies are considered less feminine than mucking about inside the belly of a big gas guzzler covered in machine oil, but the
assumption here is that Alice makes it look good. Moreso perhaps than in the case of other hobbies, you got to ask yourself how Alice got
into that unusual pastime. Was it out of necessity (perhaps her dad always wanted a son to help around the family garage?)? Scientific
curiosity? Personal challenge? As with sports, being perceived as such a masculine subject, wonder how Alice sees herself with her
mechanics hobby. Is it something she keeps private for fear of being ridiculed (or not finding a boyfriend), or does she proudly walk around
oil stained and smelling like exhaust, waving the obligatory wrench? If she's into riding, than how does she go about it, and where? Does
she have her own motorcycle? What type is it? Did she personalize it? Does she view it as a mode of transportation, a friend, a lover, a
child? Is it her first one? How would she act if (or did it already happen?) her motorcycle were to break down or become trashed? Does she
ride for pleasure, or because it's part of her job? Did she ever participate in a race? Under what circumstances? Was she ever involved in an
accident, or injured? How did she react? It obviously didn't make her stop loving vehicles. What would she do if a future injury were to
cripple her for good? Would that change her mind, or is her love of Going Fast more of a spiritual thing?
16: Survivalism. Roll 1D10: on a 1-7, she's really into camping, hiking and fishing. On an 8-10, she one of those gun nuts who likes
discussing which type of scope is superior and run around in camouflage shooting other gun nuts in the woods.
What turns a person from a mentally stable, well-adjusted member of society into the type whose idea of "fun" is traversing forty
kilometers a day over mountainous terrain with a thirty kilogram backpack? Did she start hiking in order to get in shape? Did she often go
fishing with her parents or siblings? Or is it that she grew up somewhere so remote that learning this type of skills was simply a valuable
part of growing up? Is her family the type who, even in this day and age, still regularly supplements their diet with home-salted moose and
knows how to properly store guns because they're keeping the family bunker for when the "damn commies" finally reveal their plan for
taking over the government? How frequently does she actually get to make use of her skills? How is it apparent on Alice that she possesses
them? Does she have the strong legs and endless stamina of a hiker (can she go for a day without food without feeling it)? Is her skin
tanned and wind-bitten? Does she have a wardrobe full of light, weather resistant coats and heavy shoes that cost far too much? If Alice is
into guns, than what is her favorite type of firearm, and what does she think about it? How does she treat her guns? With care?
Professionalism? Love? Does she have any gun related political opinions (possibly ones she's very eager to share with anyone unfortunate
enough to be nearby)? Did she ever get in legal trouble or injured due to her love of guns? Does her obsession with them originate from an
incident in her past in which a gun could've, or did help her get out of trouble? Is she normally a violent person? Reckless? Would she use a
gun for anything except sports? How responsible is she with her guns?
17: Combat Sports. She's the unexpectedly aggressive kind of athlete. Roll 1D10: on 1-3, she does judo. On 4-6, karate. On a 7-8, she does
archery, probably Japanese style. On a 9-10, she's either a classical fencer or a kendoka.
Most sports have a measure of violence to them (if only philosophically), but these ones don't try to hide it. Besides the questions
associated with all hobbies and with sporty ones in particular (refer to the questions under the "1-2" header), think of what you can tell
about Alice’s particular fighting style or technique, and what it might mean (if it does) about her character. Is she particularly aggressive in
combat? Is her stance elegant and refined? Does she draw the bowstring with perfect, zen-like focus? Does she apply the same principles or
philosophy to her day-to-day existence? Is she that aggressive off the mat? Does she have that focus outside the range? How does she feel
about her rivals, personally? Was she ever injured during practice? What are her views on violence in general, not necessarily just as a
sport? Is she a violent person? Or is it precisely because she engages in combat sports that she's less so than she would be otherwise? Does

practicing karate improve her personal discipline, or allow her to take out her anger? How about applying her skills to self-defense? Did she
ever have a chance to? How did it work out? Or is it that precisely because she once needed to and couldn't defend herself that now she's
into combat?
18: Some people make up with enthusiasm for the talents they don't have. Roll the dice again to find out Alice’s hobby, except that she's
only really kind of mediocre in it.
The first question which comes up immediately is whether or not Alice is aware of how bad she is. The second, partially dependent on what
answer you gave for the third, is "why keep doing it anyway"? Is it because she loves whatever it is she does, even if she may never achieve
anything in the field? Is it because she feels obliged to, like all her friends expect her to be into fashion, or her parents desperately want her
to play the violin, or she feels she'd grow fat if she didn't play sports? How do other people treat her for being so bad? Do they pity her?
Mock her? Try in vain to help her improve? How does she feel about it? Obviously, she doesn't hate it enough to quit, but it's quite possible
– even likely – that she hates it quite a bit nevertheless. Is she ashamed of her lack of talent? Is she filled with a fiery, if impotent, desire to
get better? Have you ever been in a situation where your emotional (or otherwise) help or support was the only thing preventing her from
quitting, or otherwise suffering due to her hobby? Did you ever help cleaning her wounds after she tripped for the hundredth time during
junior football practice? Did you give her some pointers with cooking, because even you're better than her in the kitchen? Did you just sit
there and smile encouragingly when she tried to sing and got every single note eye-cringingly wrong? How does she, in turn, feel about all
the effort you may have put into helping or standing her?
19: Far from being simply good, Alice is nationally famous at whatever she does. Maybe her paintings sell at galleries, or she's already
released a gold record. Maybe she almost made it to the Olympics. Maybe she just has her own highly rated TV show (or a hundredthousand follower YouTube channel) on the subject. Being the boyfriend of a celebrity has its perks, but watch for crippling feelings of
personal inadequacy.
This option assumes two things: that Alice is popular, and that she's popular because she's really good at something. These in mind, ask
yourself: how does Alice feel about being so popular? Most people who end up celebrities wanted it at least to some degree (and indeed,
mostly do still want, or they'd have left the spotlight), but being a celebrity is the kind of deal whose drawbacks one doesn't truly
appreciate until they have to contend with them – from insane fans to constant observation to having your every word analyzed and
criticized on the internet by crazy fans (thanks to constant observation). Is Alice still truly happy and excited with and despite all this, or are
there times when she wishes she could have a little more quiet? Remember, she's there because she's good at something, which she quite
likely loves to do. If she truly enjoys her hobby, but not the recognition it gains her, how did she end up recognized? Does the conflict affect
her behavior, or does she keep it all bottled up? Do Alice’s parents or family know about her celebrity status? What do they think about it?
Do her classmates or coworkers? How's their treatment of Alice affected by it? How did you end up boyfriend of a celebrity, and how did it
change your relationship? Did you ever have to leave a dating venue because of paparazzi, perhaps? Did you have to deal with pictures of
you flooding people's Facebook pages, and the resultant flood of death threats from fans who'd much rather be in your place? Are you
okay with her fame? Doesn't it ever make you feel unappreciated, unimportant, or overwhelmed? If you asked Alice to quit it, would she?
20: Alice is a true Renaissance woman. Roll twice again to find out what multiple hobbies she has (can be repeated).

Matters of Appearance

Realistic Color

Since, in real life, "beauty" is both subjective and far more than the sum of a
person's skin color and weight, assume for convenience' purposes (after all, this is
your fantasy) that whatever numbers are rolled on the table below Alice is wellproportioned, well-built, and has a face you would find attractive (or even
downright beautiful, if you wish). Of course, if you wish it you may just as well
write that Alice is ugly – it can make for some interesting drama to write about,
but don't feel like you're cheating just for deciding "by yourself" that she isn't.
Now, for the general details of how she might look, you may wish to use the
following tables:

It has been pointed out a s a problem by some that, since the results
of each roll on the tables besides are not, by default, in any way
dependent upon others they tend to produce combinations of skin,
eye and hair color which are highly unusual in real life (in particular,
many have expressed distaste for the so called "Australian Aborigine
look", which combines dark skin with blonde hair). As the original
creator of the Game of Alice has implied, this is intentional – such
combinations, rare as they might be in real life, are far from unusual
within the realm of romantic/erotic manga. Independent rolls also
have the advantage of keeping things "simple" and, perhaps just as
importantly, avoiding any conflict which might arise due to the
approach of politically sensitive subjects.

Skin Color: Roll 1D10:
1-2: Very dark/black

That said, if it isn't that much more work to do, I don't see a reason
to try and satisfy everyone. If you wish, feel free to follow the
following rules, instead:

3-4: Deeply tanned
5-6: Tanned

After rolling for Alice’s skin color, rather than proceeding to roll on
the tables nearby, roll instead on the one below, cross-referencing
that first result with the roll of the die:

7-8: Light
Eye Color: Roll 1D10:

9-10: Very light/pale

Eye Color: Roll 1D10:
1-5: Brown
6-8: Blue
9: Green
10: Rolle once more. On a 1-7, Green. On an 8-10, something exotic, like purple or
yellowish brown.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hair Color: Roll 1D10:
1-4: Black

Very dark or deeply
tanned skin

Deeply tanned,
tanned or light
skin

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Blue
Roll 1D10: on a 1-7,
blue eyes. On an 89, green eyes. On
another 10, an
unusual color.

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Blue
Blue
Blue
Green
Roll 1D10: on a 17, green eyes. On
an 8-10, an
unusual color.

5-7: Brown

Light or
very
light
skin
Brown
Brown
Brown
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Green
Green
Roll
1D10:
on a 16, green
eyes.
On a 710, an
unusual
color.

8-9: Blonde
10: Red
Color is a touchy subject, but then, so is romance. Would you normally be
attracted to a person of Alice’s color? If not, than what is it about her that made
you attracted to her? Did color differences, if there are any, ever cause friction
between you? Did Alice’s color ever cause her trouble in life? To what degree does
she believe herself or act defined by her color? Where did her family come from?
Which elements of their original culture does Alice still practice, if any? How does
society view her in light of her ethnic or cultural origins? How does she view it
back?

Height
Due to the way visual imagination works, it is actually quite rare for people to
count height in somebody else' mental image, unless it is extremely unusual (say,
if said person is a giant or a dwarf). That said, height and height differences
provide ample opportunities for drama and romance in the world from which
Alice originates, so there shouldn't be much harm in rolling for that, too, should
it?

Hair Color: Roll 1D10:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Very dark or deeply
tanned skin

Deeply tanned,
tanned or light skin

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Brown
Brown
Brown
Roll 1D10: on a 1-7,
blonde. On an 8-10,
red.

Black
Black
Black
Black
Brown
Brown
Brown
Blonde
Blonde
Red

Light
or
very
light
skin
Black
Brown
Brown
Brown
Blonde
Blonde
Blonde
Blonde
Red
Red

As you can see, deeply tanned, tanned and light skin each appear on
two columns. When such a result is rolled, roll 1D10: on a result of
1-5, use the leftmost column on which it appears. On a result of 610, use the rightmost one.

1-2: Much shorter than average – Alice is 130 to 150 centimeters tall (or 130).
3-4: Shorter than average – Alice is 140 to 160 centimeters tall (or 150).
5-6: About average – Alice is 150 to 170 centimeters tall (or 160).
7-8: Taller than average – Alice is 170 to 190 centimeters tall (or 180).
9-10: Much taller than average – Alice is 190 to 210 centimeters tall (or 200).
What the ideal height for a woman is varies widely from culture to culture, time to time, and person to person. While being tall is
considered, by some, to be a sign of good health and manners (perhaps due to instincts dating all the way back to the atavistic perception
that "larger" seeming members of one's species are to be deferred to), just as many believe that a "properly" attractive woman ought to be
short and petite (yet others wouldn't mind a tall woman being their girlfriend, so long as she isn't taller than them). How does Alice feel
about her height? Human beings being the shallow things that they are, it's near inevitable for a person (especially a girl) to have had their
height commented upon at least once growing up – and however silly it might sound, there's a tendency to take it to heart (all the more so,
of course, if one's height is truly exceptional – meaning, of course, that others would take note of it far more often). Was Alice ever mocked
for her height, whether because she was too short or tall? Did she take it in stride back then? Right now (or is she still being mocked for her
height, to this day?)? If Alice is already at an age where she's stopped growing (it is interesting to note that almost without exception, girls
stop growing taller upon first getting their period, signifying sexual maturity. While their growth begins earlier than boys', most do not
grow significantly after 15-17), then ask: when did she start, when did she stop, and how does she feel about it? Is she frustrated that she
never grew above a certain height? Upset that her youthful "cuteness" was ruined by being too tall? Simply satisfied that she's looking
good? What do you think about Alice’s height? Would you mind a girlfriend who was taller than you, or who's exceptionally tall or short?
What kind of physical difficulties does Alice often face due to her height? Is she mistaken for a kid? Not allowed to go on amusement park
rides? Forced to show an ID whenever she wants to order a beer? Or does she always bump her head on the doorframe and suffer from
back pains due to being too tall? Can she be easily told apart from a crowd? While the generator won't create midgets it does have a very
short chance of creating a giant – does a giant Alice suffer from any of the medical complications so common to people of her body size?
Was she ever treated for them? Are Alice’s parents about as tall as she is? If not, how does she like the fact that family pictures always end
up looking cartoonish?

Build
Our modern culture is all but obsessed with thinness, oftentimes to an unhealthy degree. This goes double in the case of young women,
who lead lives bombarded with media and commercials which ingrain in them the belief that thinner is better, ad infinitum – but also in
the case of men, who find their own standards of beauty evolving to match. Whether this is a sign of moral decay or simply another phase
in society's constant and inevitable flux of fashions is a matter for the anthropologists to decide on and the activists to argue on the
internet. What matters to you is what Alice Schmidt's hips to waist ration, and how exactly you'd like it.
Fortunately, the following chart should allow you to tell with but a simple roll of 1D10:
1: Alice is a scrawny type – perhaps not anorexic, but getting quite close. Maybe she doesn't like eating for some reason, or maybe she's
just got those genes. On the bright side, think of the jeans she can fit to, with her butt size 2 level smaller! And those limbs look
hypnotically flexible… On the bad side, shrink her breasts by a whole 2 cup sizes. Those things are mostly fat, you know.
2-3: Skinny - she clearly cares a lot about her weight, although whether in a healthy manner or not is another issue altogether. Shrink her
butt by 1 level and her chest by 1 cup size.
4-6: Average. Alice’s just the right weight for herself!
7-8: Curvy: Not quite what anyone would call “fat”, but a teensy bit too shapely to be called “average”, Alice has just enough wait for it
settle down in all the right places. Her butt, hips and thighs are particularly noticeable – to the lines of being 1 level larger. Roll another
die: on a 6-10, “the right places” also migrate up a bit, and she’s also got breasts 1 cup size larger.
9: Chubby. She's got a fair bit to plump to her, which fills her up a bit and shows on her cheeks, and can be generally very endearing - on
top of enlarging her breasts by 1 cup size and her butt size by 1 level.
10: Big Bones: just short of this side of "fat", Alice manages the seemingly impossible task of making being big look good. Maybe it's in how
she moves those big, juicy thighs, or the way that her big, bubbly butt jiggles enticingly behind her with every step. Maybe it's just that tiny
little bit of flesh that almost shows through when her clothes hug it just tight enough… Or, perhaps, it's just that her butt is 2 sizes larger
and her breasts are an extra 2 cup sizes bigger. Fat meat goes well with some cream. Mmm!
Fat is a complex issue, especially where girls are concerned. A person's size and build can say a lot about their lifestyle or personality, or it
might not. It may or may not shape the way they're seen by society, and they may or may not react to that perception in any number of

different ways – bearing in mind, of course, that a seeming "lack of reaction" is, by itself, a type of reaction, indicative of either a conscious
choice which itself implies a type of personality or a lack of awareness that is by definition telling of somebody's character. Ask yourself
whether Alice’s weight is largely due to her genetics, or due to her lifestyle (likely, it's some combination of the two). If it's the first, than
how does she feel about her weight, in view of the fact that she (seemingly) had no conscious effect on it? Does she mourn her bad luck for
having been "born" too fat, or thin? Did she try, at some point, taking measures to amend the situation (going on a diet, for example), and
if it didn't work, why? Is it that Alice’s genes really make her all that much inclined towards a certain body shape or was it more of a matter
of choice or coincidence – Alice couldn't make it without breaking her diet, or had to stop due to medical circumstances? If it's the second,
and Alice herself had a hand at how she currently looks, than how does she feel about what she did? Is she happy that she succeeded in
losing or gaining weight? Upset that her carelessness and bad habits have led her to looking like she does? Just how much attention has
Alice ever given to her weight, and how much does it concern her? How has she ever been treated for it? Was she mocked for being too
thin, or fat? Scolded by her parents? Perhaps even the victim of prejudice? And how did she react to that treatment? Is she proud of
herself? Does she face any sort of day to day problems due to her weight? Is she so thin as to be anemic, requiring her to take food
supplements to avoid growing any sicker? Is she too fat to fit into clothing? How would you describe Alice’s eating habits? Does she
religiously avoid anything but green leaves and Metamucil, eternally fearful for her figure? Is she a fad dieter, coming up with new and
ridiculous plans every week and expecting you to support her the whole way? Or does she simply accept things as they are (or, perhaps,
reveling in the fact that her genetics have gifted her with the ability to do so without growing fatter) and enjoy each meal to the fullest
(perhaps going a bit overboard, at times)? How do you feel about dating a girl who weighs as much as Alice does? Do you think she'd do
something about it if you asked her? Do you think she'd succeeds?

Breasts
For being considered “secondary” sexual characteristics, the pair of fatty, heavily veined, fleshy mounds formed around a post-pubescent
woman’s mammary glands – that is, her breasts (boobs, tits, gazongas, hooters, sweater puppies, jugs, etc.), sure garner a good deal of
attention. Perhaps it’s got something to do with the fact that unlike many others, they’re plainly visible on the body to see – or perhaps
just because we’re all programmed, on some level, to greatly desire breasts to suck on at some early point of our lives. Regardless, despite
their limited use in day-to-day life breasts are often considered the most sexually attractive part of a woman’s body, to the point some
might define their self-image (sexually or not), by the size, shape, or apparent desirability of their bust. Whether this is a healthy approach
or not is, of course, up to debate – for the purposes of this game, you might as well do for the time by rolling 1D10, and applying the
results to the table below:
1: A cup, and flat as a washboard. You know what they say, though: these ones are the most sensitive.
2-3: B cup, and finely shaped ones, at that.
4-6: C cup, which seems to be curiously common amongst manga types.
7-8: D cup and perky (not to mention likely the source of some minor back problems)
9: E cup, and starting to cross the line into the realm of niche appeal.
10: Roll once more: on a 1-7, Alice's an E cup and that's quite enough, thank you very much. On an 8-10, she's a whopping F-cup and
probably either very proud or wistfully wishes she still remembered what it was like to have people looking at her face.
Breasts are a tricky thing to talk about, especially on those parts of the internet where such talk is nominally verboten. Nevertheless, we are
dealing with the creation of an imaginary woman for the purposes of having an imaginary relationship with, and as it happens, such
creation rarely goes without reference to those wonderful, shapely lumps of fat. Having rolled on the table above you now have a general
idea of Alice’s breast size, but for the self-respecting breast connoisseur cup size is hardly the end-all. Just how big are Alice’s breasts,
exactly, in comparison to the rest of her body (after all, breasts which might look gargantuan on a stick-skinny twig of a girl might simply
sink into the general bulk of a heavier one), and what are they shaped like? Are they pointy, flat, round, perky or sagging? How do they
look when Alice takes off her bra? Does she have any remarkable moles, wrinkles, or other skin deformations on her breasts? What’s the
color and shape of her areolas? How visible are the veins around them? What about the nipples? When answering the above questions
please try to keep in mind the forum you’re dealing with – it’d be a shame for you get banned from a website because you’ve gotten too
excited describing the exact shade of someone’s secondary sex characteristic. How sensitive are Alice’s breasts? How does she usually
contain them? “A bra” is a very general term, nowadays. What kind of bras does Alice wear, normally, and what (if anything) do they say
about her? Especially by means of stereotypical contrast, the color and style of one’s bra has been used for effect before in a substantial
number of titillating (and, rarely, a fair bit more than that) productions: who doesn’t get excited seeing the (seemingly?) demure, shy
librarian unbutton her shirt off only to reveal nigh-translucent, fiendishly removable black underwear, or the shameless femme-fatale
throw her shirt off and expose lily-white, respectable pads?
How does Alice feel about her breasts? Women are notorious (but then, in reality, who isn’t?) for dissatisfaction with their physical bodies
regardless of shape, and breasts, being as visible and prolific physical traits as they, are frequently the subjects of anything ranging from
mild insecurities or annoyances to full-blown neurosis and obsession. Flat-chested girls wish they were buxom, busty girls wish that they
weren’t, and the rare few who’re happy with what they’ve got are viewed by other girls as vain, superficial or eccentric (especially in the

case of those who take great pride in being flat – which, perhaps paradoxically, given that many of them are equipped to understand just
how uncomfortable large breasts can be, is considered even by girls to be less than desirable). What kind of physical, emotional, and
everyday problems are or have been caused to Alice because of her breasts? While the flat-chested “merely” have to contend with
possessing what most see as an unattractive bodily feature, having a pair of heavy, soft, unwieldy lumps growing out of the fore of one’s
body can lead to numerous little problems for those “blessed” with larger assets. Buying new clothes (or underwear) can be an ordeal,
people’s gazes are instantly drawn from the face, physical activity becomes hard or painful and one’s public image is inevitably tainted with
the people’s association with breasts (and that’s without even getting into more private problems, like the smell of the sweat which gathers
under and around large breasts, or the rashes it might cause if not treated well regularly). Even in our enlightened times, a large chested
girl will often be assumed to be sexually promiscuous, airheaded, or seductive regardless of her actual person – even by other girls! Does
Alice wish she never had the breasts that she does (would she consider taking measures to change them, possibly turning to medicine or
surgery?)? Is she ashamed or annoyed with them? Or is it entirely the other way around, with her being proud and happy with having
whatever it is? Does she feel comfortable showing her breasts (in the sense of wearing clothing that’d show them, not the literal sense of
flashing them in-front of a crowd – though one would suppose some girls are confident [or stupid] enough even for that), and to what a
degree? How do you feel about Alice’s breasts? Have you ever brought them up in conversation (how did Alice react?)? Do they play a
significant part in your sex lives?

Butt
Sexiness doesn’t end at the navel. In fact, quite a few people – biologists a surprisingly small part of them – would claim that it begins
below it. While western society might still be on the fence as for whether or not fat people can be pretty, few would deny that, at the very
least, assuming the right body type, a big, soft, squeezable, grabbable butt can look definitely hot on a woman. And if it’s accompanied by
suitably plump thighs, child-bearing hips and just the right bit of muscle to carry them all, why, that’s all the better!
Roll 1D10 to find out about that last, crucial parts of Alice’s Breasts-Waist-Hips trinity:
1: Slim. Narrow and thin, Alice’s hips barely stand out relative to her body. It might be because she’s got the right kind of muscle or just
because she’s not very big down there. Either way, she’s got to be the envy of anorexic fashionistas everywhere.
2-3: Svelte: Just big enough to be vaguely noticeable, Alice’s hips, thighs and butt are nevertheless very compact. Under the right lighting
conditions, her silhouette might be positively androgynous.
4-6: Average: Women have naturally wider hips than men. They need to contain all sorts of extra organs, and get ready to part like the Red
Sea in front of Moses when the time comes to be fruitful and multiply. In that regard, Alice is certainly a woman.
7-8: Wide: There’s certainly something interesting going on down there. Alice’s hips, thighs and butt clearly stand out of her figure, and
may move in all sorts of wondrous ways when she walks in high heels just right.
9: Big Booty Babe: It’s been said that nobody looks like themselves for behind, but those who’ve seen Alice’s behind beg to differ. Dutifully
in obedience of the law of gravity, the fat in her body has settled down where it belongs. Spillage have been observed upon her
attempting to sit on some smaller chairs.
10: Enorm-Ass: There seems to be more of Alice under her waist than there’s of some girls in their whole bodies. Depending on her build,
this might give her a distinctive, pear-like shape, a perfect, hourglass figure, the T-rex body of a rabid long distance runner, or just the kind
of ass that causes the proprietors of small china shops go pale in the face when she enters.
Some women rue the size of their butts. Some like to rub it in others’ faces. Some could make good money off of it!
Looking at the result and noting them in relation to Alice’s Build, rolled above, start imagining and ask yourself: just how big is Alice’s butt,
exactly? Unlike with breasts and their cups, there’s not really a simple measure for “butt size”, and making calculations based on exact
circumference and fat distribution is hardly most people’s definition of “sexy”. Rather, try to imagine in it relation to Alice’s body. You know
that it stands out, that it stands out well – but how much, and exactly how so? How much of it is hips, cheeks or thighs? How low or high
does it hang? What is it shaped like, roughly? Think of adjectives you’d use to describe it, or objects you’d compare it to. What’s its texture?
Beautiful butts are exceedingly “tangible”. They’re expansive, they’re elastic, and they have a distinctive way of moving through space. Are
Alice’s buttocks so tight and firm you could skip a coin off of them, or do they jiggle like two big lumps of pudding behind her with every
step that she takes? Does it shake? Does it sway? Does it swing? How about when she runs? How about when she jumps in the air? How
about when she falls on it? How about when it’s slapped? Can you see the ripples coursing through the fat, soft flesh? How does it look
from up close? Is it smooth? Is it shiny? Does it have any interesting moles (or birthmarks, or even tattoos?)?
How does Alice feel about her butt? As is mentioned above, the attractiveness of them tends to be more controversial than that of big
breasts. For every guy out there who’d swear upon big, boingin’ booty, there’s one who’d just say it is fat, not to mention five women
who’d just call it that out of spite. Does Alice know that you think her butt is attractive? Does she feel so herself? How exactly does she feel
about her butt? Is she embarrassed with it? Frustrated it’s the way it is? Proud of it? Is she jealous of other girls’ behinds or does she shove
her own in their faces (hopefully figuratively?)? How central is it to her self-image? Would she change it, if given the opportunity? By going

on a diet? Having a surgery? A liposuction? Would she like it be bigger, smaller, shapelier, tighter? How far would she go for that?
“Dedication to go to the gym” far or “back alley surgeon” far? Women have died from infections due to body image issues.
Has Alice’s butt ever caused her any physical trouble? Discomfort? Has she ever been the subject of ridicule because of it? Does it make her
clumsy? Cushion falls? Do guys often comment on it? Stare and whistle? Go so far as to give it slaps, or something? How does Alice feel
about it?
How sensitive is Alice’s butt? How much does she like it being touched? Does it play any role at all in your sex life? How so? Does Alice like it
to? How does she feel about anal sex? Does she like it? Is she afraid of it? Does she think it’s disgusting? Intriguing? How does she feel
about how you feel about her butt?

Distinctive Features
Few people's appearances end at their color and build. While it's true that many people in real life are not overly "visually unique", Alice’s
character has been inspired by the heroines of erotic/romantic tales of a highly graphical nature, and these tend to have physical quirks
since they're meant to stand out from a crowd of extras and imprint themselves upon the reader as unique entities. Even if that isn't the
case, everyone looks unique in their own way, and so to round up Alice’s physique and add a little bit of pepper to her design, it is highly
recommended that you roll once on the following table to come up with an unusual bodily feature or visible habit.
Roll 1D20 (or a D10 twice, adding 10 to the result of the first roll if the second one comes up 6-10) to determine what makes Alice stand
out:
1. None for this roll

9. Crazy hair style

15. Mobility issues

2. Issues with eyesight, and...

10. Albino

16. Hearing Problems

3-4. Issues with eyesight

11. Fingernails

17-19. Weird Sexual Feature

5-6. Extremely long hair

12. Freckles

20. Roll Twice

7. Sickly

13. Tattoos

8. Muscular

14. Piercings

1: None for this roll. How inordinately ordinary!
While Alice may not have any truly exceptional physical traits, that's far from the same as saying that she's visually boring. Instead, why
not take the opportunity to envision Alice’s appearance in your mind in far greater detail? Go beyond the simple shape of her body, the
color of her hair or the general form of her face. Focus, and look a bit closer. Look for birthmarks. Look for wrinkles. Look for the way her lip
twists when she smiles. Look at the shade of her cheeks. Look at her eyebrows – are they thin? Bushy? Dark? Try to feel her hair between
your fingers – how thick is it? How clean? Does it curl? Is it oily? How do Alice’s limbs look in motion, or still? Does she have long, thin
arms? Does she have wide hips? What about hair on her knuckles? Close your eyes and think with your other senses. How does Alice’s voice
sound? How does her laughter? How does each part of her body smell? How smooth is her skin? Are her feet flat? While a lot of the above
details might, on paper, sound unattractive, like flaws, the truth is that many people actually feel more comfortable being intimate with a
person who isn't quite perfectly… perfect. While beauty is, of course, appreciated, true blamelessness – the lack of those mentioned
wrinkles or birthmarks or hairs – stands out instinctively in our minds as "wrong", and thus not assuredly alluring. Would you like it for your
girlfriend to have the features of a mannequin, even a very well made one? Would you like her to look, in real life, as if she's been put
through a photo manipulation program? Give it some serious thought. No answer is right or wrong, but any consideration would help.
2: Issues with eyesight. Roll 1D10: on a 4-10, she has to wear glasses (but looks pretty good with them!) On a 1-3, she is actually blind (or
at least blind enough to need to walk around with a cane and get special discounts at public places). Must be an interesting experience, to
be in such a relationship.
With the exception of the most truly dire ones, most eyesight related problems are easily fixable nowadays. What is Alice’s particular one,
and how old was she when she started wearing glasses to correct it? Given the relative ubiquity of alternatives such as contact lenses and
laser surgery, why does Alice stick to them? Is it because she's afraid to damage her sight in a botched procedure? Doesn't want to deal
with the hassle of constantly losing her contacts? Completely content with, or even liking how she looks wearing glasses (did they ever
cause trouble to her otherwise, like breaking in an inopportune time?)? How bad is her eyesight without glasses, and by extension, how
thick are they? Was she ever ridiculed for wearing glasses, as some kids are ought to when young? What kind of glasses exactly does she
wear? Unassuming, black squares? Big, nerdy, round ones? Rimless "grandma glasses"? Fashionable, quirkily shaped or colored glasses?
Why did she choose them? Does she even care about glasses as a fashion statement or accessory or does she simply think of them as a
necessity in order to allow her to see?
Whereas wearing glasses is common, normal, and frankly does little to effect one's lifestyle in our modern era, being blind is the type of
condition that tends to, if not completely define lives, than certainly the way others view them. Why is Alice blind? Due to a birth defect or
genetic disease? A childhood illness? An accident? If she was not born blind, than how old was she when she got that way? Was it a slow,
gradual process (meaning she had a lot of time to practically and mentally prepare herself for an eventual loss of eyesight, yet also that she
may have spent months if not years in the terrifying shadow of such?), or a sudden, life-changing trauma? How did she deal with it, at first?
Physically and emotionally, losing one's eyesight – arguably a human being's single most important sense, is a grueling experience that few
(if any) go through without a great deal of difficulty and help. Who supported her during that time? Did anyone? How fast did she get used

to the current state of events? How does she feel about it? Does she long for the sight that she lost? Is she angry about whatever
misfortune robbed her of it? Does she simply make do? Or would she much rather "look" at the bright side, living in the moment and
cherishing the new experiences (auditory, olfactory, tactile) she's now able to uniquely enjoy, having made her peace with what's done? If
Alice was born blind, than she obviously had a lifetime to get used to it – but that's not necessarily easier. While one might argue that it's
worse to lose something than never possess it, that might not be such great compensation to someone who's never gotten to experience
what most people would not even think of as the most basic of human sensations (not to mention forced to grow up in a world made for
people with a capability they flat out don't have, which most take completely for granted). How does Alice’s blindness show on her? Even if
she was born blind and has no obvious "signs" on her body of anything being physically wrong, she probably has a way of looking at people
(or rather, not) that is immediately noticeable to others. She probably walks in a distinct way, quite possibly with the assistance of a cane
or a seeing-eye dog (Does she have one? How's it called? How does she treat it? What does it mean to her, emotionally?) Does she keep her
eyes closed most of the time (for convenience, or because she doesn't want to unsettle people with the view of her completely directionless
eyes)? Does she wear dark shades in the day? If Alice lost her eyesight later in life than she might have more obvious signs of it. Her eyes
might be scarred from injury, or covered in a thick layer of cataract. They might not have visible pupils. What kind of difficulties does Alice’s
blindness force her to confront in her day to day life, especially when it comes to her relationship with you? How does she deal with them?
How well? Is she a barely functional welfare case who must rely on constant assistance from others, or an inspirationally disadvantaged
real-life heroine moving through life with such purpose and confidence others can't even tell at first that she's blind? How do others treat
Alice for her blindness? How did they use to when she was a child? Parents, friends, co-workers? How would she like to be treated? Does
she expect special treatment? Despise it? Laugh it away?
3-4: The same as 2, except that there's no need to roll again and no chance of her being blind. Do you like glasses girls?
Obviously, there's not much to ask that's unique to this result. Consult the first part of the "issues with eyesight" section, above, under the
header "2".
5-6: Extremely long hair. Down to her bottom, at the very least. Odds are she's quite proud of it, too, or she wouldn't have bothered.
While long hair is all but expected of women these days, truly, exceptionally long hair remains notable and exceptional. Such long hair,
after all, takes a great deal of time and effort (not to mention money) to care for, can be cumbersome to wear around in day-to-day life,
and by many, is not even considered attractive so much as unusual. When a woman’s bothered to wear her hair so long, then, it is almost
always for a reason. What’s Alice’? Is she growing her hair long to make some kind of point, or send a message? Is it about feminism,
individuality, naturalism or religion? Or does it have something to do with her personal principles, quirks or life’s story? Did she make a vow
to herself not to cut her hair until she’s found her true love? Is she trying to look more like her sister who died, or remember, even if only in
this, tiny way, her ex-boyfriend who once told her he liked it?
Just how long is Alice’s hair, exactly? Surely, it tends to stand out. Close your eyes for a moment, and imagine it. Not just in general terms
of color and shape, but also such details as the way the light reflects off of it. How thick are the hairs? How tangled? Looked at from very
close by, do any of them stand on ends? Are they frayed? How does Alice’s hair smell, and why? How does it feel to run one’s hands
through it?
What kinds of difficulties does Alice face due to her insistence on not cutting her hair? Does it get in the way when she plays sports, or just
walks about? Does she need to spend an hour each morning combing it? Do dirty odds and ends occasionally stick to the tips? What would
it take to convince Alice to cut her hair? How would she react if she did? Especially if she grew her hair for some sentimental reason, she
might be devastated if something as “simple” as a bit of stray chewing-gum were to force her to part with it, and regret the decision as if
she’d just wounded a friend. Would she do it for you? Would you tell her to?
7: Sickly. There's just something about girls who cough a lot that triggers masculine instincts in you - and as it happens, Alice either has
really bad asthma or otherwise some kind of condition that makes her feel bad about as often as not. At least you're happy.
The first question begging to be asked in this situation is “what kind of sickness ails Alice (and what does it do to her?)?” Even if one wishes
to leave symptoms covered by other results (blindness, paraplegia, etc.) to their own, there’s a massive breadth of health conditions out
there a woman could suffer from which would lead to her being described as sickly. Given that the descriptor is meant to apply to Alice’s
character, it’s doubtful she’d suffer from something minor or which might be cured quickly – quite likely, she’s been born or has suffered for
years from a chronic or congenital (or both) condition. At “best”, it’s one she could hope to beat back one day, but which she’s struggled
against for a while and might do for a while to come. Generally described, some symptoms apply in most cases: a sickly Alice would likely
be lethargic and weak at least some of the time, become bedridden easily and suffer from such common symptomatic conditions as
nausea, sore throat, or headaches. The specifics, however, vary widely. A diabetic Alice would need to keep to a strict diet and walk around
with an insulin pump (or inject herself a few times a day). An Alice suffering from cancer may have to contend with the horrors of
chemotherapy, from hair and fingernail loss to depression, whilst one with cystic fibrosis would be underdeveloped and might need to
breathe through a tank. Almost as important are the questions of how long Alice’s been sick with whatever she has, and how look her
prospects of survival. While it might seem terribly counterintuitive to doom one’s fated loved one to a horrible death from disease,
remember that the purpose of this exercise is to create a character you might base a story around – and tragedy is the lifeblood of drama.
Even if Alice’s death isn’t quite so assured or if you don’t wish to deal with it directly, the thought of one’s death is one that is certain to
have crossed the mind of the seriously ill at least ones. How often does Alice ponder the subject of her mortality, and what’s her attitude

towards it? Cold, grim acceptance? Rage against the universe which has condemned her of all people to such a cruel fate? A fiery desire to
experience and enjoy as much as she can of life in what little time she’s got?
Of course, it’s equally possible that Alice’s sickness merely weakens her, rather speeding her along towards an untimely death. How’s
Alice’s lifestyle affected by her poor state of health? Does she carry an inhaler around, just in case? Never participate in gym class, or hang
out until late with friends? Does she often have to go to the doctor or visit the nurse’ office due to lightheadedness or a fever? Assuming
that she’s suffered from her illness for long, perhaps even since she was born, ask how Alice has been seen by others for it, and how it’s
affected their treatment. Was she coddled by people, or ridiculed? Or, perhaps more painfully, simply left alone in her bed by people either
uninterested in spending time with a weak, fragile thing or too frightened they might break her themselves? How does Alice feel about such
treatment?
8: Muscular: whether because of her hobby or simply because she likes it, Alice clearly spends way, way more time in the gym than the
average girl. Regardless of her general build, she is clearly very muscular, with abs of steel, pecs of bronze and biceps of iron.
Precious metals in the myocytes aside, take a moment to imagine how exactly Alice’s body might look with its bulk. Muscles come in all
shapes and sizes, even on girls – and while the result assumes Alice’s are notable, it doesn’t flat out determine that they’re, for example,
the bulging, veined muscles of a body builder as opposed to the stocky blocks for a long-time wrestler or weightlifter. Given that Alice is a
girl, you might want to consider how her muscles interact with the rest of the shape of her body: if she’s skinny, than just how much of her
weight do they make? If she’s fat, than where exactly between her bones and her chub do they sit? If she has big breasts, then do her
massive pecs make them look flattened, or only serve to push them further out? What muscles exactly on Alice’s body stand out? On her
stomach? Her arms? Her legs? Why is it that she’s so muscular at all? A side effect of an athletic hobby? An obsession with gym training
and protein? A strange draw of the genetic lottery? If Alice does hit the gym regularly – arguably the default case with people with visible
muscles, than how much of her time and effort does gym training take, and how so? How many times a week and for how long does Alice
train? What exercises or machines does she use? Have you ever trained with her? Would you like to? Would she like you to, in return?
Would she train you, or see you as a setback to have around? What happened to Alice in the first place to make her so crazy about building
up her physical strength (or at least the appearance thereof)?
Consider the fact that our culture highly associates visible muscles with masculinity, and that particularly muscular girls are viewed as
eccentric and weird (if not downright ugly) by most people. Is that true for Alice as well? If so, than is she aware of people’s view of her, and
what does she think about it? Obviously, it doesn’t bother her enough to stop training, or she wouldn’t still have all those muscles (unless
she’s “lucked” on having a physiology that leads itself to the spontaneous development of enormous musculature despite not ever wanting
as such in the first place…). And how about you? Wouldn’t you mind a girl who has muscles? Who’s physically strong? Would you mind it if
she was physically stronger than you, possibly by a great margin?
9: Crazy hair style. Does she wear it in drills? Is it cut on one side but not the other? Is it all neon green? Fashion is crazy these days.
Moreso even than unusually long hair, hair worn in an unusual style is nearly always meant to send out a message – whether it’s the
shortly-cropped, bleached spikes saying “I’m dangerous, don’t come near me”, or the green and blue striped hair flattened against one side
of the face which screams “Confront me about my unique personality”. What’s Alice’s message, and why did she decide to send it with her
hairstyle? How clear is it, and how clear did she want it to be? How else is it expressed in her lifestyle or behavior? How extreme is it (one
would assume it’s pretty extreme, since she’s figuratively wearing it on her head)?
How do other people treat Alice’s hairstyle? How does she feel about that (unexpectedly, the answer here might be “good” – for many
people, wearing their hair an odd style is done with the intention of having it noticed and pointed out by others)?
Try describing Alice’s hairstyle in detail. What color (or colors!) is it? What shades? How exactly does it sit on each part of her head or her
face, and how does she keep it in place? How much effort does Alice have to put into keeping her hair in this shape? Does she spend money
on it? Has her hairstyle ever caused her some trouble (say, pissing off someone she shouldn’t have, or resulting in her being forbidden from
entering a venue)? Were you with her at the time? How important is Alice’s hairstyle to her? What’d it take to get her to change it?
10: Albino. Sure, she gets looked at funny, can't go out in the sun and needs to wear thick glasses to read, but think of how exotic she
looks!
“Albinism” is actually a general name for a very wide range of conditions, the only common point to which is that they all result in partial or
complete lack of pigmentation (either all over the body in specific places, such as in the eyes or the hair). While this result doesn’t specify
Alice’s condition, its wording seems to imply a rather “complete” one: Alice is visibly, clearly marked by it (or she wouldn’t get looked at
funny), and suffers from both increased sensitivity to sunlight and the poor eyesight typical to albinos (you might wish to consult the
appropriate result on this table). But how exactly does your Alice look? Without pigment, people’s skin color can vary from various shades
of bright pink (resulting from the proximity of blood vessels to their translucent skin) and purple to light gray and even pale white (though
these are actually relatively rare – which is a shame, since bright pink skin is considered almost universally unattractive whereas a fair
amount people would actually rate alabaster white skin as rather desirable). In the same fashion, the eyes of albinos may be simply very
light in color, pink or red, or even highly irregular shades such as purple (again, due to the interaction between a faintly blue iris and the
thickly packed blood vessels beneath it). It may be worth noting that in the world of romantic anime which has originally inspired the Game

of Alice albinism is rarely treated realistically, with albinos rarely suffering from any health issues other than an unusual look (which is more
often the beatific, if admittedly eerie “porcelain white skin and bright red eyes” of a fictional vampire than the all-around, babyish
pinkishness associated with albinos in real life). It is up to you whether you want to make Alice that kind of albino or another – after all,
you’re telling the story!
Being a clearly visible condition, thought must be given to how Alice’s albinism has colored (mind the pun) her perception by others
throughout her life. Children, in particular, aren’t known for their acceptance of those looking markedly different, and one of the main
problems faced by kids with albinism is the difficulty of being accepted by their peers. Was Alice really a social outcast because of her
condition (made all the worse since her type of albinism also explicitly didn’t allow her to play outside, which surely wouldn’t endear her to
run-of-the-mill, narrow minded preschoolers), or was she able to overcome this problem, either due to growing up in the right environment
or through sheer force of likability/personality? And what about later in life? How’s Alice treated now for her looks, and does it still bother
as much (or in the same way) as did when she was younger? How do people other than strangers treat her? How do friends, parents, and
siblings do?
Don’t forget that albinism doesn’t begin and end in its visual symptoms. Most glaringly, it prohibits many day-to-day activities (or at least
requires caution when taking them) because it makes people vastly more vulnerable to the harmful effects of the sun. How does Alice deal
with that problem? How much has it affected her throughout her life? How much is it relevant to your own relationship? Do people look at
you strange because when you’re walking down the street holding hands together, Alice is wearing a hat or carrying a parasol? Did you
have to make changes to date plans because she couldn’t go to the beach during the day, for example, or spend too long out in the park?
How does Alice feel about being at such a risk of cancer, and other complications? Does she get her skin checked regularly? Did she already
have a melanoma removed? Does it worry her most of the time?
11: Fingernails. Many girls like to dress them up, but Alice goes nuts. They're long, they're immaculately shaped and cared for, and they're
probably some funny color too.
Most of the leading questions relevant to an unusual hairstyle are just as applicable to having strange fingernails, combined with a few
from the list under “Extremely Long Hair” – since, in the same sense (if not far more so), many weird styles of keeping one’s fingernails do
not only draw attention but are impractical, difficult to maintain and may cause trouble in day to day life (whether by making it hard to
hold onto things or manipulate small objects, or because it’s impossible to touch someone without drawing blood). Similarly, you may wish
to try giving some thought to how exactly Alice’s fingernails look (what are they colored? Shaped like? What decorations does she wear on
them?), and how much time and effort she must normally put into keeping them looking that way.
12: Freckles. Maybe they just cover her nose. Maybe every last inch of her's dotted. Either way, they're incredibly cute and highly
distinctive.
We don’t normally think of skin conditions as “cute” (and definitely not as “sexy”), but freckles have somehow managed to slip under the
repulsiveness radar, at least in more recent times. Most frequently associated with light skinned (particularly the extremely light skinned
and red haired, as there’s a significant correlation between the two), freckles have been considered a staple of the “little girl” look for the
past few decades – with all its connotations of innocence, generosity and free-spirit (or, by extension, the powerful dissonance inherent to
subverting those subconscious expectations of the freckled – which is why we find the idea of a voluptuous seductress with “innocent, but
obviously not” freckles and twin-braids so alluring).Does Alice feet any freckled stereotype, or are hers merely another physical feature?
Does she like her freckles? Many adult women think too many of those can make them look infantile, and not all of them like that look.
How notable are they? Is Alice’s entire face just one big mess of freckles? Are her arms? Back? Stomach? Or are there just a couple of
those, aesthetically littering her cheeks and the tip of her nose? Do you like her freckles? If Alice’s other features are ones not normally
associated with having freckles, such as dark skin or straight black hair, than how did she get them? Does she just have those odd genetics,
or spend too much time in the sun? Are the freckles even real at all?
13: Tattoos. From the ubiquitous rose on the thigh or Astrological symbol on the nape, all the way to the entire body being covered with
an intricate and beautifully detailed mesh of coiling snakes, Alice has some very remarkable tattoos on her skin.
Everyone has hair and nails (at least assuming nothing terrible’s happened), but tattoos definitively stand out. Which one (or ones?) does
Alice have? How big are they, and where are they placed? What color and style are they? If she has more than one, than is there some
common theme (are all of her tattoos various animals? All quotes from famous 20th century philosophers? All religious symbols? Black and
white on one arm and colorful ones on the other?)? Does she normally cover her tattoos or would she rather show them off (or does she
show off some in easy to reach places, but only a lucky few people ever get to see the cherubs surrounding her genitals?)? Why did she get
those tattoos in the first place? For a lover? To look cooler? As part of a dare? For a cause? Tattoos aren’t normally thought of as
something which can be removed, and are stereotypically the type of thing you regret doing later – does Alice regret any of her tattoos?
How old was she when she got each one? If she does regret them, then why did she keep them until now? Can’t find it in her to let go of the
memories, or just unwilling to be left with scars? What does each tattoos mean to her? How often does she get new ones, if at all? Would
she get a tattoo with your name on it? Would she like it if you too got tattooed? Would she demand it (say, that you each get the name of
the other tattooed on your back)? What does Alice’s parents think about her tattoos, if she’s still young enough for it to be relevant? If
she’s an adult, than what do her coworkers think? What does her boss? Do they even know? Would Alice get fired if she showed off her
tattoos at work? How surprising are they to see on her? Does she make the impression of a girl who would have tattoos on? Nothing quite

like seeing a prim and proper, bespectacled businesswoman take of her gray, buttoned suit only to reveal her entire back is one big painting
of fighting tigers. How do you feel about Alice’s tattoos?
14: Piercings. Many girls wear earrings, but Alice is a bit more extreme than that. It could be anything from a stud on the upper lip to bits
of metal showing up in every and all of her most intimate places, but in however way, Alice's piercings certainly stand out.
Ranking similarly to tattoos on the scale of generally socially acceptable methods of bodily modification, piercing is normally meant to be
either visible and provocative, or otherwise send a specific message (even one not meant to be seen by most other people – the
archetypical example in this case being, of course, piercing of the nipples or genitals). The entry states that Alice’s piercing is more extreme
than the earrings girls commonly wear, but there’s still a broad range between a simple nose ring and having a jewelry store’s worth of
hypoallergenic metal jammed up one’s eyelids The relevant questions are similar: first and foremost, what kind of piercing or piercings does
Alice have? How many of them are they, and what shapes, colors and style are they? How much does she emphasize showing them off?
Why did she get them in the first place? Was it to show how wild she is? How dangerous? Unusual? Sexually potent? How old was she
when she got them? Does she feel any different about them now than she did back then? If so, then why keep them? Relative to other
forms of bodily modifications, piercings are easy to remove, and while doing so does leave scars, these aren’t too hard to hide. Did piercing
ever cause Alice medical complications? How does it get her looked at by other people? Do the people she normally hangs out with like that
kind of thing, or does she have to take them off when she’s out with most of her friends (or at work, or with her kids, or wherever she
might)?
15: Mobility issues. Roll 1D10: on a 4-10, Alice has a bad leg and needs to wear a brace or walk around with a cane. On a 1-3, she's actually
confined to a wheelchair - although, as luck would have it, the problem is in her legs and not her spine, so no pissing in tubes for you.
It’s easy to think of modern day people as being relatively immobile, what with fast cars and cellular internet putting the whole world the
swipe of a touchscreen away – but that’s just because we grow up so used to moving around that we take most of our movement for
granted. Even the fattest, most stereotypical lazy NEET (or telecommuter, for that matter) still gets out of bed by themselves each
afternoon, and stands up from their computers twice a day to go to the toilet or kitchen. And when they run out of cup-ramen and mom
isn’t home to bring more, they sigh and go to pick up their keys and climb down the stairs then walk ten meters down the street to their
cars, then twenty more from the convenience store parking lot in then all the way back home again. With that in mind, it’s hard not to feel
sorry for the type of person for whom even that meager amount of movement may be not only physically difficult, but outright impossible.
Most likely, Alice’s mobility problem is relatively light (“relatively” being the key word in here, since it’s obviously bad enough to constitute
a defining physical trait and undoubtedly has serious effect on her lifestyle): either one or both of her legs are impaired to a certain degree,
but with mechanical assistance (implied by the mentioning of braces and canes) she is capable of getting around to most places people can
go. What led to Alice’s current condition? If it’s an injury, than it ought to have been a fairly serious one – otherwise, you’d think it’d have
already healed by now. We know the problem’s with her legs and not her spine, but that still leaves a breadth of possible conditions. Did
she have a car accident, or at work? Did she fall from a great height? Have something heavy fall on her legs? Did she simply get kicked in
the joint in a really, really bad way while playing soccer as a schoolkid (those injuries can be nasty – disable a guy for life nasty)? How bad is
her injury? Did it leave any signs on her legs? Does she even still have both her legs? It’s possible one or even both of them may’ve been
mangled so hard as to force amputation. Modern day prosthetics are good but unless Alice is extraordinarily rich, they’d probably still
count as impairing her mobility. How long did it take her to recover from that trauma to the degree that she did? Did she spend some time
in a wheelchair? What were the long-term physical and psychological consequences of both the injury and the recovery process? Losing
one’s mobility can be hard on a person, even with social and medical support. It can lead to crippling feelings of worthlessness, make them
bitter at themselves and the world, or depress them with the thought of all the things they’d no longer be able to do (which is especially
bad on those suffering from the aforementioned sports injuries, who tend to be exactly the type of people for whom loss of mobility is a
worst-nightmare type of scenario). Then again, it could’ve also been some other way: for once, it’s not entirely out of the question Alice
may’ve been born with her problem. Many birth defects and childhood illnesses may (through damage caused to the skeleton, muscles or
nervous system) lead to limited loss of mobility – in which case Alice may’ve had a lifetime to get used to her condition, but also a lifetime’s
worth of baggage tied to it. Or she may’ve gotten sick at a later age, like the main character of a certain well-known medical drama.
Remember that lack of mobility doesn’t have to mean physical inability to move the leg: it could also mean moving it would cause such
excruciatingly unbearable pain that it becomes completely impractical. How does Alice deal with her problem? Beyond mechanical
assistance or medicine, what difficulties does she face in the day to day life, and how does (if at all) she solve them? How much assistance
does she regularly need to get by? How does she feel about people assisting her? How does she feel about her condition in general, and
how it makes people see her?
Since the result already determines the general nature of the problem as being with the legs (ruling out a variety of spinal cord injuries and
more serious diseases, as well as associated symptoms), the difference between an Alice who’s mildly immobile and one who’s confined to
a wheelchair is surprisingly insignificant. With the exception of such things as climbing stairs or fitting through narrow spaces (which
people in wheelchairs are uniquely incapable of), most of her problems would be the same – if a lot more pronounced – and so you may
refer to most of the same questions in order to form a clearer mental image of her. One thing to note is that people in wheelchairs tend to
draw significantly more attention than people using other means of mobility assistance. You may, thus, wish to take a moment longer to
consider Alice’s reaction to other people’s perception and treatment of her.

16: Hearing problems. Roll 1D10: on 4-10, she merely needs to wear a hearing aid to be able to function normally, although she might
sound a little weird when she speaks. On 1-3, get started learning sign language.
The hearing impaired possess a somewhat unique status among the disabled. While the blind or the mobility impaired, for example, are
severely handicapped in interacting with most aspects of the modern world, their ability to interact with others is mostly unchanged. The
deaf, on the other hand, are for the most part as capable as any normal person of leading an average day-to-day life: there’s little reason a
deaf person couldn’t perform most modern jobs, be able to handle themselves around the house, or require assistance to get from one
place to the other. At the same time, they have unusual difficulties interacting with the non-disabled people around them (something which
is central to the way of life of most other types of handicapped). Furthermore, the fact that the hearing impaired possess their own
language serves to uniquely alienate them from their surroundings, far beyond other disabled people, and encourages a clannishness rarely
otherwise seen among people whose common trait is a physical disability. “Blind culture” or “paraplegic culture” are barely existent, but
“deaf culture”, especially as of late, has based itself as unto its own, with some of the hearing impaired going as far as to participate in the
collective social punishment of those who would “shame” deaf culture by expressing a desire to become cured (such as by getting cochlear
implants).
An Alice who is merely hard of hearing has a problem which is, relatively speaking, so light as to be barely noticeable. Depending on the
severity of her condition, people around her might not even be aware she has one so long as she has access to hearing aids (did she ever
lose hers? Did it break at an unfortunate moment? How does she handle it when she suddenly can’t use it in an environment where she’d
otherwise need to?). How severe is Alice’s hearing loss? Are there any signs of it, beyond the fact that she wears a small electronic device
on one or both ears? Does she talk with a slur or a stutter? Visibly pay an abnormal amount of attention to others’ lip movements? Does
she frequently (perhaps to an annoying degree) ask that other people repeat themselves, or insist that they look at her while speaking? If
she’s more used to spending time with deaf friends, or if she’s only recently attained a level of hearing allowing her to have normal
conversation, she may instinctively revert to using sign language whilst or even instead of talking out-loud. Speaking of “recently”, why did
Alice lose her hearing in the first place, and how old she was? Was it a birth defect? Sudden loss caused by trauma to the ear or the head?
Progressive loss due to a disease or genetic condition? If she’s never possessed a normal level of hearing, her very way of perceiving reality
and other people might drastically differ from that of a normally able person, especially if she has recently regained (or gained for the first
time) such an ability. Suddenly coming into possession of another, major sense one has never had before is one of the most wondrous,
terrifying, and confusing experiences which can happen to a person. How does Alice feel about her own impairment? Consider the fact that
(as explained above) the deaf are overwhelmingly among the physically handicapped most likely to take pride in their conditions, rather
than feeling any worse for them. How does she feel about people taking pity on her? Joking about her? Trying to take advantage of her
condition (such as by talking about her behind her back)? Did she grow up among hearing people? How did she feel about that? Was she
jealous? Frustrated? If she grew up among the hearing impaired, than how come she’s dating a capable person now? Does she have many
hearing impaired friends? Would she like you to know or interact with them? How do they feel about you? What kind of day-to-day
problems does Alice’s hearing problems cause, especially in regard to your relationship? Would you study sign-language for her? Would she
help you? Unlike blindness, many types of deafness are not just curable but easily so, using modern technology. Alice has obviously never
bothered with that, but why? Is it because she can’t afford to or won’t benefit from an implant, or because she doesn’t want to get one? If
she’s lost her hearing at a late age, than how did she feel about it? Is she as “in” with “deaf culture” as someone who was born deaf would
be? If she’s not, than how does she manage? Doesn’t she feel lonely, otherwise?
The main difference between an Alice who’s merely hearing impaired and one who’s deaf is that a deaf Alice doesn’t have the easy “out” of
a hearing aid. Answer the above questions, but keeping in mind that, aside from the possibility of curing her condition entirely, Alice
doesn’t hear and cannot hear, under any circumstances. That means both her difficulties and her reliance upon other means of interacting
with others (such as sign language, lip reading or keeping deaf friends) would be far more pronounced.
17-19: Weird Sexual Feature: In the mysterious world of ecchi, girls are unusually likely to have all sorts of curious traits that make th em,
uhm, "interesting" in the sack. Roll on the table nearby, or treat this result as a 20 if you're really not into that kind of thing.
Carefully ask yourself whether you can answer any questions which might arise from this result on the forum or board you’re using – as
well as whether you’d like to try in the first place. Some of them touch upon bizarre, personal, often taboo subjects. Aside from that, and
the universal question of “how does whatever trait that it is affect yours and Alice’s sex life”, there’s little that could be asked before you
roll on the suitable table to find out what exactly is Alice’s “feature”.
20: Alice is an especially interesting one. Roll twice again, counting this result just as well if it comes up more!

Special Features
A “special feature” of Alice’s background, life situation or personality, which is not covered by any of the above rolls and which may not
be immediately apparent on her, provides the “twist” which is so often crucial to making the love interest in a romantic/erotic anime type
story the likeable and recognizable figure she is (on top of performing the equally important function of serving as a convenient source of
relationship drama). By definition, virtually every result on the table below lends itself to the creation of conflict – whether between Alice
and you, or between her and the rest of your story (her family, her friends, or even her own personal problems, with whom you, as her
boyfriend, are bound to become involved). That’s not to mean that you must revolve your love life with Alice around her quirks – but it
does mean that should you find yourself without ideas for a touching or dramatic scene, you might very easily find some simply by asking
yourself “how would that element of Alice’s personality cause someone trouble?”. Finally, since they tend to deal with “secret” attributes
of Alice, the following results add to the challenge of visualizing her as a character by throwing a wrench into any instinctive attempt to do
so by relying on and stereotype. A tomboyish, masculine Alice who plays football is easy to lose track of amidst the sea of requisite clichés.
One who plays football because she knows that’s what people expect from her, because she’s ashamed of her true passion for playing the
violin, is almost instantly made a more well-rounded, sympathetic person.
Roll 1D20 (or a D10 twice, adding 10 to the result of the first roll if the second one comes up 6-10) to determine what makes Alice stand
out:
1. None for this roll

8. Deeply religious

14. Issues

2-3. Secret Hobby

9. Slut

15. Secretly stacked

4. Not from around here

10. Frigid

16. Voracious appetite

5. Addiction

11. Secret talent

17-18. Pet

6. Phobia

12. Closet pervert

19. Hidden Pain

7. Learning disability

13. Jewish

20. Roll Twice

1. None for this roll. At least so far as it comes to strange quirks of her personality, Alice is just what she seems to be.
Just because most people don’t have a terrible secret or tragic past doesn’t mean they don’t have personalities. One of the greatest
challenges – and conversely, one of the most rewarding – in writing a believable character is making them interesting and relatable
without falling onto the crutches of a single, defining background event or unusual trait around which the rest of them might revolve. To
add some depth to Alice’s person, ask yourself some of the following questions, which you may not have raised until now: What is Alice’s
most and least favorite foodstuff, and why? What’s her most and least favorite movie? What are her views on philosophy and politics? How
does her room look like (is it tidy? Empty? Messy? Covered in posters of favorite singers?)? Does she prefer using pens or pencils? Is she a
chicken or beef person? How does she normally have her tea or coffee? What’s her favorite alcoholic drink? How many friends does she
have, and do you know any of them? How does she feel about kids? Would she like to have any? How many? When? How does she act like
when she’s sick? How does she act like when she’s had a bad day? What’s it about her that sometimes annoys you? What’s it about you
that sometimes annoys her? What does she like in a man, physically or mentally? Do you have it? If not, than why is she still with you? Does
she believe in sex before marriage? What does she think of abortion, circumcision, polygamy and the legalization of weed? What’s her
computer’s (or smartphone’s) wallpaper? What’s her ringtone? What does she most often have for dessert when you go out to dinner?
2-3: Secret Hobby. The one you've rolled for the last time was something Alice likes to do, but she doesn't really love to do it. Roll again on
the hobby table to find out her real passion - except, for some reason she is very ashamed about it and tries to avoid revealing it to you.
Regardless of what Alice’s hobby is, the same questions should pertain to it with regards to this option. After all, what matters to it is that
Alice, for whatever reason, both has an additional hobby to that (those?) rolled before and, more importantly, keeps it secret. The obvious
question, then, is why? Why would Alice keep one of her hobbies secret? Is it because she thinks other people would make fun of or dislike
her if they knew she has it? Why that? Because of the type of environment she lives in (say, she comes from a deeply religious home and
neighborhood, and her hobby is playing violent video games which are considered deeply taboo by them)? Because it doesn’t seem to “fit”
with the image she, willingly or unwillingly, projects to the rest of the world (being perhaps the most stereotypical scenario, of the elegant
upper-class woman who has a secret passion for boxing asides the rowdy tomboy who really likes playing the piano)? Because she thinks of
it as something private or a guilty pleasure which she simply wouldn’t like others to associate with her? Which of her hobbies is the “real”
one, so to speak – is her “known” hobby simply a front, a pastime to amuse herself with while thinking about engaging in her secret hobby,
or is the secret hobby a bonus she’s come to enjoy and would still for all that rather not talk about? How many people know about Alice’s
secret hobby? How many of them know it’s a secret (note that these are very different questions, and that a teammate of the
aforementioned secret boxer innocently spitting out that fact to her elegant upperclass parents could be a wonderful source of drama).

How did Alice react when you first learned about her secret hobby? Did her attitude towards it change somewhat (obviously, she still keeps
it a secret, but the reason for this might’ve changed, or the zeal with which she does so may have decreased)?
4: Not From Around Here. Roll 1D10: on a 1-5, It's not actually Alice, it's Ilse – Alice is German (unless you yourself are from Germany, in
which case she’s American), and in accordance with genre conversions, is pale, blonde, and blue eyed (if you’re using the “realistic
method” of determining colors, you may instead automatically set Alice’s skin color to “Very Pale” and reroll her hair and eye colors to fit),
has breasts 1 cup size bigger, and speaks an additional language (though at the cost of having a noticeable accent while speaking the local
one). On a 6-10, it turns out “Schmidt” (which Alice’s parents pronounce “Shumitto”) was merely an anglicization of “Kajiya”, Alice’s
(Arisa? Eri?) original surname – her being quite obviously Japanese, and therefore possessing lightly tanned (or rather, approximately)
skin, brown eyes, black hair, and a figure one level “skinnier”. It goes without saying that, like all stereotypical Japanese, Kajiya-Schmidt
either knows some kind of martial art on top of any other hobbies, or has an effective level of education higher than has been rolled
(choose whichever one). She also speaks perfect Japanese, but her English is slightly broken.
While the result itself focuses on the stereotypical physique and, to a degree, character of various foreign ethnicities, the dramatic
significance of one’s imaginary love interest being foreign is that foreigners are (quite literally) alien, with everything that that entails.
Whether she’s German or Japanese is practically immaterial (although she is assumed, for comical reasons, to be at least somewhat
stereotypical, so naturally one might wish to alter her description to fit the “national standard”). The fact that she still speaks broken
English seems to imply that she’s either a recent arrival, or that for whatever reason (an overly traditional or overprotective family
prohibiting her from doing so?) she has not yet had enough of a chance to interact with the locales to become more acquainted with it.
When did Alice move to your country, and how old was she when she did? Why did she move (business reasons? Studies? To escape from
trouble back home?)? Did any of her family members move with her, or is she all there by herself? If so, and she’s not yet an adult, than
where does she live (with you?)? How does she take care of herself? Does she keep in contact with her family abroad? If her family’s with
her in your country, and assuming you’ve met them (or simply want to describe them nevertheless), does it show on them that they’re
foreigners? Are they more or less assimilated into your culture than Alice (consider the stereotypical “traditional Asian parents”, who send
their child to an American college and expect him to make American friends while refusing to learn the English language themselves and
filling their house with nothing but Asian food, décor and memorabilia)? How does it otherwise show on Alice that she’s foreign? In what
ways does she behave differently than a native of your country (is she particularly polite? Does she bow? Does she keep some taboos which
sound crazy to you, but doesn’t have others which you think are sacrosanct?)? Is she often confused by her surroundings? Intimidated?
Lost? How does the other locals treat her? Was she able to make any friends, or is she constantly mocked for her accent and strange
customs, or thought of as “The German/Japanese Girl”?
5: Addiction. Roll another D10: on a 1-3, Alice smokes a lot. On a 2-5, she drinks. On a 6-7, she’s addicted to caffeine. On an 8-9, she's got
some kind of compulsive behavior, like shopping (or that other thing you immediately thought about). On a 10, it's something harder than
alcohol or nicotine.
Being defined as the compulsive engagement in a rewarding behavior despite adverse consequences, it is little surprise that addictions
work like few other things to produce drama through hardship. At the same time, some addictions are so common in modern society that,
so long as they aren’t taken to the tragic and insane conclusion, they serve as little more than a useful identifying character trait – one
which, just as all of them, may be used to say something about its possessor whether symbolically or through implication. The different
types of addiction mentioned above share the same general definition, but are different enough that one might wish to ask some different
questions about them. If Alice’s think is nicotine, a socially acceptable (yet, paradoxically, extremely harmful) addiction which sometimes
even seen as attractive (though, nowadays, more often in an ironic sense, or because the self-destruction most people recognize in it strikes
them as romantic or paints the nicotine addict in a “cool”, nihilistic black), begin by asking for how long and how much she’s been smoking.
It’s unlikely that her addiction would’ve been considered a “Special Feature” if it hadn’t been pretty severe, but the definition of severe, in
this case, is broad. Does she smoke one packet a day, or twenty? Has she been doing that since she was 15 (or 12?) or just for the past few
years? Consider the physical symptoms visible (and audible, and smellable…) on most long-time smokers. Does Alice possess some or all of
them? Yellow teeth? A smoky breath? Wet cough? Does she care about those (if so, than why continue smoking? Has she tried stopping
before? Why did she fail? Would she try again if you asked her?)? In what situations does she smoke? In the morning? After sex? While she
talks? What’s her favorite brand of cigarettes (cigars?)? Why did she start smoking in the first place? Social pressure? To help her relax?
Alcohol is considered by most to be even more socially acceptable than nicotine in small amounts – but not in those that’d be considered
indicative of an addiction. After all, someone who’s constantly smoking is merely going to be smelly. Someone who’s constantly drunk is a
violent, emotional menace to be around. Fortunately, it takes a lot less alcohol for someone to be considered addicted, so you could make a
case for Alice being even if she doesn’t literally spend all of her time swaggering around, running into walls and swearing under her breath.
Why’d she first start drinking so much? Most people don’t make the leap just from “social drinker” to “constantly inebriated mess” for no
reason. Alcohol boosts people’s confidence and makes them feel comfortable – did she do it in order to get through something? Some
trauma? Some hard time? How often does she drink? Is she more of the “constantly buzzed” type of alcoholic, or the “gets smashed every
night” type? Where does she drink, and what? Does she go out to bars and gets guys to buy her all the most colorful cocktails, or keep the
stereotypical bottle of whiskey at home? How can she afford to drink so much? Doesn’t it interfere with her job? Her social life? How does
she handle hangovers? Does she have a favorite drink, or would she just chug down anything? Has she ever tried going straight, and if so,
what went wrong? Does her family and/or friends know about her condition? Do they mind? Did they ever try doing anything about it?

Alcoholism is notorious for deteriorating a person’s relationships. Did it do something to hers with her last boyfriend? Did it to something to
her relationship with you?
Caffeine addiction is unusual because the type of person who’d get addicted to caffeine (to the point of regularly using concentrated pills of
the stuff, not just going through six-packs of Red Bull) is basically the opposite of the type of person who’d normally get addicted to
anything else. Unlike, say, alcohol or barbiturates, caffeine doesn’t actually feel good to consume in any but small amounts – but also
unlike them, it can be a genuine help in getting things done. It appeals to people who are goal-oriented, diligent, and focused, likely to the
point of workaholism, and who don’t mind feeling bad or hurting their body (unlike the type of people who’d use other drugs, the people
abusing caffeine are normally intelligent and educated enough to know what it’ll do them) if it means becoming a bit more efficient. How
does Alice’s caffeine addiction show itself? Is she constantly jittery? Nervous? Irritable? Does she shake a lot? Has to take a huge amount of
it each morning or she simply can’t get out of bed? How does she consume her caffeine? Pills? Shots? Energy drinks? Actual coffee (how
does she like her coffee?)? Why’d she become addicted? Too much college homework? Too much homework in general? Competitiveness?
How long has she been doing this? Does she understand what the side-effects are? Does she mind them? Did she ever try to quit? Would
she succeed?
Perhaps the most dramatic, but also vaguest result on this chart is “something harder than alcohol or nicotine”, which obviously implies
some kind of illegal drug. The range is enormous – from methamphetamines to crack cocaine to Ecstasy to LSD – but they all share several
things in common. For once, they’re actually illegal, meaning one should think long and carefully about how Alice gets them, stores them,
uses them, and what the consequences of those have or might be. The type of drug matters: crack is considered a “poor man’s drug”,
stereotypically bought off of shady dealers in shadier back-alleys by desperate, dangerous people. Merely being involved with any of those
things could have far reaching implications about Alice’s personality, background and behavior. Ecstasy, meanwhile, is a “party drug”
associated with teenaged ravers too determined to loosen up, while cocaine is so expensive it’s often used as a show of a person’s wealth
and decadent taste (because apparently, life itself becomes unbearably boring once you’re rich enough). Second, their effects are usually
far more dramatic than those of nicotine or alcohol, both in the short and long term. Which ones of those does Alice show? Has she ever
done something crazy, dangerous or illegal under the influence of or in order to get the money for drugs? What have the consequences
been? Has she ever been in jail? Arrested? Ended up in the emergency room after overdosing? Does anyone else know about Alice’s habits?
What have they done about them? Do you think you might get in trouble (with either side of the law, or simply with a person whose
connection to reality might be dangerously tenuous) by hanging around Alice?
Lastly, there’s the matter of addiction to a behavior, such as shopping, gambling, biting one’s fingernails or sex (though that condition,
specifically, is covered in more detail by a different result – albeit where it’s treated in a generally more comedic manner, compared to this
one’s). Unlike chemical addiction, psychological addiction to a behavior is difficult to insinuate about a person’s personality from because,
arguably, it is itself a part of their personality. It is also uniquely difficult to quit, since it doesn’t rely nearly so much on something which
may be physically removed from the presence of the addicted (though some success could be had from keeping the shopping addicted
away from their credit cards). Since most compulsive behaviors do not contribute so much to ruining one’s life that they’d be classified as
“addictions”, those that are tend by definition to have serious lifestyle consequences. Keep those in mind while describing Alice, while
taking inspiration from the questions associated with the other types of addiction.
6: Phobia. There's some common thing or situation which Alice is irrationally, incredibly afraid of, to the point of it interfering with her
life.
It’s important to understand that a phobia isn’t simply a fear – it is an overwhelming, irrational fear accompanied by powerful physical
panic symptoms. A person who has a phobia of spiders might know, on a rational level, that most spiders aren’t dangerous to them, but if
you placed them on a rooftop with a spider than not only would they rather jump than remain there, they’d do so without even thinking. A
phobia can range from being practically a personality quirk, only coming up every so often (and causing trouble when it does), or it might
grow to dominate a person’s life, hindering their social relationships, limiting their career choices and having a major effect on their selfesteem. Obviously, the first question to ask in this case is “what Alice’s phobia is?” Once you’ve managed that, ask yourself how it affects
her, and how often. When Alice is confronted with the subject of her phobia, how does she respond? Immediately, does she run away
screaming, freeze in place, burst into tears or faint? Afterwards, does she attempt to justify herself, feels ashamed, or is simply too
mentally exhausted to do anything but collapse? How many people know about Alice’s phobia, and what do they think about it? Has she
ever been mocked for it? Do other people worry about her (does she like being worried about?)? Does her phobia have a discernible
“reason” – perhaps some past, traumatic event? What has Alice done, if at all, in the attempt to overcome her phobia (does she even
consider it something bothersome enough to put the effort into trying to overcome it?)? Does she see a therapist? Go to a support group?
How’s her phobia ever affected her major life choices? What has she willingly given up or forced herself to do over the years because of her
fear (e.g. never gone to an amusement park because she’s too scared of heights)? How would you support her, if she wanted you to, in
overcoming her phobia?
7: Learning Disability. However smart she might be, Alice has a major case of ADD, ADHD, dyslexia or some other one of those conditions
invented by the parents of stupid upper-middle class children as an excuse. She constantly spaces-out, she forgets things, she misplaces f
her stuff and if she's not on her pills ranges from insufferable to dysfunctional.
While some may consider the overdiagnosis of children with learning disabilities a growing trend (figuring that many of the cases are
simply the result of parents looking for an excuse as for why their kids keep failing school), it is nearly undoubtable that some people, for

observable, neurological reasons, face inherent difficulties which are most apparent in an environment such as the one forced by most
schools. Far from being correlated with low-intelligence, these learning disabilities are often (though, sadly, far more so than they actually
are in reality) associated specifically with supergifted or genius level intelligence (possibly due to the perception that the genius have
radically different thought processes than normal people, or simply because a few, historical, high-profile geniuses purportedly had them).
What’s Alice’s problem? By a far and wide margin, the three conditions mentioned above the most well-known – and while it’s certainly
possible for someone to suffer from them and virtually never show signs, the fact that Alice’s condition has been called a “Special Feature”
of hers seems to imply that her case is particularly severe. An ADD ridden, for example, would be half-dreaming for most of her waking
hours, never remember anything she didn’t write down, constantly get lost and would misplace her head if it wasn’t attached to her neck –
while one with ADHD would be mostly the same, except replace “half-dreaming” with “bouncing off the walls like a gerbil and always
tapping with her feet while sitting down”. Was Alice ever actually diagnosed with whatever she has? If so, than how old was she, and was
she treated for it (say, by taking special classes, being assigned special counselors, or simply being subscribed a medicine like Ritalin or
Concerta)? If not, than did it ever bother her personally, or the people around her (that’s not the same thing at all)? Did she ever or does
she feel frustrated because of her difficulties? Does she like how she’s been treated because of them (whether they were officially
diagnosed or not)? Try to think of 3-5 day-to-day situations in which Alice’s condition might cause her some trouble. Does she do anything
to try and help with her issues (say, carry around a notebook and write absolutely everything down, or a recorder so that she can talk out
loud what most people would write)? How is it working for her?
8: Deeply Religious. It could be Protestant Christianity or it could be West African Animism, but whatever spiritual doctrine guides Alice's
life, it's a major part of it. She is extremely devout, and in all likelyhood, so is the rest of her family. Trying to convince her to "betray" the
tenets of her religion is an exercise in futility.
Whether or not there really is a God, and regardless of however it’s called or what it’s like, the fact remains that faith, by and of itself, gives
many of those who possess it both strength, direction, and focus in life. In the dramatic world from which characters like Alice were drawn,
some people might find themselves tortured by their faiths, or constrained by them – but all the same, they may find themselves saved and
inspired. What’s exactly is Alice’s religion? Why does it play such a large part in her life? How did she adopt it in the first place? She may’ve
been born into it, perhaps due to her parents being very religious, but keep in mind that being deeply religious and deeply faithful aren’t
precisely the same thing. Or she may’ve come into it later in life – in which case, you might wish to think of the circumstances which’ve led
her to beginning to revolve them around a faith. Was it some personal crisis she need to get through? A cherished or idolized person who’s
religion she adopted herself? A moment of revelation she’s had? How strong is her belief, and how strictly does she follow the tenets of her
religion? The result assumes a certain, fairly high degree of religiosity (since it’s futile to try and convince her to “betray” her religion – the
very use of such a powerful world is telling), but there’s a range between “says her prayers before and after every meal” and “retreats into
the basement to engage in self-flagellation whenever she has an impure thought”. What was Alice’s religious background? What about her
friends and her family? Are they religious? Do they share her beliefs? If they are, and they don’t, than how do they feel about her? The child
of deeply religious parents choosing to embrace a different spiritual path than their own is a recipe for messed up relations – and drama.
How important is adherence to her religion among her friends to Alice? Would she approve of your own level of piety? If not, than how
would she act about it? Would she leave you if you continue along your sinful path, or try to “convert you” or “show you the light”? Is she
aggressive about her religion, or does she keep her faith to herself? How do her religious practices affect her day to day life? Are there
things she would never do due to them? Does she often go to church? Volunteer for religious organizations? Carry around a symbol of her
faith? Does Alice have any character traits which seem to be contrary to her religion (Say, the ubiquitous “Catholic Schoolgirl Can’t Help
Feel Horny” of erotica)? How does she handle the cognitive dissonance surrounding them?
9: Slut. Alice is experienced and proud of it. It may be you’re not her first love (or lay), but you might very well be her last – and beautiful
and magical as maidenly first love might be, there’re some definite advantages to dating a girl with experience. After all, when was the last
time you’ve heard of an actual virgin giving a mind-blowing, satisfying titjob?
It’s hardly surprising that the concept of virginity, and having one’s first time with one’s “true love” (with its implication of the possibility
that one such, objectively, cosmically “correct” relationship might ever exist for a person), has been idealized as much as it has by some
types of erotic literature – particularly those same manga and visual novels the Game of Alice’s been originally inspired by. Often enough,
such works are vessels of sexual wish-fulfillment, and there’s something intensely satisfying to the male psyche about the idea of taking a
woman’s virginity. It implies that said man has been, uniquely, attractive, charming, loving, or simply meritorious enough to make someone
who’s thus far avoided her own sexuality offer them a literal once-in-a-lifetime experience. Of course, being vessels of wish-fulfillment, said
works also tend to go to imply that the initial, magical copulation depicted will go on to become a healthy and lifelong relationship, with
the woman (at least), remaining loyal to her first lay forever after. Conveniently enough, this ignores the rather sensible assumption that a
woman who would, in the first place, agree to take off her clothes in the middle of class and have hot, passionate sex right on top of her
desk with a person whom she may not have known until that moment (and almost certainly has never been in a relationship with) doesn’t
exactly sound like prime material for long-term loyalty, or that if the reader hadn’t been assured of her previous virginity they’d probably
have to wonder about where someone with no sexual experience has learned to take sex the way of a pornstar right from the get-go.
Women, as it happens, aren’t born with instinctive blowjob skills, and most don’t develop an immediate love for the taste.
Cynicism aside, the trait description itself seems relatively assuring about Alice’s presumed future loyalty – “you might very well be her last
[true love]” (unless one wishes to take things a very macabre way). With what might be the greatest fear associated with “dating a slut”
removed (unless, of course, you’d like to keep it for the sake of drama), we might turn to focus on the next most obvious issue: Alice has

had, possibly many, previous lovers. How many, exactly (or are they simply innumerable?)? What kind of people were they (was there a
common theme at all?)? Did you meet any? How was her last one? How far did she go with any (with her last?)? How “real” were her
feelings for them (“true love”, as has been mentioned above, is a somewhat intangible term, especially in the world of literature, which
alongside early cinema, has burned into the cultural mind the dangerous yet irresistible character of the emotionally capricious, sexually
powerful woman – from the morally ambiguous femme fatale to the nigh-saintly “whore with a heart of gold”, and all the way back to Lord
Byron and tortured medieval poets)? It may be tempting to dismiss all her previous relationships as having been emotionless flings, but in
that case, how can you say that yours aren’t also? What brought Alice to become a “slut” in the first place? Was it a cry for attention?
Representative of psychological trauma? Daddy issues? A desperate need for money, or housing? O, perhaps, might it simply be that
Occam proves right and that Alice loves sex and enjoys it, and isn’t ashamed to admit it? How does she feel about “sexual morals” at large?
Does she consider sluts like her aberrations, or a step on the right way to progress? Does she even put that much thought into it (is her
sluttishness philosophically motivated?)? How does she act around her previous lovers? Does she stay in touch (is there a possibility of
returning to any of them?)? How do they feel about her, in turn? How extroverted is Alice about her sexual tastes? Does she simply keep it
freaky in bed, putting on a mask of a serious, uptight woman, or does she walk around in fishnet stockings and a low cut top and doesn’t
mind hitting on guys? Does she talk in public about her sexual preferences, experience or quirks? How does she feel about you, compared to
how she felt about her previous lovers? In what other ways does her “sluttishness” manifest? Is she particularly desirous? Flirtatious?
Sexually demanding? Is she especially skilled? Does she have any remarkable… techniques? Would she give you a strip show before
(during?) foreplay? Could she make it look actually hot (whereas, in real-life, most girls would just end up looking ridiculous?)? Does she use
a lot of sexual innuendo? Does she mean it? Given her vast experience with other persons, how would you say Alice would rate you for your
sexual skills and stamina? Would it matter to her if you’re not as good as some of her exes?
10: Frigid. Alice is mortally horrified of the very idea of physical intimacy, and it might take a great, great deal of time and effort to change
this aspect of her personality.
A potentially sensitive subject to tackle in writing, you may want to think carefully before explaining Alice’s frigidity, assuming you don’t
wish for it to simply be unto itself. In fiction, as well as in real-life, women (and men) sometimes develop a phobia of physical intimacy due
to a serious past sexual trauma, the kind of which it might be hard to respectfully depict (or even refer to) in one’s story without offending
potential readers.
A certain dislike of physical intimacy is not uncommon in real-life, but the one hinted upon by this result seems to be of a degree indicative
of something abnormal. In the world of romantic storytelling, this is most often some past trauma, or possibly a deviant personality trait
(cinematic geniuses, for example, are often uncomfortable being touched – likely a reflection of the real-life tendencies of certain people on
the autism spectrum, which has become associated with immense intelligence). The most significant exception is in stories of a comedic
nature, in which, if it ought to be explained in the first place, a person’s fear of intimacy might very well have a more lighthearted, perhaps
even absurd reasoning. Begin by deciding the degree to which Alice is “frigid” – is it only the physical aspects of romance/sexuality with
which she has a problem, or is she opposed to (or is unable to, or believes herself to be unable to experience) any kind of romantic love? If
so, consider how you’ve ended up “together” in the first place – does your relationship even, at the moment, resemble a romantic or sexual
one? Could it ever grow to do? What is it about love or intimacy that scares Alice the most? Is it the act of penetration, the feeling of being
embraced (suffocated?), the inherent “uncleanliness” of the body, or some other physical sensation? Or is her hang-up over something
emotional, such as an unwillingness to become tied down, distracted, or dependent on somebody else? Why is it so, in the first place? Is
there really some past trauma involved? People who have suffered physical and/or sexual abuse sometimes develop a fear of intimacy.
Those who’ve lost loved ones in tragic circumstances may become afraid of attachment. Some people are simply aloof – romance isn’t, and
does not, on the surface, sound like it is for just everyone. Do you believe Alice would make an exception “just for you”? Do you think
there’s a chance that she might, one day, with or without your help (how?), “get over” whatever’s “wrong” with her? Does she even
consider it “wrong”? Does she want to become “not frigid”? Does she have a reputation for being so? Has she ever been in past
relationships (if the answer for that hasn’t already been clarified)? Were they affected by her “frigidity”, if it was already a thing back then?
11: Secret talent. Roll once again on the hobby table: whatever it is, Alice is immensely good at it, a true natural... and she has no idea.
While it is hard to ask anything concrete about Alice’s secret talent without knowing which it is, certain issues do seem to present
themselves: namely, how it is that Alice has never found out she has such an incredible talent for something, why she has done so just now,
and how she is going to respond. Unlike a “secret hobby”, which is intentionally hidden, it is assumed that Alice herself does not know (or
hasn’t until recently) about her secret talent. It also means, since there isn’t necessarily a correlation between her talents and hobbies, that
she may not even like whatever it is she’s good at – although she might be expected to, once her talent’s found out.
As for how she may’ve discovered her secret talent, consider not only the ways in which a person might find themselves engaging in an
activity related to the talent rolled, but also the circumstances under which such participation might result in “talent” being found.
Generally speaking, it’s not enough to simply turn-out to be good at, say, a game – and no amount of talent can realistically allow someone
who’s never played a musical instrument first do it without a bit of training. Perhaps Alice did while in the presence of an expert, hobbier or
enthusiast (perhaps it was you?)? Someone who could point towards the fact that she’s got more than simple luck. It could also be that
circumstances have somehow continuously led her into engaging in that activity. While that might not be realistic, it could be comical in the
right context (imagine a person who somehow finds themselves repeatedly dragged into ball games whenever the team’s missing a
member, never realizing the connection between that and the fact they keep winning), and befitting a story.

What’s the extent of Alice’s “talent”? She’s implied to be fairly good at whatever that is, but there’s a broad range between “good” and
“average”. Is she merely better than the average person, better than the average hobbier, or some kind of miraculous prodigy with
potential to dominate the field? Consider how each option might impact not just Alice’s life themselves, but your relationship with her.
Lastly, imagine how Alice might respond to finding out how good she’s at whatever it is. Depending on her personality and background,
such a response might be range from frustration (that now people might have unwelcome expectations of her, or that an additional hobby
might cut into her favorite pastimes, for example), to elation that she’s finally good at something, to anything in-between! Each might
inspire a very different story.
12: Closet Pervert: BDSM, tentacle-sex, shitting dicknipples - Alice loves this kind of thing, to the lines of nearly a terabyte on her computer
cleverly labled "projects". Depending on her personality, she may or may not be inclined to share this interest.
There’s an undeniable attractiveness, not to mention some comedic value, to the idea of a person who’s outwardly pure and innocent (if
not staunchly puritanical!) being hypocritically lewd at their core. Given that many people in modern society are, to some degree or
another, ashamed of their sexual quirks, there’s something very reassuring about the thought of it not being uncommon. Of course, that
this might mean that someone whom they’ve thus far believed would never accept them entirely might actually be into them for those
reasons exactly can hardly hurt the positive connotation.
While the result’s description implies that Alice’s level of perversion is such that practically “anything goes”, one might, if they wish, decide
at this point what exactly is Alice’s “thing”. It’s more important that, whatever it is, it is something that she keeps to her own (see the “Slut”
result for some directions on an Alice who’s a pervert and proud). While it’s easy enough to imagine why one might not want the whole
world to know that they’re into some embarrassing fetish, consider what other reasons Alice might have. Is she afraid of losing her job, or
of not being accepted by friends? Or is it a more principle thing – that she thinks it’s an indecent pleasure that, if she really cannot do
without, she might as well do in private?
Within the context of the story, are you aware of Alice’s fetish? How so? Did she tell you about it herself? If not, than how did you find?
Were you told by a mutual friend? Accidentally (or “accidentally”) found her internet search history? That stash of illegal manga she’s
hiding under her mattress? If it wasn’t her decision to tell you, how did she respond to you finding? Embarrassment? Relief that she no
longer has to hide things? Anger, that you didn’t ask her? Fear, that you’re going to leave her now? How did you respond in kind? It may be
tempting to imagine that Alice simply shares your own quirks, but think of how you might react if it turned out your girlfriend’s sexual
pleasure hinges on a fetish which you find positively abhorrent. Would it still be cool with you than?
If you’re still unaware of her fetish, consider what it might mean to her, and about your relationship. Why wouldn’t she tell you about it?
Mistrust? Fear? Denial? How would she react if you found? Imagine a couple of scenarios in which you might come close to finding out, and
how Alice might react to it (rushing to her computer to close the internet window, or perhaps even more stereotypically, to cover that pile
of magazines while mumbling about them being “papers”…)
Finally, all unpleasantness and doubt aside, think of how her fetishes might influence your relationship once you’ve learned all about them.
Would they have any effect at all? Do you share them? Would Alice ever think of “trying them out”? Would you like her to? Would she talk
to about them? Discuss them? To what level of depth (some serious fetishists can be terribly serious about the professional aspects of their
perversion, and talk about the subject for hours…)? How might your sex life be effected by this?
13: Jewish. It's not Schmidt, it's Goldschmidt. The good thing is Alice isn't very religious herself (although you might want to tone down the
Holocaust jokes). The bad is that her parents are rabid Zionists and an out-of-place words about any number of touchy political issues
could get you kicked down the staircase.
Over the past couple millennia, the Jews have distinguished themselves from almost every other ethno-religious minority not only in the
degree to which they’ve assimilated into different cultures but, paradoxically, also to that to which they’ve held onto their own identity.
Whether they consider themselves to be members of a race, a faith, or even a shared cultural history, the fact is that Jews nowadays are
found all over the world, and while any individual one might practice any number of Jewish tradition (“up to” and including none of them),
few wouldn’t call themselves Jewish.
The result description specifies that Alice herself “isn’t very religious”. This saves you a bit of research, and arguably consideration, as it
means that there’s little need for you to either ponder the depth of Alice’s religiosity (unless, of course, you wish to do just that – or have
already rolled the “Deeply Religious” result, above) or fear the consequences of being forced by the dice into dating a truly devout member
of a religion which, at its most extreme, is both violently insular, literally forbids women from being in the presence of men and would likely
force Alice’s family to cut all contact with her.
All that in mind, and in the interest of turning the result into a valuable tool of drama, you might wish to take a moment to think about
what Alice’s “Jewishness” means about her (aside from her new and spectacularly stereotypical surname of “Goldschmidt”). Handily,
secular Jews have intermingled so thoroughly with western culture at large that few ethnic or personality traits can be said to identify them
“absolutely” – in other words, Alice could very well remain the same exact person and it wouldn’t be out of the question for her to have

been Jewish all along. That said, handled tastefully and without malice, stereotypes can be quite fun – the Jews themselves would be the
first to approve of it. They’ve made an art out of self-depreciation.
Which and how many Jewish traditions does Alice conform to, and how seriously does she take them? Does she fast and pray on the
holiday of Yom Kippur? Does she keep to the law of Kosher (the Jewish system of dietary prohibitions, which most famously forbid the
eating of pork, most types of seafood, and any dish containing both meat and dairy)? Did she undergo the ritual of Bat Mitzvah
(traditionally, only Jewish men do, but it’s become more fashionable over the last century to let girls have at it to)? Does she celebrate
Hanukah and Passover when others do Christmas and Easter? Can she speak languages like Yiddish or Hebrew?
What do any of these traditions mean to her, if they mean to her anything at all? If she does engage in any of them, is it out of actual faith?
Out of habit? Because her family expects it of her? How has her participation in any of them ever affected your relationship, if it did? It
doesn’t have to be anything big – think about the funny, little details: an awkward moment in a restaurant involving a bowl of shrimps. A
date which had to be cancelled due to being made on a holiday. An invitation to a family occasion in which you stood alone among a crowd
of steely eyed, bearded men in black coats whispering nervously to each other.
The result does specify that Alice’s parents are “rabid Zionists” – have you met them? How does this show itself on them? How religious are
they (it might interest you to know that Zionism and religious Judaism actually don’t always correlate)? Do they simply become
confrontational whenever someone brings up Israel, or is they house filled with blue Stars of David and devotional portraits of Shimon
Peres?
Has their attitude ever impacted your relationship? In storytelling terms, religious differences across generations could lead to anything
from high hilarity to heartbreaking romantic drama. Would her parents approve of her dating a non-Jew? Marrying him? What about
someone who doesn’t share their political worldviews? If Alice had to choose between respecting her parents and her relationship with you,
what would she do? Do you believe that she’d give up her religion, if that’s what it took to be with you? Would you feel good with yourself
if you brought her to that? How does she feel about her family in general? Is she proud of them? Embarrassed? Does she love them
nevertheless? Does she have any remarkable childhood memories, good or bad ones, relating to her status as a religious minority?
Finally, there are the aforementioned stereotypes to lean on in the absence of other ideas. Jews have produced a repertoire of those over
the years: from the overbearing, naggy Jewish mother (who would call out her daughter for “ungratefully trying to kill her” if she
considered marrying anybody but a “doctor from a good Jewish family”), to the surly, humorless Ashkenazi father who would disown a
child who can’t play the violin by 3. Just try to remember where you’re posting, and be respectful when possible.
14: Issues. The kind that's not polite to talk about when the subject's around. Maybe she hears voices, or she washes her hands 200 times
a day. Maybe she tried to stab her last boyfriend. The thing is, Alice sees three different shrinks and is on five different medicines right
now. Tread lightly.
As the result description itself hints, “issues” aren’t something you take lightly – whether you’re considering going out with someone who
has them or writing a potentially offensive romantic story featuring them. Mental illness, in whatever fashion it’s been referred to, has
frightened and fascinated storytellers practically since stories existed, and in the context of romance has been used for any purpose from
humorous to heartwarming to horrible to achingly tragic.
The first, and probably most important thing to consider is what “issue” exactly Alice has. The realm of psychology is so vast that any
generalizations in this regard would do a poor job of treating the subject, but for that very reason being any more specific would simply not
do for the option. Consider the level of realism you wish to deal with, as well as the general atmosphere you’d be going for with your story.
Do you really want your imaginary self to have to deal with the repercussion of a condition as severe as schizophrenia or violent psychosis?
Do you, as a writer, believe yourself to possess the skills necessary to make good on such a complicated premise?
Being as they, by definition, affect the personality or behavior (a psychologist would argue over whether a difference exists here) of the
subject, the specific “issue” decided on could completely change Alice’s mental image – or it could simply serve to highlight, emphasize or
explain certain aspects of it. Take a look at what else you know about her so far: dramatically, do you think any of those background or
personality traits could be complimented by the inclusion of the element of “mental illness”? Personality Disorders, in particular, are a
useful tool in this method since their effects are at the same time so subtle and so all-encompassing that practically any action taken by an
individual diagnosed with one could be explained through it. Obsessive-Compulsives (that is, those suffering from Obsessive-Compulsive
Personality Disorder – to be differentiated from those suffering from OCD, a different issue characterized by the adherence to ritualistic
behavior) are concerned with cleanliness and perfectionism to an unhealthy, oftentimes self-destructive degree. Borderliners are prone to
violent emotional outbursts and impulsivity, and have tumultuous romantic and social lives in the shades of cripplingly low self-esteems.
Bipolars may switch over periods of weeks or months from crushing depths of dysfunctional depression where they wouldn’t eat, go out or
even talk, to periods of fiery mania where their energy and enthusiasm can sometimes become insufferable.
Regardless of your choice, try to consider the following subjects: how bad is Alice’s condition, and what aspects of her life does it affect?
How commonly, and how severely? Note that the result description itself implies that she’s having it fairly bad – three shrinks and five
different medicines don’t sound good, psychiatrically. On the plus side, it does imply that she’s getting treated, and quite seriously at that,
for whatever she has. This already puts her in an infinitely better position than the scores of people suffering from similar issues who are

either unaware of the fact, do not receive any help for it, or both. In your personal experience, how has her condition manifested? Try to
imagine a common relationship situation – a date, a visit to Alice’s place, a phone call – and how it might proceed if something was to,
figuratively speaking, “trigger” Alice’s issues. Something sticky spills on an OCPD type Alice and she completely breaks down. You’re forced
to cancel a meeting with a Borderliner Alice in the last moment and she sees it as a betrayal and stops talking to you for a week. You sit
down next to an Alice in a bout of depression and spend the whole night silently hugging her and hoping that she’ll cheer up. As was
pointed above: issues can be anything from funny to thought-provoking to scary or sad.
Could you (could anyone, within or outside the story) point out a specific cause for Alice’s issues? Do they result from a trauma, a genetic
disorder, or some combination of both? If a trauma, than what was it? How old was Alice when she had it, and when did it become clear
that she’s exhibiting the symptoms of a mental condition? In very general terms, how did she “deal with it” throughout the years? Clearly,
she’s not yet “over it”, if she ever could be, but there’s a world of difference between someone who can’t hold a job due to constant
flashbacks and someone who is just very uneasy getting inside a motor vehicle, for example. If it’s a genetic condition, than when did it
manifest, and how? For how long has Alice been treated for it? If she’s had it for a while, than how has she been treated by society during
that time? How has she been treated by family? Parents? Friends? How many other people know about her condition? Did she ever meet a
support group? Does she stay in contact? Even if not, those are all valuable questions.
How does Alice herself feel about her “issues”? Is she comfortable talking about them? Admitting to them? Is she determined to “get over”
them (is it possible?)? What methods has she tried, if any, to mitigate their effects? Has she shared any with you? Confided in you for them
(for example, trust you to remind her to stop and take a ten deep breaths if she looks like she’s about to fly off the handle, or something)?
15: Secretly Stacked. Add 2 whole cups to Alice’s breast size, but reduce her apparent size by 5, with anything under A representing the
appearance of flatness – likely achieved through some convoluted, painful combination of bindings, bandages, several layers of thick
clothing and a bra costing like half a computer.
There is such a thing as too much of a good thing – especially when said thing is fat, heavy, grows straight out of your chest and makes
men forget you have a face and women call you a whore behind your back. Consult the “Breasts” section, above under “Matters of
Appearance” for a more general overview of the subject of breasts, including a few ideas regarding the reasons someone might want to
bind down theirs.
The important thing to remember around this result (beyond that fact that it guarantees Alice isn’t flat and is most likely quite buxom) is
that it indicates a conscious, possibly considerable effort put in order to hide – or at the very least contain, Alice’s chest. The reasons for
that might vary, and range from the practical (say, she likes playing basketball and having her giant tits flopping around all the time is
hurting her game), through the social or ideological (she doesn’t want to have to deal with people judging her based on her secondary
sexual characteristics) to the emotional or psychological (she’s insecure about her own femininity, doesn’t like drawing attention, is
uncomfortable being viewed in a sexual light, etc.). Whichever one you decide on for Alice would likely the shape the fashion you answer
the rest of the questions.
Regardless of why Alice binds her breasts, ask yourself a few of the following: since when has Alice been binding her breasts? Since when
has them being too big begun to bother her? What was it about them that did (it was probably a lot of little annoyances accumulating, but
then, it might also have not)? Does she have any particularly “traumatic” memories involving her breasts being out of control (and really, it
doesn’t have to be anything drastic or violent – it might just be that one time in the eighth grade when she realized her classmates have
been referring to her as “the watermelon girl” for past five months and decided that enough is enough)? What methods does Alice use to
contain her breasts? Depending on her chest size, means and level of zealousness about it, these might go from the relatively timid (just
wearing baggy clothing) to the painful and exhausting – the former would seem to imply that Alice is merely uncomfortable about her bust,
while the latter might indicate a more deeply seated concern. How much effort, time or money is she willing to put into it?
How does Alice feel about her breasts? Granted, probably not good or she wouldn’t have gone so far – but is it more about shame,
frustration, or anger (or something else)? Do you think she’d have felt better about them if she’d lived somewhere else, for example (that
is to say, does she think that the problem is with how other people see her, or that it’s something intrinsic to her)? Do other people know
what she’s packing? It seems counterintuitive, but really, if her reasons are more practical than anything else it might just be obvious
that she’s holding them back for comfort, rather than actually “hiding” them. If so, than how do people react to that? If not, than how
do they tend to behave when they find out (if they’d ever)? Did you know? When and under what circumstances did you find out? How
did you react then? How did Alice like your reaction? If she’s really got some kind of complex regarding her chest, than is she comfortable
talking about it? Under what circumstances do you believe Alice’s attitude towards her chest might change, if at all?
16: Voracious Appetite. Gluttony isn't usually considered very feminine - which depending on her personality, Alice might be very
concerned about - but she just can't help it. She's virtually always hungry, for lots of just about anything. Though she has a fearsome sweet
tooth, she'd really eat everything put before her, then ask for seconds... and thirds... and eights... where does it all go?
The idea of the female character who possesses an enormous appetite (ranging from the relatively realistic, “always asks for seconds”
levels to the strictly comical “finishes an average meal amidst a mountain of emptied ramen bowls”) is a venerable one in the types of
Japanese works which have inspired The Game of Alice. Despite a big appetite being considered somewhat unfeminine, it’s not unattractive
enough (what with said characters rarely having the body type to match it) to make a character less desirable, and is thus seen as a

convenient method of adding a layer of quirkiness or a “flaw” to a love interest without too much a risk of “ruining her” for the fans (it’s
also a handy excuse to give the character an impressive chest and claim that’s where all the food goes – although the reverse situation, of
the character being tiny and dainty and it being a hilarious mystery as for where it all disappears, is equally common). It is seen as
particularly befitting characters on either end of the femininity spectrum, being a good compliment for tomboys while adding an
unexpected twist to the habits of a pretty and proper lady.
How does Alice behave when she eats? How messily does she do, and how much does she care about what other people might think about
it? Does she just eat enormous amounts in tiny, polite bites, or does she tend to stuff herself full of whatever’s around, talk with her mouth
full and wave her utensils around? What does she like to eat, or eat a lot of? Does she have a type of favorite food (say, candy and desserts,
or meat, or pizza) that she could devour whole platefuls of or is she the type who would eat absolutely anything and everything put before
her? How fast does she eat? Why is it that she feels the need to eat so much? Is it just a personality quirk, a feature of her metabolism, or
something deeper ingrained into her person (say, she grew up hungry)? Does she look like someone who eats as much as she does? If not,
than where does it all end up? How much is she generally willing to spend on food, per outing, day or month? Does she prefer fast food, or
does she like gourmet? How does she act when she’s hungry, or can’t have as much as food as she’d like? Does she become grumpy?
Lethargic? Nervous (the last one, in particular, might indicate that she’s eating due to some kind of issue which might be worth looking
into)? How does it feel to eat a meal with Alice? Do you have any interesting, funny, or heartwarming stories of ones you’ve had?
17-18: Pet. Roll 1D10: on a 1-4, it's a dog. On a 5-7, it's a cat. On an 8-9, it's some kind of bird. On a 10 it's something weird like a snake or a
scorpion or what-have-you. Whichever way, Alice named the thing Leopold and loves the life out of it.
A pet can tell a lot about its owner. It can also occupy a significant amount of their time, and be one of the most important characters in
their lives. The emotional connection between a pet and its owner, particular if it’s been owned for several years, might very well be
stronger than that the latter shares with family members or friends.
Regardless of what kind of animal Leopold is, begin by imagining what sorts of interaction Alice might have with it on a day-to-day basis. If
it’s a dog, than does it greet it her whenever she enters her house? Where does she like taking it out for walks? Does she play with it
regularly? If it’s a cat, than does she like to cuddle with it? To stroke it while she thinks? Does she like listening to Leopold the bird singing,
or to let Leopold the tarantula out of its aquarium to crawl all over her face? Keep in mind that while many people have pets it’s been
specifically pointed that Alice “loves the life out of” Leopold. It’s a big influence on her life, or at the very least, something she’s very
attached to. How did she come to own it in the first place? Did she get it for a particular reason, or did she just feel like getting a pet? Is it
bought? Adopted for charity, or from the litter of a neighbor? Did she find it as a stray? Why is it named Leopold? Where does she keep it
and how does she take care of it? How much money does she spend on the thing? Is it normally let to wander around, or does it stick to the
yard (or cage, or whatever it has)? Does it have a personalized collar? Does she dress it in sweaters? Since when has she had Leopold? How
old is it? If it were to die now (of old age, and injury, an illness, etc.) how would Alice respond?
What sort of specimen is Leopold? How does it look like? How big is it? How smart? Can it do any tricks? Open doors by itself? Does it know
where Alice keeps the food and knows how to open the cabinet, steal it and close it back? What’s Leopold’s personality like? Is it clean or
messy? Energetic or sessile? Grumpy or friendly? Does it tend to bite or scratch? How easily does it get along with other animals? With
other people?
How does Leopold like you? If it matters as much to Alice as it’s implied, than it seems likely that if you’ve been in a relationship for any real
amount of time, you’ve met. Do you normally get along with animals like Leopold? Has it ever attacked you? If so, which one of you did
Alice “side” with (did she chide Leopold for attacking you, or you for having surely done something to upset Leopold)? Do you think there’s
a chance Alice might prefer the pet over you, if it ever came down to that choice (you’d hardly be the first guy dumped in the name of a
dog)? Would the opposite be true? If Alice had to move in with you, for example, and couldn’t bring Leopold with her, would she do it?
Would it be hard for her to do? Could you imagine Alice and yourself, if your relationship goes well enough, getting a mutual pet for
yourselves and liking it?
19: Hidden Pain. Ah, the trauma hiding beneath the mask of nonchalance. Something happened to Alice when she was a young girl, which
she hasn't really recovered from since. Would cuddling together with you help her escape the nightmares?
Few things tug on the strings of a lover like finding out that their woman has some dark pain in her past that she needs to be hugged out of
her. It’s practically a genre convention. Keep in mind, however, that in real life, the sorts of problems that are normally described for this
purpose tend to be touchy, complicated subjects. Worse, they’ve been done so often by so many people that, even if you manage to
somehow not mistreat them by creating an offensive story, you still risk creating a cheesy one. Think carefully on whether you want to
tackle this subject, and if not, don’t be afraid to re-roll or pick another option.
Most of the advice applicable to “Issues”, under header “14” above, apply equally to “Hidden Pain”. The same goes for most of the leading
questions, so you may wish to check those out. The difference is that while “Issues” implies that whatever trauma Alice suffers from has a
significant impact on her day-to-day life and that she’s being treated for it, “Hidden Pain” doesn’t, at least. In fact, that it is described as
“Hidden” might be interpreted as implying that an Alice with this trait makes a conscious effort to obscure the fact that she’s suffered or is
suffering from a trauma, and if that is the case it’s not unreasonable to assume that it might also have gone or be going untreated. This
could lead to a highly different character. While on the surface, Alice’s Hidden Pain might not show at all (in fact, you might not even know

about it yourself, possibly ever, if she chooses not to open up about it), its personal effects on her would be worse. Her insistence on hiding
them from others would exacerbate problem – adding feelings of shame and personal inadequacy to whatever else is going through Alice’s
mind. People might be able to tell that she’s stressed, but now why… Or they might not be able to tell anything at all, because Alice is just
that good at bottling everything during the day so she can cry herself to sleep at night.
That kitsch aside, consider what the source of Alice’s trauma is, how long ago it happened, what the circumstances were, and how it affects
her now. Childhood trauma is usually thought as being “worse” than just any other kind, but consider that children are far more
emotionally resilient than they’re often given credit for. Furthermore: childhood trauma tends to have happened a long time ago (unless
Alice is still a child, of course). It takes a truly, terrifyingly bad experience to still be as painful after twenty or thirty years as it was when it
was just caused. On the other hand, while children are emotionally resilient they can also be mentally and physically fragile. More things
can hurt them, and they can cause more damage to them than they could’ve caused an adult. A childhood trauma would’ve also had
longer to “faster” – a lifetime of keeping a terrible experience secret from everyone around you is, by itself, a pretty terrible experience to
have. Conversely, a more recent trauma would still be fresh in Alice’s memory, and if she’s an adult, would be viewed by her differently
than it would have been had she been a child.
Keep in mind that not all types of Hidden Pain have to be melodramatic. People are complex, and not all dark secrets are made equal.
Depending on the role you’d like Alice’s Hidden Pain to play in your story, it could represent anything from memories of child molestation or
a death in the family, or just as easily, something “mundane” like having been bullied at school, a difficult breakup, a screwup of
catastrophic proportions at something important, or just a missed life opportunity (some people never forgive themselves for having
chosen not to follow their dreams back when they had the chance).
How does Alice’s trauma show on her? It’s clearly not very obvious, but there might be some subtle cues, even if, within the story itself, you
haven’t noticed them yet. It might have affected what appears to be a personal tick or quirk (say, a dislike of something unusual or just a
tendency to act nervous in certain situation), or it might’ve just shaped Alice’s personality. Made her more or less sad, trusting, comfortable
around people, and so on.
How many people know about her trauma? Did any, ever? Do you? If you do know, than how did you find out? Was it Alice’s choice to tell
you? What brought her to do this? Has she ever told anyone before, and if not, why you? How did you respond? Does she feel better now
that you’ve talked about it? If she didn’t, than how did she respond to you finding out otherwise? If other people know about Alice’s trauma
somehow, than how do they tend to react? What does Alice think about their reactions?
20: Roll twice more. Some people are just messed-up like that.

Weird Sexual Features
The Game of Alice was originally inspired by hentai manga and anime, pornographic visual novels, and the type of erotic stories lonely
people write on DeviantArt then block whoever tells them are bad – and if there’re commonalities between the above than one of them
surely is the prevalence of bizarre, slightly niche sexual situations. Heterosexual sex in the missionary position over a bed in a room is
passé. Or at least, it’s passé to the type of person who, reared on decades of porn of ever increasing intensity, has already become jaded
to most anything reality can normally provide them with.
This table lists some of the more common and prolific “perversions” which might apply to a love interest like Alice. Strictly speaking, you’re
only supposed to be rolling on it if you rolled for it back when you were checking for special physical traits. That said, there’s nothing to
say you can’t go ahead and have one roll “free of charge”, if you wish to add some spice to your imaginary, anime inspired sex life.
It goes without mention that the results below aren’t for everyone. Perversion, by definition, is not something shared by most people (or
rather, while most people have some perversion, not everyone can have everyone else’s), and what might arouse and excite one person
could shock, disturb, or outright disgust another. Some people, hard as it might be to believe, are perfectly fine with imagining their
romantic partner as being perfectly normal in the sheets (normal isn’t bad, mind you. It’s possible to be very, very good at normal sex.
That’s what sex is about, for most people). If that is the case with you, or if whatever result that you roll ends up “ruining” Alice in your
mind, feel free to ignore it entirely or change it however you wish.
Now take a deep breath, roll 1D10, and find out exactly what type of freaky, sexy Alice you’re dealing with.
1-2. Buxom is better
3-4. Mammary magic
5. Au naturale
6. Futanari
7. Squirter
8. Sexual overdrive
9. Masochist
10. Sadist
1-2: Buxom is Better. "Weird" is kind of a strong word, in this case, don't you think? Big breasts are a thing that happens. Roll another D10.
On a result of 1-7, add a cup to Alice’s breast size. On an 8-10, add one and then roll again, continuing to add them so long as the result
continues to be 8-10. You could stop before that, if you want, but where would the fun in that be?
The female characters of Japanese porn, a main influence on this Game, are notorious worldwide for the often absurd size of their breasts.
Sizes which, in real-life, would only ever be seen on niche pornstars are made out to be all but standard, and for a character to truly stand
out as having “big breasts” may take tits on a scale which would constitute a medical issue.
What’s there not to like?
Since nothing about this trait is, by itself, abnormal (even at its best/worst, it’s still just an exaggeration of an already existing one),
there’re aren’t many questions that ought to be answered about it. Simply turn back to the section dealing with Alice’s breast size, and
answer the questions again while keeping in mind the fact that they’re bigger (possibly much, much bigger) now than they were before.
3-4: Mammary Magic. If Alice's breasts are C-cup or smaller at this point, then this roll means that they're really, really sensitive. "May cum
spontanously because her shirt it rubbing against the nipples" sensitive. If they're larger, than it happens that Alice has a relatively rare but
otherwise benign hereditary hormonal disorder which caused her to begin lactating when she hit puberty and never really stop, even
when not pregnant. Her milk is delicious, and plentiful to the point that her breasts would become painfully swollen if not tended to
regularly. A cheap regimen of pills can surpass the effect, but whether or not she takes them depends on her personality. There's a 5 out
of 10 chance that any immediate female relatives of her share the condition.
Some people out there are content with merely fetishizing the size of a woman’s chest. These people, of course, are plebeians, and do not
know the joys of appreciating truly remarkable breasts. Whatever the result of the roll, it is clear that Alice’s tits stand out, and either do or
have an obvious potential to play a massive role in her sex life – and luckily enough, in yours. With that in mind, you may wish to consider
that for all of how sexy they are, both options represent a condition which is somewhat abnormal. Real people have lives outside of sex,

with all the physical inconvenience and the need to deal with (oftentimes narrow-minded) other people that this entails. Living with a
physical abnormality isn’t easy, and it being so sexual in nature would only make things more embarrassing.
For breasts to be sensitive isn’t all that unusual, and common knowledge holds (whether or not this is true) that the fatter ones tend to be
more so. The thing about Alice’s breasts is that they’re a great, great deal more sensitive than normal. Like most things relating to having
breasts, this could be seen as either a blessing or a curse depending on one’s point of view. This includes Alice herself, whose personality
would affect whether she thinks of her bizarre hypersensitivity as a wonderful gift for her sex life, allowing her to experience pleasures
other woman can only dream of, or as the cause of shameful, inappropriate, inconvenient public orgasms (which, as could by attested by
anyone who’s ever gotten too close to a girl in a dance club while being too drunk, is fun for about three seconds and then leads to a ruined
evening, pair of pants, and possibly social life). How does Alice feel about her hypersensitivity? How has she felt about it in the past? Given
the degree of hypersensitivity described in here, this would probably be something that she’s known about practically since she was
physically capable of achieving a real orgasm, and given that this tends to happen in a fairly young age, so would, at the very least, her
parents. Throughout her life, has she been embarrassed of this “trait”? Proud? Indifferent? What role did in play in her sex life thus far, so
to speak? Does it feature in her masturbation routine? How has she “dealt” with it in the past? After all, there are times in a person’s life
where a spontaneous orgasm is undesirable. Very thick bras? Padding? How does Alice act when her breasts get her aroused in public (as
they’re apt to)? How has her hypersensitivity featured in your relationship? Do you have any funny, interesting, silly or sexy stories about
times that it came up? What’s your sex life like, given that you could probably make Alice cum just by caressing her chest right and bring
her to the heights of mind-numbing ecstasy with a lick?
While it is normal for breasts to lactate (that’s what they’re there for), it is very much not normal for them to do so outside of a certain,
rather specific list of situations – and when that does happen, assuming that it wasn’t due to deliberate chemical inducement, it is most
often indicative of a serious medical issue, rather than being sexy. While an actual medical condition whose only symptom is spontaneous
lactation (and, according to the description, in a very great amount) doesn’t exist in real life, it isn’t that much of a stretch to belief that it
“might” – most readers of erotic literature aren’t exactly endocrinologists. With that in mind, consider, if you wish, the thoughts which
might go through a recently pubescent girl’s mind (not to mention her mother’s) if she were to wake up one morning to find that her bra’s
soaked in milk. In real life, that’d almost certainly result in a panicked trip to the doctor, but given that you’ve already established that
within the context of the story that is simply another, benign hormonal disorder which is known to run in Alice’s family, it might just mean
awkwardness all around and a trip to the family doctor to get an explanation about the necessary medicines and possibly an embarrassing
talk with mom. Of course, just because it’s known to happen in a certain family doesn’t make it a common condition, and teachers, friends,
neighbors and random strangers are still very likely to be freaked out by it (possibly to the point of calling the social services, since from
their point of view, a 13 years old girl seems to be pregnant).
How does Alice feel about her condition? Does she see it as embarrassing disorder to keep silent about, or does she just take it in stride as
“another thing about me”, which she might or might not feel comfortable sharing with others, if need be (just as some people might treat,
say, being lactose intolerant)? When it comes to her sex life, does she revel in the milky goodness, or would she rather do things the normal
way (if so, would she change her mind if you asked really nicely?)? Does she take the pills she could to surpass the effect, or does she not
bother? If not, what other means does she use to handle her condition? Pads? A pump? Regular trips to the bathroom? Did she ever have
an “accident” involving her condition (even if she normally takes pills, she could’ve ran off on a certain week)? Did you ever see her having
one? How did she respond? How did other people? Given that you’re her boyfriend, how comfortable is Alice around you, when it comes to
it? Would she let you “milk” her? Suck on her breasts? Would she like it? How pleasurable does she find lactation? Is it just the relief of her
breasts no longer being painfully swollen, or does she just like the sensation?
5: Au Naturale: Either she just doesn't care about those things or her glands are just that overactive, but the end result is the same: Alice is
very hairy, and often (especially if she’s nervous, it’s hot outside or she's just worked out) very sweaty as well. And boy, does her sweat
smell. Deodorant really only does so much, and she goes through razors like most girls do tampons. She may think that's absolutely
disgusting or she may revel in it, depending on the kind of person she is.
The vast majority of people, nowadays, consider excessive body to be unattractive on women, and body odor unattractive in practically all
situations. Still, there’s something very raw and primal about them – something wild and sensual that a considerable number of people
finds very, very arousing.
It’s up to you as for whether Alice could be counted among them. In fact, the very first decision you need to make regarding this result is
whether Alice is natural like that by or not by her own volition. If it is (say, Alice is a giant slob, or simply doesn’t believe in
shaving/deodorant/showers for whatever ideological reason), than that’s immediately telling about Alice’s personality. It takes either
being very lazy, confident or blasé to be willing to go about like this despite knowing what society thinks (or does Alice not know? How
comes she doesn’t?). People tend to notice when you’re smelly, and after some point, they tend to comment. If she didn’t have any other
reason (whether because it’s unimportant to her in the first place or because there’s something else so important – grief, sports, her job,
etc. that personal hygiene takes a backseat), you’d think that she’d already have changed herself. Sure, some people are just terrible at
cleanliness despite their every attempt, but that does at least imply an attempt of some sort.
If it’s not by volition, and Alice has simply been cursed by genetics to be hairy and smelly forever, ask yourself how she feels about it. If she
doesn’t mind, than it’s much the same as the first option. If she does, than consider how bad her condition must be for an honest struggle
against it to fail. Just how desperate is Alice to hide it? How often does she shave and how much perfume does she put on, and just how

well (or badly) does it work? Is it possible that it does, in fact, work most of the time? In that case, than how did you come to realize that
Alice has her “Au Naturale”? A bad summer day with no deodorant? How did Alice feel about that? Was she ashamed? Uncomfortable?
How do you feel about Alice’s Au Naturale? Do you like it? If you do and she doesn’t, than do you think you could convince her to keep it? If
you don’t and she does (or she doesn’t care), do you think you could get her to do something about it for you?
6: Futanari. You've always thought that real-life hermaphrodites were sterile morons with all kinds of immune and respiratory system
issues, but what do you know. Alice has a fully functional, ejactuation capable penis, and the fullest capacity to use it like a boy would.
How she goes to the toilet is a mystery. Roll 1D10: on a 1-3, she's twice that many centimeters bigger than you. Awkward!
Of all the options presented so far on the Game of Alice, this is by far and wide the least realistic. While some may’ve been unbelievable
(say, Alice being a Hollywood genius and a fortune 500 business magnate at age 12), they weren’t actually, physically impossible. With
futanari – hermaphroditic women with penises common in certain types of Japanese porn – you’ve basically left for the Twilight Zone.
That’s not necessarily bad: most readers are capable of suspending their disbelief to some degree, and so long as the characters’
personalities and behavior are presented in a believable fashion, hermaphroditism can be an excellent subject for humorous, romantic, or
even philosophical writing.
Begin by considering the source of Alice’s “condition”. One might be inclined to think that, by default, she’d have been simply born with it,
but was mentioned above, this is a fundamentally unrealistic scenario. It might just as well be the result of an alien abduction, a gypsy
curse, or simply a strange case of a woman who woke up one morning and discovered that she has a dick (a situation which isn’t nearly as
uncommon as one might think in the right kind of hentai). As with all cases of Alice having a physical abnormality, whether she was born
with it or gained it later in life could have a serious effect on her attitude towards it. If she had it from birth, than she’d have had a lifetime
to get used to it – as well as, possibly, a lifetime in which to have had to keep it a secret or be treated like a freak for it. If it happened more
recently, well – just try to imagine the mindset of a person who suddenly found themselves possessing an additional set of genitals. While
it’s true that regularly surfing certain parts of the internet might give the impression that many people wouldn’t care much (or even
welcome it), the truth is that these only represent a very miniscule percentage of the general population. It is highly likely that in most
people, the first reaction would be one of extreme, unbelievable panic, possibly followed by years (if not a lifetime) of confusion,
embarrassment, shock and self-loathing.
Then again, by deciding on the source of Alice’s state, it is possible that you’ve established that within the context of your story, penises-onwomen is simply something that happens. Depending on how rare it is, Alice’s reaction might range from quiet acceptance (are there
support groups for hermaphrodites like her? Hotlines? Specialized underwear stores?), to nonchalance to maybe even pride. I mean, if you
look at it in a certain way, it might be nice to be able to experience both sides of the sexual process. It’s not completely unthinkable that a
proud, “hermaphroditic community” might emerge in a setting where they’re common enough. By the way, if Alice isn’t the world’s only
hermaphrodite, than does you or she know any others? How does she feel about them?
You might wish to put some thought into the… nuances of Alice’s condition. All that’s given that she has a penis and is capable of
functioning as a male (as well as, presumably, a female, else she’d just be a pretty male rather than an actual hermaphrodite) – but what
else? Does she have any visible testicles? One would think that she has testicles somewhere, or she wouldn’t be producing sperm cells. Are
they next to her ovaries? Does she have one of each? Do hermaphrodites just have a uniquely formed reproductive system featuring
multifunctional gonads? Is it possible for each to experience an individual orgasm, or do they happen in tandem (could be messy)? Where in
the world is her urethra (or does she just have two, or…?)
How does Alice feel about herself? How do other people feel about her? How many know about her condition? Is she open about it? If so,
than did factor into your decision to date her (either because you like that sort of thing or because you love Alice so much that you’re
willing to let it slide)? If not, than how did you react when you found out? How did you found out? Think of all the awkward ways that you
could. How did you react?
And what about Alice’s sex life? Which role does she prefer to play? Does she like of them equally? Can she engage in both simultaneously
(think of all the freaky positions a hermaphrodite could get in that nobody else ever could)? Which does she take when she’s with you? Are
you comfortable with it? Would you mind it if Alice was somehow better than you at male sex (being bigger, or lasting longer, or whatever
it might)? Wouldn’t it make you feel a bit inadequate? It’s not every day a man needs contend with the fact that his girlfriend’s got a bigger
dick than him. Would you be comfortable if Alice told you that she’d rather “be the man” in bed? Possibly physically, as well? How would
you resolve that issue?
7: Squirter. A mild discharge of clear fluid is expected during a female orgasm, but in Alice's case, it's less like a barely noticable stain on
the sheet and more like a showering stream that washes over everything in the vicinity. Contrary to popular belief, urine content of the
fluid is actually miniscule. It's mostly vaginal lubricant (you know, if that makes you feel any better).
Compared to the awkwardness and absurdity of some of the other conditions on this list, for a girl to be a “squirter” might sound positively
mundane. It’s not exactly a common condition, but it is far from rare either, and is generally considered less unattractive than some of the
others. True, not everyone likes it, but those who don’t rarely actually hate it. Once one’s gotten through the initial shock (and the all too
common worry that the woman might just be urinating on them), it’s just taken as another thing. How common is it for Alice to “squirt”,

and just how messily does she do? The description seems to imply it being fairly messy (“a showering stream that washes over everything in
the vicinity”), but it’s up to you exactly how much. Does it happen every single time she cums, or is it a hit or miss thing (or something that
has to be done deliberately, either on her part or her partner’s)? How does she like it? Many women report squirting orgasms as being
more (sometimes much more) intensely pleasurable than regular ones. Does Alice share that opinion? Does she consider it a guilty
pleasure, or is it something she loves in her sex life? How do you feel about it? How has it affected your sex life thus far? Do you have any
interesting, funny, or sexy stories?
8: Sexual Overdrive. She could make the impression of being as prudish as a nun on her period, but the reality is that Alice has the libido of
a breeding stud in mating season. She's not what doctors would call a nymphomaniac (seriously, that's not funny. These people destroy
their own lives, look it up), but at least some of her mind is virtually constantly occupied with sex, which she's very glad to have as many
times per day as she could get away with, in as many different ways, and she'd still have enough steam left at the end of it to masturbate
herself to sleep.
Having a partner who can’t ever get enough sex sounds fantastic right about until it turns out it’s impossible to have a conversation with
them that doesn’t lead straight into bed (or, you know, you’re tired and it’s late but they wouldn’t be satisfied until they’ve done at least
five more times). Thankfully, the result description specifies that Alice isn’t literally a nymphomaniac, so there doesn’t seem to be a risk of
her randomly sexually assaulting passersby or having to be stopped by the police from vigorously humping a street lamp. Still, it there’s all
sorts of ways you could take this kind of thing. Mind, that’s not to say that you can’t just enjoy your gift horse – a healthy sex life is (among
other things) greatly beneficial to a healthy relationship, and if you’d rather imagine your and Alice’s life together as a happy, sexy, romp,
well – that’s just as good for you.
How open is Alice about her sexual appetite? It’s described as being pretty powerful, so assuming that she saves it for you rather than
spending half the day masturbating (or cheating, but that’s a whole different kind of story), that means that in the end of the day you’d be
left with quiet a lot of steam to help her let out. Like, a Norwegian sauna’s worth. Do you think you’d be up to it? In large, how would you
describe your sex life? How often do you go at it? Where, and how? What positions do you like to use? What acts? Does Alice have any
favorite ones, or is she up for anything that’ll lead to an orgasm? How “sexually selfish” is she? Is she happy to perform in roles that
wouldn’t directly pleasure her sexually, or would she much rather focus on her own satisfaction, even at the price of yours (giving and
receiving oral sex is often thought of as an example of this attitude)? Are there any lines she absolutely wouldn’t cross, even when it comes
to sex? Would she never “stoop so low” as to engage in a certain kind of act? Never have sex outside/in public? Never with another
woman? Do you ever get tired of her, sexually? Not everyone can be horny 24/7, and there’s such a thing as a headache. How does she
react to being refused? Realistically speaking, odds are that she’s not that constantly horny that she’d “suffer”, but if sex is extremely
important to her, she might still be dissatisfied, or grumpy. She might just go to the bathroom to satisfy herself a little, or she might
become stand-offish the next time you feel like having sex (but then again, if her sex drive is really so much bigger than yours, she’d be
punishing herself more than you…)?
Try to imagine one or two funny, heartwarming or interesting situations that Alice’s libido has got you in. Every long-term couple has a
story of that time when experimenting with sex got them into an embarrassing blunder – what’s Alice and yours? How does she feel about
it? Is it the type of thing you can both laugh about at parties, or does she go red in the face and tell you to shut up whenever to raise the
issue?
9: Masochist. It may or may not be the result of repressed memories of emotional childhood abuse (or, you know, maybe she just finds it
relaxing), but Alice is the kind of girl who has a really hard time getting wet unless you've tied her up like a lump of meat, slapped her all
over and called her at least five different synonyms for "whore" while her eyes are covered.
BDSM enthusiasts have gotten the short end of the sexual deviancy stick for practically as long as it’s been a thing. As any true fan of the
whip and the nipple-clamp would be quick to tell you, so long as things are kept “Safe, Sane and Consensual” there’s nothing worse about
sadomasochism than about any other sexual practice, and its psychological and emotional benefits certainly outweigh any cons.
Of course, within the realm of romantic and erotic literature things are rarely if ever so simple and it is virtually guaranteed that a
masochist such as Alice is only one for a real “reason” – one which, most likely, involves some kind of self-esteem demolishing trauma
which has resulted in them subconsciously desiring to be sexually hurt and humiliated.
Given that this is your story, feel free to choose either approach. Why is Alice a sexual masochist? Is there a “real” reason – whether it’s
childhood abuse or a trauma or whatever it is, or is it simply a personal preference? What does she gain, from her own point of view, from
being dominated in bed? Is it only about physical pleasure, or is there something deeper to it? Many people, perhaps paradoxically, find
that being dominated “liberates” them, as a submissive isn’t really “in charge” of their actions, sensations and emotions. Many find that it
helps them relax, and there’s a curious (albeit questionably verifiable) statistic that goes so far as to correlate it with high intelligence,
presuming that more intelligent people regularly have more on their minds and are thus more grateful for means of psychological release.
It could be something Freudian, and not necessarily bad: a good sexual dominator is very much not an abuser – they’re responsible,
diligent, protective, and dedicated to both the safety and pleasure of their submissive. One might almost think of the dominator as a
parental figure of sorts.

What masochistic and/or submissive practices is Alice into? The result description seems to imply that she’s, at the very least, into
bondage, suspension, slapping and verbal abuse, but there’s more to being submissive than that. In fact, there’s more to it than just sexual
practices (or at least, practices which directly relate to the action of intercourse). From being “forced” to walk around with a collar or
without underwear, to being playfully pinched during dinner, a whole host of plays, routines, acts and practices have been envisioned by
enthusiasts.
Does Alice look the part of a masochist or a submissive? Consider not just her looks, but her personality, too. Is she the type of person
whom a casual acquaintance would think of “I bet they like to be blindfolded and whipped”? Think about what it might say about her,
whether the answer is a “yes” or a “no”. Does she want it to be “seen” on her? If not, is it because she’s ashamed of it, because she sees it
as unprofessional/inappropriate or just because she doesn’t think it’s relevant?
For how long has Alice been a masochist? How many partners has she had before? Did she ever have a partner whom she’s never even had
physical sex with, but which “served” (ironically) purely as her dominator? How many people other than you know about her habits? What
do they think about it? Does her family know? Do her co-workers? How do you feel about it yourself? Are you comfortable with getting into
the role she wants to? Remember: Alice has a hard time enjoying sex unless she’s being dominated (and she needs for it to be pretty
hardcore, too). If for whatever reason you’re unable or unwilling to be the dom, what would that spell for your relationship? Do you have
any funny, interesting, romantic or even sad stories relating to you and Alice’s sex life?
10: Sadist. Regardless of how cruel or timid she might look (or actually be!), when it comes to "playtime" there are few lengths to which
Alice wouldn't go. Get ready to be whipped, sat on, sworn at, have oversized objects jammed into places you didn't think things should go
in and hung upside down from the ceiling with weighted clamps over your nipples. That said, she is very professional and would never do
anything that would truly harm or disturb you (but no Sadism at all would make it hard for her to enjoy sex)
BDSM enthusiasts have gotten the short end of the sexual deviancy stick for practically as long as it’s been a thing. As any true fan of the
whip and the nipple-clamp would be quick to tell you, so long as things are kept “Safe, Sane and Consensual” there’s nothing worse about
sadomasochism than about any other sexual practice, and its psychological and emotional benefits certainly outweigh any cons.
Of course, within the realm of romantic and erotic literature things are rarely if ever so simple and it is virtually guaranteed that a sadist
such as Alice is only one for a real “reason” – one which, most likely, involves some kind of self-esteem demolishing trauma which filled
them with such hate and frustration nothing short of stepping over other people’s balls in high heels would provide them release.
Given that this is your story, feel free to choose either approach. Why is Alice a sexual sadist? Is there a “real” reason – whether it’s
childhood abuse or a trauma or whatever it is, or is it simply a personal preference? What does she gain, from her own point of view, from
dominating others in bed? Is it only about physical pleasure, or is there something deeper to it? While the association with having had an
abusive childhood might be completely disproportional, it is true that being put in the position of sexual dominator is an excellent
confidence building, self-esteem reaffirming exercise. It’s not just about humiliating someone else, it’s about being trusted with the
responsibility of being a good dominator. A good dominator is neither a bully nor a torturer, and the last thing they want is to cause their
submissive real harm (a fact which the result description alludes to). Rather, a good dominator is a professional: they are responsible,
diligent, protective and dedicated to both the safety and pleasure of their submissive, and it isn’t hard to see how someone might derive
emotional fulfillment from being thought of as such by their loved ones. Moreover: being a good dominator is a tiring, serious job. There’re
preparations that ought to be made before a BDSM session, hours of training that must be put into safety and the use of the tools, and the
building of trust. Sexual domination appeals, perhaps ironically, to people with great personal discipline, and perhaps even more so,
empathy. Whilst a submissive is free to let go of all mental responsibilities while in the midst of “play”, a dominator must, at all times, be
absolutely aware of the state of their submissive, their tolerance, their mood and their physical health. Being a dominator is empowering,
and not always in just a bad way.
What sadistic and or/dominant practices is Alice into? The result description implies that, among other things, she may like to engage in
whipping, verbal abuse, suspension and what might be a reference to oral or anal stretching, but more practices exist than just these. In
fact, being a dominator is often about more than just how one behaves in bed: for many, it’s a philosophy of living, at least when they’re
next to their submissive, and affects every aspect of their bearing, speech and behavior. Some might require that the submissive obey their
orders, often outside of the bedroom, refer to them by an appropriate title (such as “Madame”, “My Lady”, or “Your Majesty”, etc.), or
follow a strict set of rules determined by them. This is less in the interest of having them follow any particular rule, and more for that of
establishing dominance. Does Alice do any of those things? How so? What tools does she like to use? What methods? How does she like to
call you? How would she like you to call her? Does her dominance play ever end? Is she content with being queen of the bedroom and
having a perfectly normal relationship outside, or would she not let you leave the house without your vibrator firmly jammed in?
Does Alice look the part of a sadist or dominator? Consider not just her looks, but her personality, too. Is she the type of person whom a
casual acquaintance would think of “I bet they like to put on a leather corset and a facemask and whip some asses”? Think about what it
might say about her, whether the answer is a “yes” or a “no”. Does she want it to be “seen” on her? If not, is it because she’s ashamed of it,
because keeping it a secret is actually a part of her “play”, because she sees it as unprofessional/inappropriate or just because she doesn’t
think it’s relevant?

For how long has Alice been a sadist? How many partners has she had before? Did she ever have a partner whom she’s never even had
physical sex with, but which she’s otherwise dominated, “abused” or humiliated for the sake of her own gratification (and presumably
theirs, assuming that this is their thing)? What do they think about it? Does her family know? Do her co-workers? How do you feel about it
yourself? Are you comfortable with getting into the role she wants to? Remember: Alice has a hard time enjoying sex unless she’s inflicting
some pretty serious abuse on her partner. If for whatever reason you’re unable or unwilling to take it, what would that spell for your
relationship? Do you have any interesting, funny, heartwarming or even sad stories about your mutual sex life?

Anon's Amazing Semi-Randomized Faux-CYOA Animu Style Waifu Generator For Lonely
Neckbeards MYSTERIOUS SUPERNATURAL EXPANSION PACK
Or: Alice Enchanted
Some people are more literal than others about wishing for a "fantasy". While the “Supernatural Romance” genre (dealing with love
stories involving, in most cases, one human and one magical partner, at least in the beginning) could be said to have only experienced its
explosive growth in popularity in recent years, it is in fact a venerable, perfectly respectful mode of telling stories about love and sexuality.
At least as early as human beings have started recording their stories, they’ve recorder stories of love between humans and gods,
monsters, spirits and ghosts. Whether taken at face value or used to emphasize a theme (such as by making the vampire into a metaphor
for unhealthy lust or using the state of lycanthropy to tell stories about loss of emotional control), supernatural romances touch upon
something deep, nigh universal, and therefore widely attractive.
It goes without saying that, if you do not wish to tell a supernatural romance story, you are by no means obliged to roll on this table.
Plenty of beautiful stories have been written about perfectly normal human beings living in our very own perfectly normal world, and the
tables above should be more than enough for you to start writing a character to feature in one.
If you do wish to tell such a story, please take a moment before beginning to roll on the table in order to sit back and think of an answer to
a least some of the basic questions below. By turning Alice into a supernatural monster, you’re taking a very sharp turn in terms of genre
and story setting from the default assumed above. Most obviously, you’re establishing the fact that, at the very least, supernatural
creatures like Alice can (and in her case, do) exist.
One of the common traits by which the creatures on the table below were chosen is that, in one way or another, they can all either pass
for human beings or, in the case of the ghosts, are simply very unobtrusive. This is meant to limit, by the default, the possible impact of
your decision to let supernatural creatures exist on your story’s setting. It is assumed that you’re wishing to focus on the relationship
between you and Alice, and that should be easier to do if you do not have to take into account the vast changes that would no doubt
sweep human society all over the world if the existence of the supernatural was to be conclusively proven on a large scale.
Is Alice the only supernatural creature in existence, so far as you know? If not, than how many others are there? A handful all over the
world? A few thousands? Entire societies of them, hidden away from human eyes, with groups existing in every major city and state? Do
you or Alice know about any of them? What are they generally like? How do they feel about humanity? They’re keeping hidden from it,
which you’d think would be telling of something – either they’re afraid of it, wish to dominate or prey upon in it in secret, or simply don’t
want to be involved in it. How many normal human beings know that the supernatural exists? If Alice is the only supernatural being in the
world, this could very well mean “just you”. If she’s not, than it might be anywhere from “family members of them” to “there exist entire
government organizations, cults and secret societies dedicated to interaction with the supernatural”. How many types of supernatural
creatures there are? If Alice is unique, than obviously hers the only one, but if not, any number could be possible. In some stories, it is given
that “only one kind of supernatural creature” exists, with the rest being dismissed as mere myths. In others, the hidden supernatural world
could be a vibrant menagerie of different mythological and paranormal being from all the world over, any individual among which could
only ever be a tiny sampling of the dazzling whole.
Don’t bother yourself too much with those questions. In all odds, your story would be about your relationship with Alice, not your mutual
efforts to explore the world’s occult underbelly (unless you wish for it to be, of course). Still, some might be worth at least jotting a quick
answer to. The dramatic implications of Alice the Ghost being a unique, one of a kind phenomenon (at least so far as the story’s
concerned) are vastly different than those of Alice the Vampire being a member of the vampiric society which has ruled humanity from
behind the stages since the days of the Roman Empire.
Now that you’re ready, roll 1D10, and find out what type of mysterious, supernatural being Alice is:
1-2. Vampire
3-4. Werewolf
5-6. Witch
7. Ghost
8. Angel or Demon
9. Alien
10. Robot

1-2: Vampire. Lovely though she might look, Alice is in fact one of the fearsome undead, the vampires who prey upon clueless humanity in
the dark... For which, all things considered, she really isn't half bad. Sure, she can't process normal human food and drink and must
consume the blood of the living to survive, but losing a tiny little bit of blood wouldn't kill most people. Besides, now she's got you to feed
from whenever she feels like. Being immortal and unaging isn't half bad, either (unless she's not legal yet, in which case, she never will be).
Furthermore, vampires possess a variety of useful powers: roll 1D10 to find out which ones Alice does:
1: None for this roll. Is living forever not enough?
2-3: Unholy Might. Regardless of her looks, Alice is strong enough to bend steel and run as fast as a car, her immortal flesh remaining
tireless and undamaged.
4-5: Nocturnal Transformation. Alice can turn herself into a wolf, a bat, or a cloud of mist. The creatures of the night see her as a mistress
and are eager to obey her commands, though pure or noble animals (such as dogs, horses and songbirds) may instinctively fear or revile
her.
6-7: Demonic Allure. Alice can hypnotize whomever looks into her eyes, forcing them to obey her commands or being able to edit or erase
their memories.
8-9: Like many notable vampires before her, Alice has decided at some point during her unlife to get a degree from Scholomance, the
ancient, secret Transylvanian school where witchcraft is taught by the Devil. A passable necromancer, Alice can summon the spirits of the
dead into a circle of chalk or black candles, provided that she knows their full name or possesses a piece of their body (and, preferably, can
appease them with an offering of human blood, which all evil spirits thirst after). These may be then interrogated, coerced, or bargained
with for their services, though keeping in mind that the Laws of Black Magic permit them to return and seek vengeance if they aren’t
treated fairly…
10: Roll twice more. Alice is an old and powerful vampire - at least twice as old as she seems, and her powers have grown over time.
It's not all sunshine, though. In fact, scant little sunshine is involved at all. Alice cannot remain awake while the sun is out, which is for the
best, since sunlight would cause her to combust like a firecracker. Bright lights tend to bother her, too, as do symbols of true faith (yes,
even if she is faithful herself. Vampires are a troubled lot). Given enough time, she may be persuaded to turn you into a vampire as well,
so that you may share eternity... but think very, very carefully about this before you leap for the everlasting youth. Is it really worth it to
become an undead predator and never see the sun again just so you can be with your waifu?
Almost without a doubt, the vampire is THE romantic supernatural creature – or at the very least, has been for the past couple centuries.
There’s little about them that doesn’t appeal to romance: the tragic irony of being dead yet alive. The forbidden appeal of the idea of being
beautiful forever, and never having to fear old age – no matter how vile the cost. The perverse sensuality that is inherent in blood and pale
corpses, and in the idea of being preyed upon and dominated by a literal, human predator. They’re also an endless found of useful
metaphor for such stories: with their ability to turn other humans into vampires like themselves, they could stand for moral corruption or
emotional degeneracy. With their terrible, often uncontrollable thirst for blood, they can easily represent lust, addiction or even emotional
neediness.
For how long has Alice been a vampire? That’s not given, unless you’ve rolled a “10” on the table, and different answers to that question
might lead to a very different character. Imagine an Alice who has only died and come back to life a few days (or rather, nights) before
you’ve met – still struggling to come into terms with her vampiric existence and the implications thereof. Heck, imagine if you knew her for
some time before she became a vampire! Talk about “life” changes that can shake a relationship! Conversely, imagine an Alice who’s been
dead for longer than any human has been alive. Think about how many loves she could’ve had in the past, all of which she may’ve had to
watch growing old die while she remained young and beautiful. Imagine one who’s been around and unloving for centuries – how different
would her mindset be from that of a mere mortal?
How great is her thirst for blood? Does she need just a few drops each night? A pint? Does she have to go so far as to kill people (or pets, or
random vermin) for survival? Would she? Can she control her thirst for blood? Do vampires have an “animal side” which drives them to
uncontrollably prey on humanity, or is it simply an issue of hunger, and the conscious decision to drink human blood in a desperate attempt
to stave it?
How does Alice’s vampirism affect her “life” style? Does she only work the nightshift somewhere nondescript, and disappears every once in
a while to do hunting? Did she fake her own death at some point? Does she still keep in-touch with old family or friends of her? Do they
know that she’s an undead monster?
How did you first meet with Alice, and under what circumstances did you learn that she was a vampire? How did you react? Did she swear
you to secrecy about it (for your protection? For hers?)? Did she confide in you because of trust? What were to happen if you decided to tell
people? Did you try? How have you taken to the facts of Alice’s unlife in the time you’ve been together? Were you ever afraid of her? Did
she ever threaten or endanger you? How did/does she feel about it?

Would Alice be willing to turn you into a fellow vampire? If not, than what might take for her to? Would you like her to? How would your
mutual unlife look if she did?
3-4: Werewolf. Alice has a "condition" which prevents her from seeing you for three nights of every month, and it's not a particularly bad
period. It's called lycanthropy, and it means that whenever the moon is full, Alice turns into a wolf or wolf-like creature until morning - not
exactly the sexiest thing to show other people. In human form (except when specified otherwise by her traits), she is remarkably healthy
and robust, and possesses extremely sharp senses. In both, she breaks out in a painful rash if she touches relatively pure silver and the
smell of aconite ("Wolfsbane") causes her terrible migraines. Roll another 1D10: on a 1-5, she's got some interesting scars somewhere on
her body from that one time she went out and caught the L from being bitten by another werewolf. When the moon is full, she undergoes
a long, excruciating transformation into a highly dangerous, bipedal, human sized lupine who is consumed by blind rage. On a 6-9, she was
actually born with the ability to transform into a perfectly normal looking, harmless wolf easily and at will (although she may transform by
accident when stressed and cannot remain human for long when the moon is full). In that case, the rest of her family, if they exist,
including her mother, father, and any siblings for which you may’ve rolled, are also werewolves and has been ones forever. On a 10, she’s
actually not a werewolf at all, but a different kind of shapeshifter: a magical cat. Some cats, it would seem, are just magic, and have been
that way for thousands and thousands of years now. She may or may not keep the façade of a normal human life (with a job, and a human
family, and a bank account and an ID), but she can at least take a human form when she wants. She can also “mix-and-match” feline and
human features, up to including becoming a ubiquitous “cat girls” with cute, fluffy ears and a tail. She probably has a “catlike” personality
– proud, capricious, devious and decadent, and can hypnotize people so long as she has cat’s eyes (regardless of her current form).
Wild, indomitable, animalistic, and dangerous to themselves and their loved ones (not to mention, sometimes, pitiable), it is little wonder
that werewolves have fascinated romantic storytellers for as long as they did. Within the genre, werewolves tend to come in one of two
flavors, described above: the cursed monster, doomed by happenstance to endanger and perhaps to be in turn hunted by their fellow
humans, and the member of a race, an innocent who’s never been entirely human and thus possesses a unique point of view on the species.
Whichever type Alice is would undoubtedly have a dramatic effect on her character, and the type of story you may wish to write about her.
If Alice is “cursed”, it is almost vital that you ask yourself when and under what circumstances she became a werewolf. The result
description implies that “one time” she went out was bitten by one – where did it happen, and how? That from now for the rest of your life
you’re going to have to turn into a monster for three nights a month is a pretty difficult thing to swallow. In many ways, it’s like being
diagnosed with a terrible illness, and bound to affect someone hard. If it happened to Alice at a fairly young age, than she’d have at least
had a time to get used to or find an efficient way of managing it (say, a cabin to confine herself to on the nights of the full moon) – though
it’d might also mean that she may’ve had to live through a childhood or grown up like that, which is certain to fuck up a person eleven
hundred ways to Sunday. If it happened more recently than she might still be coming to terms with that, and that’s a whole different kind
of trouble. If it happened very recently, she might not even know about it, or what to do with it – and that would make her exceedingly
dangerous. Does she know the werewolf who bit her? How does she feel about them? How does Alice feel about her “affliction”? Has she
made her peace with it? Does she think of it like someone think about having an STD, or cancer? Is she unexpectedly blasé about it? Does
she consider herself cursed or damned? Does she consider herself innocent? Has she ever wounded (or killed) someone while on a
rampage? How does she feel about that? How did you find out that Alice’s a werewolf? Did she tell you? Did you see her transforming?
Were you in real danger? How would Alice feel knowing she endangered you, or might in the future? How does she “manage” her
condition? Chaining herself up in some basement? Monthly trips far away into the woods? Would you help her with it (would she want you
to?)? How has Alice’s lycanthropy affected her lifestyle thus far? Disappearing for three nights a month might not immediately ring most
people’s alarm bells (especially if they’re just, say, her co-workers) but if it’s been going on for a while, and she disappears on the exact
same three nights and occasionally is late for work the morning after due to waking up naked and covered in sheep’s blood in the middle of
some field, someone might get suspicious. How many other people, if at all, know about Alice’s lycanthropy? How do they feel about it?
The situation is vastly less grim if Alice has been born a werewolf, surrounded by werewolves since birth and can easily control both when
she transforms and how she behaves when she does. In fact, a situation like that might lend itself equally well to a comedic story as a scary
or dark one (think about it as the weirdest “meet your girlfriend’s family” experience you’ve ever had in your life). A family of werewolves of
this sort, who only ever have to transform when the moon is full and even then turn into normal looking wolves, which most people can
barely tell apart from a dog as it is, could quite feasibly keep its nature hidden even over years or generation of living right alongside
normal humans. All the neighbors would ever know is that “the Schmidts never seem to be home on some nights, and they keep all those
dogs around”. Of course, childhood might be a “dangerous” time, if such werewolves may transform “on accident” and take time to learn
how not to, but given that Alice and her family still haven’t been torched and pitchforked by a mob seems to imply that things have been
peaceful. Rather than imagining she was sick, consider the fact that this Alice has never been really human – or at least, that her
experience of being human has always been augmented by the ability to turn into an animal, which she only shares with several other
people. How would that affect someone’s personality? Which shape does Alice prefer? Is she equally comfortable in both? How frequently
does she like to transform? Under what circumstances? How does she go about it (some fictional werewolves are surprisingly tidy, taking
such precautions as never living the house without a spare set of clothes or a bag to put theirs into as they carefully undress)? How did you
find out that she’s a werewolf? How did you find out about her family? How does her family see you? What do they think about you?
Assuming that werewolves are a “race” unto their own, would Alice’s werewolf family approve of her dating a normal human? Is that
common? What kind of stories do you have about Alice or her family relating to their lycanthropy? Given its nature, these might very well
be funny or heartwarming rather than anything bad. Imagine a calm, cozy evening in a faraway, woodland cabin, stroking Alice’s ears by

the fireplace halfway through the moonlight night, only to wake up in the morning and find her human form next to you, sleeping head
lying in your lap… Or, alternatively, imagine what a family barbecue at the Schmidt’s must be like.
If Alice is a magical cat, than all the questions applying to her being a natural werewolf apply even more strongly. Not only has she never
been human but it is very clear that her natural form – that in which she’s likely most comfortable – isn’t human. She may never have been
a part of human society, and is unlikely to consider herself one. How did you ever come to meet her, and how did you come to be lovers?
What might it be about a human that would get a cat excited, or at least interested? Stereotypically, cat people are rather sybaritic, but
that might or might not be the case. If it is, than how do you feel about the fact that Alice is toying with your body, probably considering
you like a human might consider a pet (ironically enough)? If not, than what is it after all? How does Alice’s being a cat affect her behavior
and personality? Does she have any catlike mannerisms? Does she like to lick her own wrists? Stretch her back while she yawns? Throw up
hairballs and piss over your sofa? What about Alice’s lifestyle? How much time does she spend in human form, and how does she manage
it? Do other humans know the truth about her? Where do you normally meet? Does she even live anywhere in particular, or does she have
a territory the size of several building blocks and knows how to find you when she wants to? Do you keep her as a pet, clichéd though the
situation might be?
5-6: Witch. Know what goes well with a fillet of a fenny snake? Alice does, amongst a slew of other, more wonderful things: stuff like how
to see your future in a crystal ball, the words to turn someone into a toad with a wave of her wand, how to brew a love potion and how to
fly around on a broom without getting sucked into jet engines in the middle of the night. There's little that she can't do with magic, if she
tries hard enough and looks long enough through her books, but alas, meddling with dark forces is never without cost and whenever used
for anything more dramatic than having floating appliances clean her house, Alice' magic tends to cause all sorts of problems on top of
whichever it solves. She just seems to have a magical knack for getting into all sorts of fantastic adventures and putting both you and her
into weird and wacky situations - but fortunately, very rarely truly deadly ones. Most of the time. Roll another D10: on a 1-4, Alice is a
traditional type, with a pointy black hat and a bubbling cauldron in her kitchen (and so are her mother and any sisters she might have). On
a 5-7, she's really more of a psychic, capable of reading minds, levitating objects, seeing the future and setting the occasional house on fire
(but the government seems to be after her for some reason). On a 8-9, she's, in fact, a mad scientist (even if she otherwise appears to be a
complete idiot), capable of creating incredible devices that defy every single scientific law you'd thought existed... when they don't blow
up. On a 10, she’s actually a “Magical Girl”, straight out of Japanese anime. Accompanied by a fuzzy, talking little animal familiar, she is
equipped with a magical trinket that allows her to transform (lengthily) into a frilly dressed, colorfully haired version of herself which can
use magical power in order to “protect love and purity from the forces of darkness.”
While the really old stories about falling in love with witches tend to rarely end well, in more modern times they appear to be more often
inclined towards the whimsical end of the “supernatural romance” scale. Unlike vampires and werewolves, witches aren’t normally
depicted as having an inherently “monstrous nature” that must be contained or special, inhuman conditions (such as a vulnerability to
sunlight), essentially living them as normal human beings with magical powers on top. The drama in such a story is often either the result
of the witch’s interaction with the rest of the supernatural world (perhaps because they themselves are seen as less inherently threatening,
stories about magic users existing in the modern world are more often than others prone to showing them as being just one part of the
magical setting), or the consequences of spells gone wrong. Indeed, one of the most common themes for such stories seems to be about
how one shouldn’t use magic to solve their problems (magic, in this case, almost always being the metaphor for the “easy way” of doing
things, which might simply be immoral or might simply not exist, as would be implied by the story which then goes to show the catastrophic
consequences of trying to achieve something impossible by magical means). Young witches, in particular, are often presented as somewhat
bumbling – they can get their magic to work right if it’s for small, insignificant things, but as soon as they try to affect the plot everything
blows up in their faces.
How did Alice come to her witchcraft? Each of the described results might suggest a different methods. If Alice is a “classical” witch, than it
would seem to be something that runs in her family, like a secret, ancient tradition from the old country passed from mother to daughter.
In that case, you may want to give a few minutes to thinking about what kind of person Alice’s mother is – she might still be an influence on
her life (even if she’s an adult – who knows for how long a witch can live?), and is sure to have been an interesting person, if only by virtue
of having, you know, had magical powers. If she’s a psychic, than she may’ve developed her powers naturally or they may’ve been the
result of some interference – the cinematic standard seems to be a government experiment, but she could’ve just as easily been kidnapped
by aliens, exposed to an artifact from ancient Atlantis or be suffering from an extremely, extremely rare type of brain tumor. Given that
she’s being chased by Men in Black and that psychic powers are stereotypically depicted as being trickier to use than “just” magic (being
tiring, painful, dangerous, or uncontrollable) it’s likely this Alice would be more ambivalent about them than the previously described one.
She might consider them a burden, hate them, fear them or even look for a method of removing. Finally, the “Mad Scientist” archetype is
the trickiest one to make assumptions about. Back in its heyday, “Science!” (with an exclamation mark) was still all the rage, held in both
awe and fear, with many people genuinely believing scientists to be no less than a kind of magicians. Today, the profession of scientist is
sufficiently more common to have lost its “mystical” allure, and most people realize that, even if a mad scientist might exist, in the end of
the day they’d still be a fellow wearing glasses and a labcoat and whatever mad invention they come up with would’ve simply been a piece
of technology put together in a university laboratory (or, at most, in a basement), not an alchemical wonder. Then, there’s the postmodern
approach which holds Mad Scientists as actually being something more than human, prone to possession by a legitimately magical “force
of genius” which essentially grants them the superpower of “being able to build impossible things”. In other words, a Mad Scientist Alice
would likely either be an actual scientist who’s stumbled upon something amazing (particularly believable if she’s a genius, and even more
so if she’s rich), or she might be just a regular person who, at some point in their lives, has experienced a flash of inspiration and came back

to their senses having fabricated a mind-uploading device in their own kitchen out of a Van Der Graaf ball and a blender. Magical Girls,
meanwhile, are their own thing – basically superheroes, they each have their own origin story that needs to be taken in account. Moreover,
unlike the other types of witches, they normally have a clearly defined purpose (usually an enemy that needs fighting), which would be up
to you to decide on. You can also decide on whether and how often Alice goes out of her way to actually fulfill that purpose, and what it
might mean for the fate of the world if she doesn’t. Magical Girl stories are stereotypically seen as “innocent”, with often redeemable
villains, magical fights where no one gets killed, an easily achievable goal and a veritable happy ending – though if you’re feeling like it,
nothing’s stopping you from placing Alice and yourself in the middle of a brutal deconstruction in the vain of Puella Magi Madoka Magica
or Princess Tutu.
How often does Alice use magic (whatever flavor her magic might have)? What does she use it for? Is she a casual magic user, doing the
housework by magic and flying to work on a broom (or inventing a robot to do it and then teleporting to the office), or is she a more
responsible sort, understanding that no good can come out of it and reserving the powers of the cosmos for only truly dire situations? How
does she feel about the fact she has magic? Does she struggle to keep it a secret? Does she revel in it? Take pride in it silently? Does she
consider herself better than people who don’t? Or does she it as something menacing, embarrassing, or dangerous? Did she tell you about
her magic? If not, than how did you find out? How has her having magic affected your relationship so far? Did you get to go on any magical
adventures (misadventures) together? Try to think about 2-3 amusing scenarios where magic gone wrong may’ve caused the both of you
trouble – Alice summoned something bigger than her head, a potion had unexpected side-effects, or what seemed to be an easy solution to
a difficult problem proved to be more headache than its worth. How did you get out of it? In one piece? Unscathed? Did you and magic talk
about it afterwards? Did she promise not to do it again (did she keep her promise)? Were you angry at her for having endangered you by
messing around with forces beyond her ken? Excited, that she’s brought such wonder into your life? Were you ever secretly jealous of her,
that she gets to have magical powers and you can’t?
7: Ghost. Alice has a rather unique sort of problem in life - it ended a little while back. For whatever reason, she hasn't been able to move
on since. Maybe she had unfinished business on Earth. Maybe she's too afraid. Whatever the reason may be, the fact is that for the past
several years Alice' haunted some place or object which was important to her in life. Ghosts can't normally go too far away from their
haunts - but fortune of fortunes: she's fallen so deeply in love with you that you've somehow managed to become her new haunt, allowing
her to follow you around wherever you might go. As a ghost, Alice can selectively make herself visible and tangible to people (although not
to very many at once), fly around invisibly and pass through physical objects - but her ability to otherwise affect them is rather limited.
Unless she gets really furious - then the bets are off and it's all poltergeist television static, blinking lights, furniture floating around, the
works. Wherever she lives in and whomever else does there are very unlikely to be her actual home and family (unless she's only died very
recently, in which case, good luck explaining to her parents how you're dating their daughter).
Ghosts who haven't moved on can sometimes linger on Earth for centuries. The age you've rolled for Alice before was her age when she
died - but how many years have passed since then?
Roll 1D10:
1: She's only died a couple years back, and her family hasn't moved on.
2-3: She died somewhere around the 80's, still thinking disco is cool.
4-5: She died somewhere between the 1930's and 40's, probably unhappily.
6-7: She died around the 19th century, when morals were better.
8-9: She died around the 17th or 18th centuries, and thinks electric lighting is a form of devilry.
10: She died around the middle ages. Does she even speak English?
And how did she die, anyway? Roll 1D10 for that, too:
1-2: Of violence, and the killer might still be out.
3-4: Of disease, but it doesn't show on her.
5-6: In a fire, and she's horrified of flames.
7-8: Drowning, and she really doesn't like water.
9-10: Suicide, and she doesn't like talking about it.
It’s often been said that life is defined by death. It is the end which all people fear and the respite they all secretly long for. By putting a
limit on life, it gives it purpose. By being heartbreaking, it gives true happiness context. Very few things in the world touch the heart like the
death of a loved one – which might be the reason that for so many years, people have dreamed about, yearned for, and told stories of

circumstances in which lovers may be reunited even though death did them part. Once upon a time, these stories rarely ended happily: old
stories often had morals, and given that the dead don’t actually come back in real life, “there’s no point and you’ll only be hurt if you try to
bring them” must’ve seemed like a more prudent moral to teach than “go ahead and try”. They were meant to teach people how to move
on from their sorrow while keeping their loved ones in heart, and that some things in nature are inevitable and cannot be changed. Even
later stories of ghostly romance are rarely entirely happy: one of the most commonly held assumptions about ghosts is that they’re only
here on Earth because something is holding them back. For some reason, they are unfulfilled – their state of existence is fundamentally a
miserable one. But, tragically, if they ever were to become fulfilled – if their heart’s wish was granted or love had allowed them to find true
peace – then they’d have to move on. It is an irony of the saddest, most heartbreaking sort, and it, too, can teach lessons.
But this is your story. It’s completely up to you whether you want to tell a happy or sad one. Maybe in your story, it’s unfinished business
that makes ghosts manifest in the first place, but not the obsession with it that allows them to stay. It’s possible that whatever was so
important to Alice back then no longer matters so much, and that thus, she’s perfectly able to lead a happy and fulfilling death by your side
without fear of being taken Beyond (at least until you yourself die. But if you’re already writing this kind of story, why not say that you, too
become a ghost, and you and Alice can exist together for however long that you wish, until you both decide to move on?).
As can be understood from the fact that two separate charts are needed to even roughly define what kind of ghost Alice is, this isn’t the
type of supernatural existence all facets of which could be easily covered in summary. There’re just too many differences between the
stories and personalities of people who’ve died in different times, a different amount of time ago, or for different reasons. It might be for
that reason that each of the entries on the table already comes with a short bit of extra information or storytelling seed itself (such as
Alice’s killer possibly still being around or her family not having moved on) – a sort of compensation for your writing self, a lead to follow
towards the creation of a story. Ultimately, your experience with a recently dead Alice (which might, to a large degree, revolve around
having to deal with her grieving, possibly disbelieving and furious family) and one who’s been a ghost for a thousand years, or between one
who has been murdered (and thus has a fairly obvious idea of why she’s still around) and one who’s died of disease (and might wish to
keep it secret, or not like to bring up the fact that her life ended slowly, in suffering).
How does Alice feel about being dead, and what was it that tied her to this world? Is she still as passionate about it as she was when she
first died, or has she already “moved on” (but not from this life, obviously), and now takes her undead eternity as it comes? Does she enjoy
the freedom and peace (after all, ghosts have no responsibilities and it’s hard to imagine something that might really scare a dead person)
of being a ghost, or is she bored, sad or frustrated with it, and wishes for her ghost-life to end? If that is the case, than would you lend her a
hand with it, if she’d asked? Even knowing that, should you succeed, you might never get to be with her again? How does she feel about
the fact that getting her wish or finally moving on to her final rest might mean never being with you? Would she give it up in the name of
love?
As a ghost, Alice’s “life”style is probably very different from that of a living human being. Try taking this into account as you look back on
such things as her background and hobbies, and trying to put them in context. How does Alice like to pass the time? What does she do
when she’s bored? Is she frustrated with the fact that her mobility is limited to her haunts? Has she ever engaged in the mischief
occasionally associated with ghosts (being so bored, who could blame her?)? If she still has living relatives, how does she feel about them?
Does she care about or worry for them? Did she try to make her presence known to them (why didn’t it work?)? Or does she feel it’d be best
not to hurt them any further by appearing? If she doesn’t, than how does she feel about that fact? Does anyone she knew back in her life
still lives? How much the world changed since? How many people other than you know that Alice even exists? Are her “haunts” known to
be hunted? Is there a risk of her being exorcised?
How does your “life” together work, anyway? How do you go out on a date with a ghost? How do you kiss (how does it feel like)? How’s it
like to have a candlelit dinner at home, with a ghost? Try to think about 2-3 interesting, funny, or heartwarming stories about you and
Alice’s life which revolve around her ghostly existence.
8: Angel or Demon. Roll another 1D10: on a 1-5, Alice is an angel (nominally) in the service of God. On a 6-10, she’s a demon, and she’s
(nominally) in the service of the other guy. Either way, she’s so low (or high, depending on which direction you look at it from) in the
celestial or infernal hierarchy that her superiors, such as they are, barely even care to keep track of where she is, much less of what she
does there, and if she’s ever had a “mission” on Earth it’s either utterly inconsequential or at least so much that nobody would blink their
heavenly eye if she postpones it to get a boyfriend. While most angels are thought as being mighty beings of virtue and radiance, wheels
within wheels with wings of fire, and demons are terrible abyssal things whose existence serves only dark ends, Alice’s so far down the line
from Heaven or Hell that there’s nothing to say that she couldn’t be anything else. An angelic Alice could be a shameless flirt, a demoness
could be a pretty nice girl, and either could just be a loser. Being so cosmically irrelevant Alice’s powers are a far cry from the angel’s
famous “rain fire on a city so bad all the witnesses turn into salt” or a demon’s “grant a mortal’s every wish for the price of their soul”.
Whether she’s an angel or a demon, the physical body she chose to manifest in is basically human – although she doesn’t have to age
unless she wants to. While Alice’s “being” is technically nigh indestructible, her physical body is not, and anything that’d kill her human
form would send her being hurtling back up (or down), from which she may not return for a while. She can also understand any language,
which is a useful power to have. If she’s an angel, than she can manifest a golden halo around her head (about as bright as an average
lightbulb, and not very impressive otherwise) as well as a pair of white, feathery wings (which are, in a sense, very impressive as they allow
her to fly about as fast as a bird despite clearly not being large enough to carry a human body). She can also perform miracles… though
only very, very small ones. Her touch can heal scratches and bruises, or colds, and always infallibly knows when she hears a lie (though she

doesn’t automatically know the truth). As a demon, she can manifest a forked, red tail (which is prehensile, but very weak), horns and
leathery wings. She can also make herself look like any human being she’s seen, although not for very long, and never in the presence of
holy objects, things or people.
The concept of angels and demons taking human form and walking among us has existed for about as long as stories of angels and demons
did, although the idea of them being fairly normal fellows who sympathize with humanity more strongly than they wish to serve God or the
Devil is a rather much newer one. An Alice who’s an angel or demon may have a unique point of view of life, since she’s never been human
and may, in fact, have only recently started existing as one. At the same time, she wouldn’t have been around here if she didn’t like it
somehow (unless she’s just so terribly bad at it that she’s unable to return to her home realm, or she’s actually been stuck here as a
punishment), so her attitude towards Earth and humans may not be so much “filthy mortals and their prison of flesh” and more like “Oh my
Satan, they’ve got ice-cream and foot massages! Hell yeah!”
So what is it about Earth that she likes so much? Or otherwise, why’s she here in the first place? If she had a mission at some point, than
what was it? Did she finish it? If not, why? If so, than how comes she hasn’t been called back? For how long has she been here on Earth?
Does she have a proper “human life” set up? Angels and demons often appear in stories as nameless, featureless wanderers or mysterious
strangers in well-tailored suits, but usually, they disappear shortly after. If they were to decide to stick around, well, that means they’ve got
the suit and very little else to their name. Assuming they even have one. While coming to town as a nameless wanderer may have been
more acceptable at one point, nowadays, someone who appeared out of thin air without papers, a background, a family or a cent in their
wallets might be in for an interesting ride. Does Alice have a home? A job? Any mortal friends? If so, than how did she get them? Is she just
very good at faking it (or at working the bureaucratic system), or does she work in a warehouse by the docks making counterfeit shoes with
a bunch of illegal immigrants (which she kind of is, in a fashion)? If not, than how does she live? Her human body still needs to eat. Is she
homeless (perhaps a homeless “miracle worker” whose turned into a small urban legend and lays on hands for change, or alternatively, a
shapechanging vagabond who tricks people out of their lunches)? How and where did you first meet Alice? Was your meeting intended at
all? Predestined? Was Alice’s mission on Earth to save your soul/tempt you to sin? If so, than how do you feel about? How does Alice? Did
she succeed? How did you get together, given that she might very well have been a crazy homeless woman at that point? How did you find
out she was an angel or demon? Did she tell you? Did you believe her? Do you mind that her existence as one may have far reaching
theological implications? Have you thought about revealing them to the world? Would Alice agree with that idea? Would her superiors (it’s
one thing to be taken away to the loonhouse because you started going about telling people your girlfriend’s a demon. It’s a whole other
thing to wake up in the middle of one night to find a pissed off Archangel Michael or Duke Barbatos of Hell waiting for an explanation on
why you let Alice show off her flying around)? How much does Alice care for issues of cosmic proportion? One would think that if she really
cared, she’d be back up or down, and not here. Does she not mind who wins in Judgment Day? Does she not personally get along with the
other angels or demons? Does she simply think the whole story’s made a bigger deal of by mortals than it really is?
What’s her perspective on Earth and on mortals? Does she have any interesting observations on them, born of the fact that she’s,
fundamentally, a superhuman entity whose existence is inexorably tied to a moral agenda? How moral is Alice, anyway? Does she conform
to the angelic or demonic stereotype? If not, why? Is it that she doesn’t want or care to, or that she’d like to but isn’t good at it? Does she
mind it?
Did Alice’s angelic or demonic nature ever get you or her in trouble? Why, and how was it like? How did you get out of it?
9: Alien. The universe is surprisingly rich in intelligent, starfaring lifeforms, of which a surprisingly large number look almost exactly like
humans. "Alice" (and her family, if they exist), which is as close as you've been able to come so far to pronouncing her actual name, crashlanded on Earth a few years back in her flying saucer, and after spending much of the time looking for components for a distress beacon
which humanity hasn't developed yet, decided she rather likes it her after all. An unassuming piece of jewelry she wears is in fact a
sophisticated translator device, allowing her to communicate in every human language. It also serves to project a holographic image of a
normal human being around her - handy, if her actual form might draw looks (and due to her insistence on wearing a tight-fitting, silvery
bodysuit, which she claims makes human clothing feel very uncomfortable in comparison, but you suspect she just likes).
Roll another D10 to find out what kind of alien species she actually is:
1: Beneath the holomask, she has blue skin and gills, and must spend much of her time inside water.
2: Beneath the holomask, she has a pair of cute antennae, and can communicate telepathically.
3: Beneath the holomask, she has large, pointy ears, occasionally carries around a silvery raygun which can stun people or blow things up
(she refuses to use the lethal setting on human beings in all but the direst of circumstances).
4: She has really weird, occasionally disgusting dietary habits and tastes (grubs are a particular favorite) and gets roaring drunk off of
orange Fanta, but possesses phenomenal superhuman strength.
5: Her tongue can actually stretch nearly a meter from her body, is very sticky, and is covered in hallucinogenic venom.

6. Beneath the holomask, she has glistening, compound eyes which can see in ultraviolet, and is prone to grossly misinterpreting human
customs.
7. Beneath the holomask, she has soft, yellow and pink feathers instead of hair, and changes color like a chameleon when she’s nervous.
8. Beneath the holomask, she has an additional pair of arms, and her every action is guided by a mysterious and convoluted concept of
alien “honor”.
9. Several times a month, she lays several hundred, small, orange eggs, preferably somewhere hot and moist. Thankfully, these aren’t
fertilized, so there’s no chance of you waking up one morning to find hundreds of tiny Alices bouncing around in your bathtub.
10: Roll twice more, and for every additional 10 you get after this, she’s got a spare (or spare set of) organ/s compared to the human
equivalent.
Roll a D10 once more: on result of 8-10, though she hasn't been able to completely fix it, Alice has made some progress in returning her
flying saucer into working order. The warp drive isn't good enough to take her back home, but she can get it working about once a year
and knows a lot of interesting vacation spots around this galactic arm where she's pretty certain you'd be able to breathe the air. Just keep
in mind that a long trip in a cramped spaceship that's been designed for another species might not be the most comfortable of
experiences for a human...
Whereas stories about falling in love with a vampire or a ghost tend to be dramatic and serious, stories of a normal, modern day human
(as opposed to science fiction stories taking place in space, where it’s just downright standard) falling in love with an alien have a slight
tendency towards the humorous side of the scale. Unless they’re horror stories, of course, in which case the alien might be a horrible mindcontrolling cephalopod in human skin planning to implant the poor guy with its awful, brain eating young.
But we’re going to assume that, by default, Alice isn’t one of these guys.
There tend to be two main ways for this kind of story to go: the more lighthearted one focuses on the alien as a foreigner, and how its lack
of familiarity with human ways or context for life on Earth leads to hilarious shenanigans as it tries to adept to it. Background on the alien’s
species, culture or homeworld is kept deliberately scarce and vague, because the point isn’t that it’s anything in particular except for not
human (or at least, not from around here), and keeping things vague makes it easier to make up plots simply by zooming in on some
common human situation and deciding that this, too, is something the alien doesn’t get. Another, more serious approach, is to focus on the
alien a stranger, and the emotional implications thereof. While it might appear funny sometimes, in the end of the day the alien is all alone
on Earth. It’s innumerable light years from home, not knowing if it might ever see its family and friends again. It misses what life was like
there. All the things that were precious and close to it were left behind on his home planet. Here, nobody can really understand it, and
everything’s as strange and as scary as the alien is itself to the humans. Its homeworld or species may be described, or they might not:
what really matters is that the alien is simply not human, and has an outsider’s perspective on humanity and their life on Earth. It might be
fascinated with them, intrigued by them or even frightened. Its home is a goal, a possibly unreachable ideal for it to dream about and long
for, somewhere far, far away out there, beyond the vast, cold, black ocean of space.
Finally, there’s what might be the least serious approach, represented by the possibility of Alice’s spaceship being partially functional: that
of turning the alien into herald of adventure, come to Earth to pick the protagonist up from their boring, normal life and into the exciting,
dangerous, wondrous existence of a starfarer like it.
So what’s alien Alice’s story? How long ago exactly has she arrived on Earth, and under what circumstances? How has it turned out for her
so far? Has she established something like a normal human life, in the meantime? It’s implied that she fell in love with something about
Earth – what is it (or was it a person)? How strongly does she feel about her homeworld? Does she still want to get back there? How much
effort does she put over time into fixing her spaceship? Does she work on it every day? Every week? Only when she’s somehow able, if she’s
able, to find the right components to fix it (might she be waiting for human technology to develop to the point where she could)? What
would she give to get back home? What wouldn’t she? The fact that normally moves around disguised as a human would imply that she’s
not interested in making “open contact” with our species, but has it always been that way? Has she tried revealing her alien nature to
humans before? How did this turn out (given that, officially, we don’t know that aliens exist already, it would appear that if she tried to
make public knowledge of it than she failed). Did any such attempt have lasting consequences? Is the government chasing after Alice (or
does she have a deal with them where they pay her each year in return for a bit of alien technology)?
How does Alice’s alien-ness show? Even if she looks human on the outside, blending into a foreign culture can be very hard. Think of how
difficult it is for, say, an American to move to another country and pretend to be a local for years without being found out. Now imagine
that American not only spoke a different language and had different concepts of table manners, but was actually from a whole different
species, from a culture from another planet! Does Alice ever “expose” herself by saying or doing something no normal human would (or
could?)? Does she take her coffee with seven packets of salt? Does she have trouble telling the male humans from the female ones (and
had to learn the hard way that those with a runny nose aren’t in estrus?)? Are there any human concepts or customs that she simply
doesn’t understand, or thinks are stupid (or, conversely, that she thinks are incredible and can’t believe her species hasn’t thought of)?

How did you find out Alice was an alien? How did you react? Given that she appears to not have any problem with dating human, that’d
seem to be something that, at the very least, possible (who knows? Maybe in the galactic community it’s actually quite common to date
members of other species), but has her alien-ness ever put serious strain on your relationship? What if your reproductive systems aren’t
compatible? What if she just can’t for her life of her get the idea of monogamy? What if her family might get offended if you don’t eat the
Altairian scorpodon venom soup that they serve for Friday dinners?
Has her being an alien ever put you or her in danger, or into some whacky (or scary, or interesting) adventure? How did that go? How did it
end?
10: Robot. A highly advanced artificial intelligence in the body of a lovely woman (God only knows whoever came up with the idea and for
what purpose), ALICE is obedient, strong, never gets sick, hungry or tired, and possesses computer-like intellectual capabilities (although
she might lack knowledge or common sense), but only has a very vague idea of what human behavior should be like. Creepily, she is "fully
functional" and doesn't think anything of loudly announcing the fact. Roll another D10: on a 4-6, she comes with a “Maid” functionality,
and is programmed with a wealth of housekeeping, cooking and gardening skills (though of none of those is her hobby, than all she’s got is
the dry knowledge, not the passion, interest, or “touch”), as well as a strong urge to apply them while dressed as a French servant. On an
7-9, she’s a combat model (scrapped the moment someone in the government realized they’ve just spent 45 billion dollars on developing
a war machine shaped like a girl), with immense physical strength and durability, deadly combat programming, and the ability to engage a
“battle mode” with supersonic stealth flight capabilities, an autocannon, and a whole lot of homing missiles that you haven’t the faintest
idea where she’s hiding. On a 10, for whatever absurd reason, she’s both.
Since the dawn of time, man has dreamed of bringing life to its own creation – and at the very least since Ovid’s “Pygmalion”, it is has
dreamt to consequentially fuck them. In fact, it would hardly be presumptuous to guess that as soon as mankind has achieved the
technological capability to build passably humanoid robots, one of the first uses for it is almost certainly going to be to build itself a robot
girlfriend (if only because the type of people who’d dedicate their lives to the study of robotics are probably not the type who’d be able to
get a flesh and blood one).
Moreso than many of the other “creatures” described in this section, you may wish to consider the implications of ALICEs existence on the
setting of your story. Unlike ghosts, demons or witches, humanoid robots or even artificial intelligence aren’t outright physically impossible.
If ALICE exists, than it’s probably because someone built her, and if they built her, that means that someone on Earth has the means to
build humanoid, artificially intelligent robots. If ALICE is a one of a kind, than she might be the prototype end-result of some top secret
government project – or the random creation of a drug-addled, lonely mad scientist. If not, than it might be that, within the context of your
story, humanity might be well on its way towards a full-on robotics revolution, and artificial girlfriends like ALICE might soon hit the open
market in numbers (and think how weird that would be). Each approach, of course, would lend itself to the telling of a very different story
about your life with ALICE.
So how was ALICE created, and by whom? How did she make her way to you? Was she given to you “legally” (as a gift, or inheritance,
maybe), or did you come by her some other way? Did she escape her creators to you (in that case, are they still after her)? Why you, of
everyone else? While ALICE might have formed an “emotional connection” with you since you’ve met, surely she didn’t have the emotional
capacity to do so just when you did? Was it at random she ran into you?
How obvious is it that ALICE is a robot? Even if she does look human on the outside, not only does she not act human, but she doesn’t have
the background of one. Finding a job for her might be difficult and getting her to interact with your family and friends normally (not to
mention make new ones of her own) might still be a challenge. How human is her behavior? The result description says that she “only has a
very vague idea of what human behavior is like”, but how does this express itself? Does she speak in monotone and never use facial
expressions? Does she not get puns or figures of speech? Is she compelled to follow any order given by a human, no matter under what
circumstances? You might wish to consult the entries on Autism Spectrum Disorders and Genius, under “Intelligence & Knowledge”, for
further ideas on how someone with a radically different thought process and emotional structure might beheave in society.
Assuming you know ALICE’s a robot, than how come you fell in love with her? Does the fact that she isn’t human ever bother you? Does she
love you back? If “love” isn’t a part of her programming, than what brought it to evolve into it? If it is – say, because ALICE was originally
built for it – than don’t you ever feel a twinge of guilt over the fact that the she might not “really” love you, but simply act this way because
it’s her nature (do you agree with AI Behaviorists?)? What is it like to date a robot? Try to imagine 2-3 common “relationship” situations,
and how they might look with you and ALICE.
Does anyone close to you other than you know about ALICE’s robotic nature? Do they approve of your relationship with her, if they do?
What interesting or funny pros or cons are there to dating a robot, in day-to-day life?
What in the world does ALICE stand for, anyway?

Anon's Amazing Semi-Randomized Vaguely Animu Style Waifu Generator For Lonely
Neckbeards OUTLANDISH MONSTERGIRL EXPANSION PACK
Or: My Daily Life with Alice
The idea of “monstergirls” – that is, mythological monsters presented as
All the World’s Monsters
attractive women who live alongside (and, naturally, have relationships with)
modern day people in what seems for the most part to be the real world has
There’s nothing to say that the characters produced by “Alice
taken the world by a storm. Or, at least, it’s taken by a storm whatever parts of
Enchanted” must live in a world of hidden magic and those
the world where people stand a chance of being interested in the Game of
produced by “My Daily Life with Alice” in a whimsical
Alice. Unlike “Alice Enchanted”, which assumes a setting mostly identical to the
monster/human present. Monsters are monsters, after all, and
real world and posits that whatever supernatural creatures might exist in it
there’s nothing unreasonable (or at least, more unreasonable
only do so in secret (so as to not change the overall image too much),
than to assume that they might exist in the first place) about
“monstergirl” type stories rarely, if ever, even bother. Their premise is
imagining a world where dragons live underground for fear of
inherently absurd, almost surreal: that not only do monsters – highly visible,
being hunted down, or where vampires and witches are
big, clearly inhuman monsters – exist who couldn’t possibly have evolved
recognized publically as just another kind of people.
anywhere remotely near humans, but look and think enough like them that
interspecies dating is possible. And not only that, but their culture, too, has
Actually, if you want to go completely crazy, there’s nothing to
evolved along similar enough line to human culture (at least in the last several
say you can’t roll on both of the tables at once. Make Alice a
years) that the only times differences might arise is whenever it’d be funny for
robot centaur. Make her an angelic harpy. A ghost lamia.
them to. The sheer number of questions each part of this premise raises is
Weirder things have happened in fiction.
endless: where in the world could’ve monsters come from? How could they’ve
possibly evolve in the way that they did? If they’ve always existed than how is it possible that nobody’s heard about them so far? How
could humanity have gotten used to their existence so fast, if knowledge of it has only become public recently? If not, and they’ve always
been known to exist than how unlikely is it for the modern world to look so similar to our own, human only one?
Monstergirl stories rarely bother to spend so much time on these questions. It is a very lighthearted genre, and when it doesn’t ignore
them completely, it often goes so far as to lampshade and then revel in the madness. Its answers might be deliberately ludicrous,
sometimes to the degree that characters in the story themselves would comment on it – “Oh, there’s actually a whole continent inhabited
by monsters in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. It just never appears on the news, so nobody’s heard about it”, or “the government’s
known about them for decades, they just didn’t want to expose it until all the monsters’ve gotten their Visas sorted out.”
While you are, of course, free to set your story in whatever kind of world that you wish, it is highly recommended that you follow these
genre conventions, if only for the interest of being able to believably focus your story on the relationship between you and Alice, rather
than the both of you being picked up by the CDC following a mass panic of global proportions (which is what’s more likely to happen, if
someone were to show up on the street one day accompanied by a dragoness and claiming to be going on a date).
The following assumptions are made: the existence of monsters is public knowledge. While uncommon, they are far from rare, either, with
almost every major city in the world have at least some population of monsters. They are treated as full citizens and possess at least a
close approximation of “human rights”, although different laws might apply to
them. While not everyone might love monsters, the average person certainly
Differently Shaped Persons
wouldn’t panic upon seeing them – certainly not anymore so than upon seeing
any member of say, an ethnic minority. They are a common enough sight on
You might notice that the leading questions associated with
public transportation, in the streets and in the workplace, and are largely
each type of monster are very, very similar, especially
integrated to human society. While some monsters might live “traditionally”, in
compared to the various types of creatures in “Alice
some unspecified region of “the wilds”, more and more monsters now choose
Enchanted”, and perhaps weirdly, considering they all look so
to live in houses and apartments with human neighbors, work in retail and
different. This is by design: unlike the more melodramatic,
business offices, and enjoy going on the same vacations. Monsters are common
introspective “supernatural romances”, which emphasize the
enough that special services catering to them (such as vehicles, clothing stores,
differences between various states of existence as a means of
theme parks or swimming pools made to accommodate the varied shapes and
commenting on the human condition, “monstergirl” stories are
body sizes of monsters) exist in most places.
both far more lighthearted and straightforward. While various
types of monsters might look vastly different, dramatically
Furthermore, it is assumed that, unless stated otherwise, all monster species
speaking a harpy and a centaur actually have infinitely more in
described below are full, real species (meaning both males and females exist
common than a vampire and a robot, it is a central convention
and are capable of normal reproduction) yet, inexplicably, share most human
of the genre that, in the end of the day and excepting a few
aesthetic, romantic and sexual sensibilities and are not only capable of but
minor oddities, everyone’s just a differently shaped person.
quite commonly fall in love and get into relationship with humans. All of them
possess their own native cultures (or lack thereof), yet, in the time since monsters have gone public, have come to adopt human culture to
such a degree that most of them could be expected to know how to do such things as drive a car, use a smartphone, shop for groceries, go
to the movies, etc. All of them possess at least a human level of intelligence, can and normally do speak human normal human languages.
They are omnivorous and, with a few exceptions, do not risk becoming ill if they consume human food (and the other way around),

although some species might have dietary preferences. Some species may possess a history of violence or even anthropophagy, yet is
assumed that, nowadays, violent maneaters are a tiny minority, and most monsters are civilized, sociable, and safe to be around.
Now, once you’ve given some thought to how your story’s monstergirl world might look like and how your home town might change if a
population of lamias and centaurs suddenly immigrated in, roll 1D10 once to find out what kind of fantastic creature Alice is:
1-2. Lamia
3-4. Centaur
5. Harpy
6. Minotaur
7. Mermaid
8. Giant
9. Kitsune
10. Dragon
1-2: Lamia. It's sure been a while since mainstream human society has had much good to say about snakes, but humanoid, serpentine
lamiae (known by different names to different cultures, perhaps the most accurate of which is simply "snake-people") have nevertheless
caught up in popularity as of late. Measuring a good nearly 7-8 meters in length from head to the tip of her tail, Alice looks much like a
normal, if slender human woman (shift her Build one level towards “scrawny”) from the waist up (barring the lack of anything recognizable
as human ears, yellow, reptilian eyes and a forked and highly sensitive tongue), but from below has instead the segmented, scaly body of a
massive snake. Thankfully for your sex life, it starts off low down enough that she doesn't also have a cloaca (a sort of one-thing-does-all
sex organ/urethra/anus possessed by most reptiles). While mostly used for normal movement, the snake body is in fact extremely
powerful, capable of immobilizing most humans caught in its coils, and is particularly well suited for climbing, swimming, and slithering
quickly through tight spaces – an action snake-people are particularly suited due to their flexible skeletons. Aside from this unusual body
configuration, you should also know that lamiae prefer to eat meat, particularly eggs and small rodent, that being cold-blooded they grow
lethargic in cold temperatures and that they are naturally venomous. Fortunately, Alice' species (like many), can retract its fangs when
need be. Just watch out for "accidents"!
Perhaps as a result of their natural toxicity, lamiae have developed a racial knack for working with (mostly toxic) chemical mixtures, and
Alice is no different. Roll 1D10 to find out what type of venom her fangs carry, which also happens to be the sort of poison she specializes
in making and almost always carries several doses of on her body:
1-2: A paralytic, causing almost immediate numbness and loss of body control.
3-4: A psychedelic, causing confusion and violent mood swings in most types of beings (humans among)
5: A soporific, causing drowsiness within seconds and putting most to sleep in less than a minute.
6: An aphrodisiac, causing the subject to become wildly amorous and uninhabited.
7: Roll again: on 1-7, treat this result as a 6. On an 8-10, Alice is among the few species of lamiae whose venom is actually deadly unless
quickly treated!
8: Considered particularly talented among lamiae, Alice can and likes to carry a variety of poisons. Roll twice again: the first roll is Alice’s
natural type of poison. Any additional ones are just stuff she concocts.
9: Roll again - but whatever the result, Alice also has the weird ability to spit it out at people several meters away!
10. Alice is not a lamia at all, but is actually jorōgumo, a spiderlike goblin of Japanese folklore which looks partially like a beautiful woman.
The vast majority are Japanese: roll the die again, and on a result of 1-7, look up “Not From Around Here” under “Special Features” and
consider it as if you’ve rolled “Japanese”. While traditionally thought of as being malicious, Alice would beg to differ and is very much
opposed to the wanton murder and consumption of humans… probably. Whatever the case, instead of a giant snake’s body beneath the
waist, Alice has spider that is nearly the size of a car! She is freakishly fast and agile for her size, and can easily climb up walls or stick to
the ceiling. Her silk is even lighter and stronger than a regular spider’s, and she can produce it in enormous amount in very short periods of
time, even rendering humans immobile in less than a minute. Her diet consists mostly of bugs, though she’s impartial to caffeine (which,
incidentally, can get her drunk), and has black, watery eyes whereas a lamia would have thin yellow ones. She is equally venomous, so roll

the dice again to find out what exactly it is in her fangs (another 10 result means she’s among the rare species who don’t have venom).
Finally, like all good jorōgumo, Alice is a passionate player of the biwa, on top of any other hobbies she might have.
Most people think snakes are scary, and just because a particular snake might also happen to be a woman on top still doesn’t mean it’s not
a giant snake on the bottom (or isn’t venomous, or has a cold, long, forked tongue). Did you feel comfortable when you first met Alice, or
were you even a little bit scared? How did Alice feel about it if you were (did it matter to her in the moment? Did it matter to her later?)?
How and where did you meet, anyway? How did you come to start dating? Was the fact she’s a snake-woman ever an issue (with you?
With your friends? With your family? With any of hers?)? Did you need to “teach” yourself something – new habits, new knowledge, new
skills – in order to accommodate Alice being a snake-woman? How did that work out for you? What were those? Was it hard? Was it worth
it? What about Alice herself – what changes did she need to do in her lifestyle in order to accommodate a human boyfriend? Was there a
learning curve to any of it? Did either of you (or you both) fumble a bit in the first place? How is dating a snake-woman different from
datinga human? Try to think of both the big and the little things. How’s it like to have dinner with a snake-woman? How’s it like to watch a
movie together? How’s it like to go to the park? To have a shower together? What unique likes and dislikes does Alice have as a snakewoman, and how you do you feel about those (does she insist on keeping live mice around your kitchen? Does she make a fuss when you
turn off the heating?)? What unique hobbies or pastimes do snake-people have that Alice has shared with you? Did you enjoy them? How
do you like Alice’s snake-people family? How are her parents and siblings? Where do they live? Can you think of several common situations
in the day-to-day life of a couple where Alice’s being a snake-woman might’ve proven dangerous, harmful, scary or funny to either of you?
To you both? How’s it like to have sex with a snake-woman? Have you thought about having kids? Do you think that it’s physically
possible?
3-4: Centaur. Alice is one of a notorious race of horse-people widespread throughout most of Eurasia. From the waist up, she looks like a
normal human woman, save for her pointy, vaguely equine ears and good figure (cannot have a Build above "Average" - all the fat goes to
the horse part. Handy, having multiple stomachs). Below, well, it's as if her waist's grafted onto the body of a horse where the head should
be (yes, this also means all of the "plumbing" and reproductive parts are on the horse' backside. Alice may be concerned about the
implications this might have on the possible culmination of your relationship, both due to anatomical differences and the fact that, to put
it very mildly, you are inevitably rather "lacking" compared to a centaur male). The biology that must exist behind such an arrangement
would make the mind boggle, but fortunately, centaurs aren't usually the type to care about such things. Their unique physiology, beyond
making it really hard to find a seat on the bus and very easy to cross an open field, grants them a massive abundance of wild energy that is
normally channeled in the basest ways possible: centaurs are notoriously rowdy, violent, and indulgent. In the wild (today mostly around
the plains of Kazakhstan, Mongolia and Siberia), they mostly form nomadic herds of hunter-gatherers (deceptively, for a creature that's
half horse, centaurs actually like to eat meat very much, especially that of game they've hunted themselves), occasionally descending
upon local human settlements to rape, pillage, and steal alcohol. Fortunately, female centaurs are far less rowdy than male ones and Alice
in particular’s a civilized specimen. Though she's still a bit forceful, aggressive and prone to drinking, she loves you enough for that to
rarely be an issue. While these may not be her hobbies, she's an expert archer and tracker, too, and is very comfortable around the
outdoors. Roll another D10: on a result of 7-9, it happens that Alice is actually a Chironite, member of a semi-religious movement of
centaurs revering the great sage Chiron, who far from being a normal, barbaric member of his species went on to achieve ultimate
understanding and eventually ascended to the heavens as the constellation Sagittarius. Regardless of her personality, she has a studious
streak and aspires to composure and discipline, and takes great interest in philosophy and music. In fact, her knowledge of astrology is
such that by observing the night sky for several hours, she may discover portents about the future.
On a result of 10, Alice is actually not a centaur at all, but a creature with some similarities: a faun. Related (however begrudgingly, on
both parties part) to satyrs, fauns are half human, half goats. Unlike satyrs, who always have and are still mostly content with leading lives
of nothing but rape and debauchery, fauns are milder and more civilized. About half of the race (feel free to roll a die if you wish, treating
1-5’s as indicating one result and 6-10 as the other) is still made up of carefree, jovial partiers, with goat’s hind legs beneath the waist
(enlarge her butt by one magnitude), bountiful, curly hair, and pointy ears and horns on their heads (though it is very rare for females to
have large, curling ones, and some don’t even have any at all). They are as talented musicians and singers as the centaurs are trackers and
archers. The other half of the race has taken after the domesticated goat and sheep, moving ever closer to human settlements and
eventually integrating with human society. These “farmgoat type fauns” have such thick, long, rich hair that it is akin to high quality wool,
being white, fluffy and warm (as Alice’s hair automatically would be). As a female of the species, Alice would automatically gain
“Mammary Magic” if her cup size is over E (otherwise not). While equally good-natured as the wilder types, “farmgoat” fauns are a lot
more easygoing, innocent and shy. Their diet has far less meat in it, and they make sure to shave well before summer, selling or utilizing
the wool (just make sure to be careful if you ever try to shave Alice. She’s got wool growing out of most of her body and you wouldn’t like
to have to explain to the police why you sheared off your girlfriend’s nipple).
In many ways, centaurs might seem like they might fit in human society even less than the other types of creatures. They are large and
oddly shaped, and might have a hard time navigating through buildings or vehicles intended for humans (not to mention making use of
human facilities). Their culture is different, and emphasizes concepts which may seem to some irreconcilable with the mores of modern
human society. On a more private note, unlike, say, lamias or minotaurs, their… “nethers” are completely animalistic in shape, which could
lead to some issues in leading a sexual relationship (even disregarding the centaurs’ possibly not wholly unjustified reputation as violent
rapists). Of course, Alice is her own person, and just like not all human beings are the same so it would stand to reason that there are
centaurs who are peaceful, polite, courteous or happily living the lives of ordinary citizens amidst humans. Throughout history, after all,
“horsemen” have been both barbaric marauders and knights. How did you first happen upon Alice? Where and under what circumstances

did you meet? How long did it take you to befriend each other? How did you come to? How did you come to start dating? Was there a
period of “fooling around” before things became romantically serious? It wouldn’t be unlike a centaur to have one. Was the fact she’s a
centaur ever an issue (with you? With your friends? With your family? With any of hers?)? Did you need to “teach” yourself something –
new habits, new knowledge, new skills – in order to accommodate Alice being a centaur? How did that work out for you? What were
those? Was it hard? Was it worth it? What about Alice herself – what changes did she need to do in her lifestyle in order to accommodate a
human boyfriend? Was there a learning curve to any of it? Did either of you (or you both) fumble a bit in the first place? How is dating a
centaur different from datinga human? Try to think of both the big and the little things. How’s it like to go on a picnic with a centaur?
How’s it like to see one off to work in the morning? How’s it like to play video games with one? To give them a massage? What unique
likes, dislikes, or physical difficulties does Alice have as a centaur, and how you do you feel about those (Did she demand you move your
room to the first floor so she could more easily get there without having to climb up and down stairs? Does she need help navigating tight
corners?)? What unique hobbies or pastimes do centaurs have that Alice has shared with you? Did you enjoy them? How do you like Alice’s
centaur family? How are her parents and siblings? The rest of her herd (does she live in a herd? Is it common for modern day centaurs? Or
do they prefer to just keep in touch with their herdsmates and occasionally have herd barbecues?)? Where do they live? Can you think of
several common situations in the day-to-day life of a couple where Alice’s being a centaur might’ve proven dangerous, harmful, scary or
funny to either of you? To you both? How’s it like to have sex with a centaur? Have you managed the physical difficulties? Do you ever feel
inadequate compared to a centaur male? Does Alice mind that? Would she tell you if she secretly thought you were? Have you thought
about having kids? Artificial insemination can do wonder nowadays (if you think that it’s physically possible for a centaur and a human to
have kids together, of course.)
5: Harpy. Alice, who is very much upset with the fact that the term is often applied by humans to women who are ugly or unpleasant, is
some type of a bird-woman of a kind humans may call a "harpy". Although there are, in fact, many different species of bird-people, all
share certain fundamental traits: they lay eggs (in fact, mature females do even if not fertilized - the eggs are empty, but many humans
still find the concept disturbing at first), they have feathers of various types instead of body hair (but only, curiously enough, beneath the
neck: on the head, the eyebrows and the face grows perfectly normal human hair), they have birdlike legs, and feathered wings in place of
arms (the wings do end in a hand like appendage, but human tools and technology are still rarely comfortable for them to use). Despite
their mass and shape, the wings allow them to fly as well as a normal bird, although this might have at least something to do with their
very slight body shape, hollow bones (reduce Alice cup size by 3 and shift her Build one level towards “scrawny”, but keep her butt the
same size as harpies possess powerful hips). With few exceptions, bird people are claustrophobic and enjoy moving fast, high and outside.
They are highly omnivorous, with a special liking for worms, seeds and breadcrumbs. Roll again to find out what kind of bird-person Alice
exactly is:
1-5: A common harpy, with grayish-brownish feathers and no obvious resemblance to any particular species of bird. These ones are
notorious for, if not stupidity, being very scatterbrained and forgetful: shift her “intelligence & knowledge” one level down.
6-7: A siren, a rare and misunderstood species theorized to hail from the Mediterranean. They are covered in beautiful, colorful plumages
recalling a tropical parrot or bird of paradise, and are famous for their voices. If she doesn't already, Alice now additionally has the
"Singing" hobby (and if she does, she's great at it), and the power to bewitch people into a dreamlike, suggestible state using it.
8-9: A Japanese tengu, member of a race of crow-people known famous for the vengeance they visit on the wicked. Always with black hair
and virtually always Japanese (roll another die: on a 1-7, assume that you’ve rolled “Japanese” on the “Not From Around Here” table
under “Special Features”, above), tengu are resourceful and skilled. Alice possesses a magical, long nosed, red painted wooden mask
which allows her to turn into a regular looking human or a raven at will, and a magical fan which she could use to summon a small
rainstorm by doing a ritual dance with. All tengu are experienced swordsmen and martial artists, though this might not be Alice’s “hobby”.
Unfortunately, she also possesses some extremely outdated notions of “honor” and sees “punishing the wicked” as her duty. She would
lose her magical abilities and be brutally shunned by tengu society if she were to ever lose her mask or her fan.
10: She is, in fact, a Russian swan maiden, mostly unrelated to any of the above (if using the “Realistic Color” table, under “Matters of
Appearance”, feel free to shift her skin color one level lighter and re-roll her hair and eye colors). Ignore all previous instructions regarding
her traits - half the time she really is, for all intents, a normal, human looking woman. The problem is that it’s actually the other way
around: she's a perfectly normal looking magical swan, who removes its white feathers every sunset to look like a human – it’s not like it
has to do that, it just likes to. Magical swans are into that. Hope nothing happens to the feather cloak her skin turns into, or she wouldn't
be able to turn back, though... On the plus side, she gains the "Dancing" hobby in addition to whichever she might already have (or
becomes a world famous dancer if she has it).
For a long time, humans have treated birds as symbolizing purity, feminity, beauty and grace. At the same time, certain birds – the ones
which, incidentally, most legends of harpies and the like were based on (from as early as the Mesopotamian lilitu, at the very least) –
represented feminine wiles and danger, and were depicted as man-eating seductresses who use their voices, their looks or their sex appeal
in order to draw men to their nests. How did your first meeting with Alice the harpy look like? Where and under what circumstances did you
run into each other? Harpies might spend most of their time in the sky (or on trees or building tops, or live wires), but most other people
exist on the ground, and the same goes for most services that cater to harpies. It’s not all that unthinkable you might have encountered her
in the line for groceries, for example (of course, it’s just as likely that she might’ve crash-landed on you. Harpies are light – you could quite
feasibly have survived). How did you become friends, and come to start dating? Many types of harpy have particular attitudes towards men

or humans in general – sirens may not think too highly of them, while tengu might be suspicious of possible sinfulness and swan maidens
are all around shy. Was the fact she’s a harpy ever an issue (with you? With your friends? With your family? With any of hers?)? Did you
need to “teach” yourself something – new habits, new knowledge, new skills – in order to accommodate Alice being a harpy? How did that
work out for you? What were those? Was it hard? Was it worth it? What about Alice herself – what changes did she need to do in her
lifestyle in order to accommodate a human boyfriend? Was there a learning curve to any of it? Did either of you (or you both) fumble a bit
in the first place? How is dating a harpy different from datinga human? Try to think of both the big and the little things. How’s it like to
cook for a harpy? How’s it like to play a boardgame? How’s it like to go to the beach? To have a go on a romantic vacation together? What
unique likes and dislikes does Alice have as a harpy, and how you do you feel about those (does she sometimes forget where you live? Does
she refuse to spend time in tight places, where she can’t fly around?)? What unique hobbies or pastimes do harpies have that Alice has
shared with you? Did you enjoy them? How do you like Alice’s harpy family? How are her parents and siblings? Where do they live? Can you
think of several common situations in the day-to-day life of a couple where Alice’s being a harpy might’ve proven dangerous, harmful, scary
or funny to either of you? To you both? How’s it like to have sex with a harpy? Have you thought about having kids (eggs? Chicks? How
does it work with a harpy?)? Do you think that it’s physically possible? Would a scatterbrained enough Alice do (would you have the heart
to tell her otherwise?)? Do keep in mind, while it might seem like a silly idea, many fictional bird-women make women-only species and rely
on human males for reproduction. Even if it doesn’t make sense, it has enough basis in mythology for you to work with, if you’d really like.
6: Minotaur. While Classical mythology depicts the minotaur as a unique and dangerous abomination, a monster set to be born in a form
of divine punishment and in defiance of all natural orders, the truth is, in fact, far less dramatic: not only are minotaurs a species unto
their own, they even have their own females, and as luck would have it for the humans involved they look very little like the males.
Whereas male minotaurs do look like the enormous, bull-headed maneater of legend (although only a very rare few act anything like him,
and are naturally considered mentally ill by their peers and usually put in institutions in this day and age), Alice actually looks very much
like a human woman, aside from her hooved, bovine legs, her cow tail and ears, and the small horns coming out of her temples. Her body's
dimensions, however, resemble those of a male minotaur (add 60 centimeters to her size, even if that would make her inhumanely tall,
and shift her Build one level up towards "Big Bones"), and she possesses a similar degree of superhuman strength. While she might not be
able to throw a car across the street, it's enough that she could, say, easily shoulder a motorcycle. While minotaurs vary in coloration
(especially of the furry parts of their bodies, which is not always related to that of their actual hair, strangely enough), their Mediterranean
heritage tends to place them on the darker side of the scale (If using the “Realistic Color” table, shift her skin tone one level towards “dar”,
and re-roll for her hair and eye colors based on that. If not, you can always just make her skin, hair and eyes a shade darker). Perhaps
moreso than anything else, though (a fact which, depending on her personality, might annoy Alice to no end), female minotaurs are
"famous" among humans for their incredibly, often absurdly impressive... “udders”. The fact that many female minotaurs begin to lactate
as soon as they reach puberty, even while not pregnant, does little to remedy this situation. Enlarge Alice’s breasts by 3 whole cup sizes to
represent this. Finally, owning to their animal natures, all minotaurs possess the “Au Naturale” Sexual Trait (although some self-conscious
modern ones might take special care to shave regularly and put on a great deal of perfume, which can become its own kind of distinctive
odor).
Minotaurs like Alice nearly always follow one of two opposite ways of life (ignorantly referred to by humans as "bull" and "cow", even
though there are plenty of female "bulls" and male "cows" in the minotaur nations): “bull” types consider themselves inheritors of a
glorious, warrior heritage. They are boisterous, stubborn and hot-tempered, delight in combat and embrace rage – but are equally known
for their mechanical genius (and specialization in the design of the trap-filled underground mazes favored by evil overlords). Disturbingly,
they possess a great love for all things meat, including red meat (though, like all minotaurs, they are omnivorous) and are known to drink
copious amounts of alcohol. "Cows", on the other hand, lead peaceful, slow-paced pastoral lives in agricultural communities, and many
are near complete pacifists. They love interacting with humans and are highly agreeable – their mechanical talents and prodigious strength
being directed primarily towards civil and agricultural engineering projects. “Cow” type minotaurs are the proud creators of some of the
world’s most productive farms and gardens, and their diet is largely vegetarian and dairy based (though they don’t mind some fish or
poultry every once in a while). Roll 1D10: On 1-4, Alice is a "Bull". She automatically possesses the “Muscular” Distinctive Feature, and
likes to haul around a massive weapon or two, just “for tradition’s sake” – the huge, double-bitted axe called a “labrys” is a particular
minotaur favorite, though enormous, fully automatic crossbows have come in vogue as of late.
On 5-9, she is a "Cow": increase her Breast size by a further 2 cups (for a total of 5). Minotaur women of the “Cow” type are notorious for
possessing truly, stupendously gargantuan breasts. Furthermore: she automatically has the “Mammary Magic” Sexual Feature, and not
only is her milk incredibly delicious and noted for countless medicinal and nutritional benefits, it is particularly plentiful, too. Going so
much as a day without relieving her breasts would very quickly make her uncomfortable, then pained, then ultimately… “leaky”.
On a 10, she's actually not a minotaur at all: she's a troll from Scandinavia. Her height and strength are the same, and she even retains her
cow's tail (her ears are slightly pointed, though not overly cowlike) and the “Au Naturale” Sexual Feature, but is neither darker, fatter,
bustier or milkier than a normal human woman. In fact, her coloration is lighter (if using the “Realistic Color” table, shift her skin tone level
lighter, and re-roll based on that – or just shift her skin, hair and eye colors each one shade lighter). Like many trolls, Alice turns into stone
in direct sunlight (only to change back when the sun sets), but is also a skilled magician: she can speak to all woodland animals, and change
shape into any woodland animal between the sizes of a rat and a bear.
Looked at from a certain direction, practically everything about the minotaurs described in this Game screams “sexuality”. They are big,
they are incredibly buxom, they are musky and hairy, and depending on their “nation” they may be either overwhelmingly powerful and

dominant or (almost literally) deliciously kind and nurturing. What’s there for a guy not to like? How did you and Alice’s first meeting look
like? How was it informed, if at all, by the fact of her being a minotaur, or a particular kind thereof (one could only imagine how different
the experience would be of accidentally offending and starting a file with a “Bull” woman, compared to scraping one’s knee and being
taken inside for a bandage and a glass of milk by a “Cow”). How did you come to know each other better? How did you become friends, or
start dating? Did your relationship grow gradually or suddenly? What came first – sex, or love? Was the fact she’s a minotaur ever an issue
(with you? With your friends? With your family? With any of hers?)? Did you need to “teach” yourself something – new habits, new
knowledge, new skills – in order to accommodate Alice the minotaur? How did that work out for you? What were those? Was it hard? Was
it worth it? What about Alice herself – what changes did she need to do in her lifestyle in order to accommodate a human boyfriend? Was
there a learning curve to any of it? Did either of you (or you both) fumble a bit in the first place? How is dating a minotaur different from
dating a human? Between being bipedal, looking mostly humanoid and having opposable thumbs, minotaurs have a far easier time in
human society than many of the other monstergirls on the list, but some issues are bound to come up. Try to think of both the big and the
little things. How’s it like to have a silly fight with a minotaur? How’s it like to cuddle with them on a winter night? How’s it like to invite
them to dance? To take care of them when they get a cold? What unique likes and dislikes does Alice have as a minotaur, and how you do
you feel about those (does she not get why the humans like to stare at her chest so much? Does she occasionally get into fights?)? What
unique hobbies or pastimes do minotaurs have that Alice has shared with you? Did you enjoy them? How do you like Alice’s minotaur
family? How are her parents and siblings? Where do they live? Remember that male minotaurs look very different from the female ones.
Were you shocked the first time you met Alice’s dad, or her brothers? Intimidated by them? What did Alice think about your reaction,
whatever it was? If they’re as obsessed with strength and valor as some minotaurs can be, do they approve of a wimpy human? What
could you possibly do to make them? Can you think of several common situations in the day-to-day life of a couple where Alice’s being a
minotaur might’ve proven dangerous, harmful, scary or funny to either of you? To you both? How’s it like to have sex with a minotaur?
Doesn’t the size ever get in the way? What about the “lack of size”? Would Alice mind that? And what do you do with all that milk and
breasts everywhere? Have you thought about having kids (imagine what pregnancy might do to Alice’s chest…)?
7. Mermaid: Alice is a fish-woman, a mostly aquatic being known throughout world mythology. Innumerable races and cultures exist, as
they’re incredibly widespread and have interacted with humans since ancient antiquity. Some types of merpeople are barbaric and
violent, whilst others are the height of civility. Some build cities and grow vast fields of kelp to eat. Others herd fish, hunt, or trade
mysterious gold and corral artifacts with the humans of remote fishing communities for benefits. Some look almost entirely human, others
nearly entirely fish, whilst yet others may be divided in shape along sex lines (with the males or the females being more fishlike than their
counterparts) or even possess the ability to change between human and fishlike form. Roll a die to find out what kind of mermaid Alice is:
on a 1-4, she’s a particularly common kind of “river mermaid”. Human from the waist up, though with skin and hair that seem
permanently damp (if not dripping wet) and barely noticeable gills on her neck, she has a vibrantly colored, beautiful fish tail (about as
long as her human body) where a human would have their legs. Thankfully, it starts at a low enough point along their bodies for their
“plumbing” to be mostly human, and while their reproductive practices might appear strange sometimes they are fairly close to
mankind’s. In the wild, river merpeople dislike settling down, instead traveling up and down long stretches of their favorite rivers, and are
particularly renowned for their love of and talent in music and singing – regardless of any other hobbies, Alice possesses those as hers
(and if she already does than she’s qualified enough to be world famous with them). They are playful and carefree with those they trust,
but can be notoriously shy with strangers, whom they might even grow embarrassed enough with to play tricks on to get them to leave.
On a 5-8, she’s a type of “ocean mermaid”. Slightly more piscine with their cousins (though still mostly humanoid from the waist up, they
have patches of scintillating scales over their skin, their gills are more pronounced and their fingers are webbed), their fish tails have wider
ends, are more powerful, and predominantly silver in color. They live deeper underwater, in the oceans, and are well adapted to
conditions of cold, high pressure and darkness (though they stay far away from the abysses). They consider themselves vastly more
civilized than their river cousins, and live in cities of corral and pearl on the ocean floor, where they engage in philosophy, science and art
(especially sculpture, because few types of art really work well underwater).
On a result of 9-10, she’s not, in fact, strictly a mermaid but a selkie from the British Isles. Being shapeshifting, magical seals, selkies
possess the ability to take off their seal “skin”, revealing themselves as attractive humans who must wear their skin again to resume their
natural forms. All types of mermaids can speak to fish and breathe both air and water, but may become sick or die if left to dry out for too
long. With the exception of the selkies, in their human form, mermaids are exceedingly cumbersome and clumsy on land. Fortunately,
they are talented magicians and, in recent years, have begun mass producing some magic potions. The two most commonly used ones
(which every self-conscious mermaid keeps an ample supply of with her) are this which allows a human to function and breathe
underwater, and that which turns a mermaid’s fish tail into human legs until the next sunrise. Unfortunately, a side effect of the latter
turns the mermaid mute until the effect wears out (many learn ASL).
Merpeople are among the more unusual creatures on this list, owning to the fact that they do not naturally live in the same environment as
humans. The basic premise of “My Daily Life with Alice” holds that some of them have come to do so, but in their case, this raises many
essential questions. How do merpeople get around outside the water? What jobs can they realistically perform? Where do they live,
assuming they don’t want to have to return to an apartment in an underwater city every night? How do they commute? You don’t
necessarily have to answer all these questions, but at least getting some general idea of the answers for them might go a long way towards
realizing the types of issues, troubles, and opportunities for wonder and adventure that might be involved in a romantic story about a
mermaid. How comes you’ve even met a mermaid? Where could you’ve? There’s got to be an interesting story that led to you and her
falling in love – what is it? How does Alice being a mermaid impede your relationship in the day-to-day? For starters, where do you spend

most of the time? Do you only get to meet when the two of you can afford the trip away from home, or did you move underwater with her,
or did she move to the land with you? If the latter, than how did she go about it? Using a magic potion would make her mute all the time –
would she be willing to give up her voice to be with you? Would you like her to? Or does she simply make do some other way – living in
some big tub of water and relying on mechanical assistance for mobility? This can’t possibly be convenient for her, but does she mind it? Is
it worth it to be with you? What’s it like to date a mermaid? Where does one take one out? Where does one take one back? How do you
sleep with a mermaid? Where (underwater? In your room? In the bathroom? On a rock in the middle of the ocean? Water isn’t such a good
lubricant, you know… How about your friends and your families? Do they approve of your relationship with a mermaid? What about
Alice’s? Would they agree to her dating a human? Stories about mermaids often end in tragedy, with it being concluded than the surface
and water worlds are too different from each other and had better left separate, even if lovers might be separated by them. Is your and
Alice’s story doomed to end like this? Think about a time where Alice’s being a mermaid has caused you particular hardship. Now think of a
time when it’s allowed you to experience a moment of wonder that few humans could ever hope to. Where do you see your relationship
with Alice going? Would one of you permanently or semi-permanently move to the “world” of the other? Would you only see each other a
part of the time (“Coming and going with the tides…”)? Would you remain faithful?
8: Giant. Few creatures have captured human imagination to such an extent since antiquity more than the incredible giants, who claim to
have predated gods and ruled over all of creation back before it merited the title. Then again, giants also claim to have been born from
fallen angels, primordial fire and mist, and the Earth itself, so maybe whatever they say should be taken with a grain of salt… Or big rock of
it, for scale. Whatever you might believe about them, Alice is herself a giant. Though she looks essentially human, she is clearly and easily
distinguished from one due to the fact that she’s simply enormous. Tremendous. Gargantuan. At their most tiniest, giants are still bigger
than the biggest of humans. At their largest, it’s said (though mainly by other giants, and you know how they are) may be of such size that
their footsteps cause earthquakes and their bodies are mistaken for mountains when they fall asleep. Some giants, especially male ones,
are known to be monstrously ugly, with faces like animals or grotesquely disproportioned features. Fortunately for you, Alice isn’t one of
them and is in fact quite lovely looking (though it’s possible, bizarrely, that her father and any brothers might barely look human)! The
bigger types of giants have difficulty interacting with humans on their scale, and prefer to stick to their own communities, but some learn
how to use magic to shrink themselves to fit, or take humans with them back to the giant homelands in the clouds or under the earth. Roll
1D10 to find out what kind of giant Alice is: on a 1-5, she’s a fairly common, humbly sized type. Being about 3-5 meters on average (though
with human proportions, so there’s no need to change her Build. Details of height and breast size are irrelevant to giants – they’re simply
just that very big) and possessing phenomenal strength and endurance, these creatures have had a relatively easier time interacting with
humans once the whole “you used to eat us and our livestock” issue was let pass, but are still thought of as relatively primitive. They live in
caves and dress in very big animal skins (though really, few giants would say no to a television or a refrigerator, and some of them are cool
wearing jeans), traditionally herding goats for a living but nowadays more often working in construction. While their tempers may flare
every so often, in which case it’s best to keep them away from anything hurlable and stay well back, they are generally peaceful creatures,
and don’t hate “little ones” (even if not just for dinner).
On a 6-7, Alice is actually “Arisha”, a daitya, a divine giant of a type mentioned in Hindu mythology, possessed of virtue but incomparable
to the gods. Even female daityas are at least 6-8 meters tall, and the most enlightened ones may be far larger. They often have multiple
limbs and animal faces (roll another die: on a 1-3, that’s the number of extra pairs of arms Arisha has), and while their hair is black, their
skin and eyes may be brilliant green, blue or red, and are often beautifully patterned. Though Arisha has never been to heaven and isn’t a
very powerful sorcerer, she can shrink to a height of “only” about 3 meters and cause herself to look to more human, as well as become
temporarily invisible, light magical fires and cause sickness. She probably wouldn’t want to, though, so as to not spoil her karma.
On an 8-9, Alice is a jotun, a frost giant mentioned in Nordic mythology (or at least, one of her relatives might’ve been. Frost giants love
genealogies). The frost giants build their halls in the far north of the world, where they feast on such unnamable food items as pinnekjøtt
and fiskesuppe and make decorative ice statues to sell to tourists, since they’ve finished preparing for Ragnarøkkr back in the middle ages
and haven’t had much to do with their time since. She’s lighter than most (if you’re using the “Realistic Color” table, shift her skin color
one shade lighter and re-roll her hair and eye colors based on it), but otherwise looks like a perfectly normal 6-8 meters tall human being,
except for the fact that her breath always clouds in room-temperature and her skin and hair always glitter with frost. In fact, her body is
freezing and freezes whatever she touches, and although she can surpass the effect temporarily (say, so that she can kiss you without you
getting stuck to her lips) this would quickly cause her to overheat, which can be sweaty and uncomfortable. She can blow over things to
freeze them solid or turn water to ice with a touch, as well as fashion objects from ice. She can also shrink down to about 3 meters in size.
Finally, on a roll of 10, Alice is one of the vanishingly rare great cloud giants, an ancient, long-lived race who makes their home in magical
cloud castles and grows fabulous magical gardens where the geese lay magic eggs and the pumpkins are the size of houses. 10-12 meters
tall, Alice is literally titanically strong and virtually indestructible, can create gale force winds by blowing or thunder by shouting, and catch
and throw lightning with her hands (a mainline would do in a pinch). Unfortunately, for a cloud giant she’s not much of a magician and the
smallest she could possibly shrink herself is about 6 meters tall – anything less and she’d have to ask help from her cousins. Cloud giants
are highly reclusive, and most of them think of humans as something like bugs: sometimes pretty, occasionally interesting, most of the
time a pest and virtually always insignificant.
Physically as well as psychologically, living among people a fifth of your size, whose homes barely come to your chest and whose cars you
could crash by mistake if you walked too hard must be quite an interesting experience. So must be that of falling in love with one, who, at

his biggest, would be barely larger than a doll you might’ve played with as a child. Now imagine what it must be like to be on the other
side!
What’s it like for Alice to exist among humans? For how long has she (tried to?) live in a human town, and how well has that been going for
her so far? What kind of trouble did she encounter? How did she react to it? With determination? Frustration? Despair? Humor? How does
she feel about humans and their cities and buildings and cars?
Now, under what kind of circumstances did you meet Alice, and what was your second impression (presumably following the first one being
“holy damn, she’s big”)? What led to you getting along, and eventually together? What led to you falling love? How do you generally feel
about the concept of dating a giantess? Fear? Anxiety? Excitement? Bewilderment? Have you considered the fact that, depending on how
big she is exactly, Alice could probably crush you by shifting around in her sleep (or taking a wrong step, or Lord save you, stumbling and
falling down)? If you look to live together with her, than where would you live? Where can you keep something as huge as a giantess? A
hanger? How could you possibly provide for her necessities? In what kind of bathtub could a giantess take a shower (one would guess she
could dip in a local lake, but that’s indecent!)? What bed could be big enough for a giantess to sleep in? How in the world are you going to
be able to feed her? A single dinner with Alice might cost more than you spend on food in a normal year! Even if you’re planning on just
going out with her, where exactly do you take a giantess? To have a picnic on top of a parachute? Watch a film in a drive-in (because, let’s
be honest, she probably isn’t fitting inside a movie theater)? Where do you buy your girlfriend clothes? Try to imagine several, normal
relationship situations, than try to think how they might change if you had to pull them off with a girlfriend that’s three times your size.
What do your friends and family think about Alice? What do Alice’s friends and family (where do they live, anyway?) think about her dating
you? Some of the larger giant kinds might not think too highly of humans, what with them being so comparatively tiny and the great
giants’ immense, magical heritage. What might it take for you to impress Alice’s giant friends enough that they wouldn’t sneer at her for
dating you? Would Alice even care if they did? Would you?
What’s it like to have sex with Alice? How is it even physically possible? Is it physically possible? Depending on Alice’s size, your entire body
might be able to fit where your penis would go, and then some. That’s… an unusual situation, to say the least. Just how common are
human/giant relationships? What’s the normal solution for that? What other kinds of trouble have you faced together, in love or sex, due
to Alice’s size or yours? Finally, ask yourself this: if Alice had the opportunity to permanently shrink herself, potentially even losing her
powers and giant longevity, in order to become a human with you – would she agree to do it?
9: Kitsune. Alice, which is definitely not her real name (but, for whatever reason, is the one she insists on going by when with you - getting
her to tell you her real one would probably take a while, since her people are firm believers in the power of true names), is a Japanese
trickster spirit in the form of a fox. That in mind, it's understandable why she may not actually look Japanese at all (she might, but she
might just as well be a blue eyed blonde). Regardless of her appearance, however, Alice can never hide her fox ears or tails, leading to an
intense liking for flowing gowns, dresses and hats. While she wouldn't ever actually hurt you, "Alice" also shares the traditional kitsune
liking for tricks, pranks and riddles (regardless of her general personality), which might grow grating at times. She is also extremely fond of
sake, quickly becoming drunk (and very amorous) when any amount is available. Legend has it that kitsune, being immortal spirits, grow in
power every 1000 years, which is signified by them growing another fox tail. That is partly correct: some kitsune, of especially great purity
and wisdom, may achieve similar levels of power far sooner. Roll 1D10 to find out which magical powers Alice has, noting that the levels
are progressive: a kitsune with six tails additionally has all powers possessed by one with two tails. Note that the table does not allow for
Alice to have nine-tails: kitsune who have achieved such a level of wisdom are close to enlightenment, kin to the gods and rarely have time
for meaningful interaction with mortals.
1-2: Alice only has one tail, doesn't age or sicken, and has the natural kitsune ability to turn into a perfectly normal looking fox.
3: Alice has two tails, and is an expert apothecary. With access to herbs and minerals, she can create potions and powders that cure all
kinds of conditions, increase stamina or awareness, put people to sleep or act as aphrodisiacs. She does not create dangerous poisons,
though.
4: Alice has three tails, and the ability to create and control orbs of floating "fox-fire". She can make them whichever color she likes, and
change them at will from being completely harmless to being, well, fires.
5: Alice has four tails, and the ability to both speak and command all woodland animals, who revere her as a divine being.
6: Alice has five tails, and the ability to take on any human shape, not just her own (although she still has the ears and tails).
7: Alice has six tails, and after several hours of deep meditation, can see visions of the future.
8: Alice has seven tails, and can create small paper "curses" which, when inscribed with a person's name and placed on their body or in
their home, will cause grave misfortune until removed.

9: Alice has eight tails, and with a moment’s focus, can instantly travel twenty kilometers. With a lengthy, complicated magical ritual, she
may also command the weather and the elements of nature. However, such power comes with great responsibility, and Alice is often tied
down with duties to heaven.
10: Alice's actually not a kitsune at all, but a European elf, a creature that, despite appearances, actually shares many similarities. She
looks like a slight (shift her Build one level down towards "scrawny"), short (reduce her height by 20 centimeters) human woman with
delicate features and pointy ears, but doesn't have a tail to worry about. Rather than being a sake nut, she's instead obsessed with dairy
products and honey, and gets... upbeat around little kids. Roll again to find out the extent of her powers, except that the ability to turn
into a fox is switched for the ability to become invisible, that of changing human shape becomes the ability to turn into any woodland
animal between mouse and bear size, fortunetelling requires the presence of a reflective surface and curses are made mostly of twigs and
stones. If she's at the "eight tails" level of power, roll a final time instead: on a 1-5, she's a princess of the Seelie court, with literal flowers
in her footstep and the ability to bring warmth, light and summer wherever she goes (but must abide by extremely rigid laws of honor and
respect countless ancient pacts). On a 6-10, she's a princess of the Unseelie court, with the ability to conjure magical darkness, ice and
snow or even summon blizzards with enough preparation. Several times per year, however, she must leave on a dangerous and extremely
morally questionable "Wild Hunt", on which she and her family get together to chase down the souls of the damned.
Kitsune are deceptively humanlike, so far as monstergirls go, but “deceptively”’s the key word to note. Kitsune are tricksters, and delight in
causing chaos and confusion. Many may not see themselves as wicked: they consider it to be in their nature, or even believe that they’re
performing a duty by putting the proud in their place and teaching humanity a lesson. Of course, in Japanese folklore (as well as that of
other cultures – the idea of shapeshifting, prankster foxes is hardly limited to the Land of the Rising Sun) the kitsune themselves just as
often fall victims to pranks. Sometimes, they’re even their own! They straddle the line between wisdom and foolishness, sanctity and
demonic mischief, being funny or alluring or dangerous. They can be pests or even predatory monsters, or they can be gods.
Part of the premise of a monstergirl story, however, is that of most of the mysticism being stripped from even such beings and them being
shown fitting in (successfully or not) with modern human society. Being on the hand shapeshifters and on the hand unable to stop
themselves from constantly causing havoc, kitsune are in a unique situation when it comes to fitting in.
How did you first meet Alice? Or, perhaps, how and when did you first meet her and realized that it was her? Did you ever meet before
that? Multiple times? Perhaps when she was using other names? Perhaps when she was a fox? What gets a capricious, happy-go-lucky
magical fox interested enough in a human to decide to go steady with him? When was the first time you’ve experienced, possibly firsthand,
Alice’s pranking drive? Was anything seriously damaged? Was anyone’s pride hurt? How did Alice behave after the prank? How did you
feel about it (did you tell her? How did she react)? Does Alice play any pranks on you? If so, than how often, and what? Does she make sure
they’re nice pranks, or does she have no mercy? Did she ever play them on your friends or your family? Did that lead to some friction
between you?
How is Alice’s age or level of wisdom reflected in her attitude? The younger a kitsune and the less tails they have, the naughtier they’ll
probably be. Since kitsune only collect tails by acting with enlightenment, one should assume that a many-tailed Alice would be a very
different kind of creature. For once, she’d probably be a lot less about pranking, unless it’s for the sake of guiding someone through some
intricate, philosophical lesson. What’s it like dating an immortal god? How seriously does Alice take your relationship? Could you take
seriously a relationship with someone who wouldn’t live for a fraction of your timespan? Does Alice ever give thought to that issue? Do you
both? How does it make either of you feel? How’s it like dating a shapeshifter? A magician? How frivolously does she use her powers? Does
she use them for your sake? Would you like her to?
How’s your day-to-day life with Alice? How does she wake you up in the morning? Where does she take you to eat? Where do you take her
to have fun? Do you have any mutual friends? How does Alice like them?
What’s it like to have sex with a shapeshifter? To what degree do you take advantage of the fact that she could potentially look like just
about anyone you’d like (plus, think of all those fluffy tails!)? Would Alice take offense if you asked her to look like someone else for you?
What kinds of play are possible when dealing with a foxy magician?
It’s practically a given that Alice’s gotten you in trouble at least ones, and highly likely that she’s gotten herself in it multiple times. Think
about two or three funny, heartwarming, or interesting stories about times where Alice and you had to face danger, humiliation or rage
because of her kitsune shenanigans. How did you come out of those? How did you feel when they ended? How did Alice? What did you do
to celebrate your survival?
It is sometimes said that a kitsune who has remained a faithful wife for a human for nine years will turn into a human herself (sometimes
until she eats human meat, sometimes for good). Do you think that there’s truth to that legend? Does Alice? If so, than what do you think it
means for your relationship? Would Alice literally give up divinity to be with you? Would you like her to? You’d be literally cutting her
lifespan by a potentially infinite amount, not to mention reducing her from a powerful, shapeshifting sorceress into a normal, weak mortal.
Does the thought of becoming mortal scare Alice? If so, than how would you resolve the problem? Alice would have to leave you before
nine years have passed. If she did so, would she ever return? Would she remain faithful in that time? Would it do any good? Mystical rules
binding spirits can rarely be safely circumvented by trying to cheat them – a kitsune should know that well.

10: Dragon. However her human form might look like, Alice is in fact one of the creatures once called "Most Terrible of Monsters", the
dragons who straddle the line between beast and god. Like all dragons, she possesses the ability to turn into a mostly human form at will handy, given that her true one would be difficult at best to have a fulfilling love life with. As a human, she looks almost entirely normal,
save for patches of colorful scales on her neck, shoulders and back and the fact that her eyes are not just reptilian, but a bright color of her
scales. In her true form, she's a fearsome and majestic lizard of incredible size, with a very long tail and with leathery wings that unfold far,
far wider. In both forms, she is unaging and unsickening, capable of human speech, and has legendary strength and durability. Indeed, few
beings in the world could hope to match a dragon in physical power, and heavy modern ordnance is required for humans to threaten
them. Mercifully, the blood, tears and sex fluids of dragons, which she will provide you if asked, greatly increase the strength and
endurance of human beings who drink them. You still won't come close to matching her, but it'll save you from having to be hospitalized if
you ever go at it. Firstly, roll 1D10 to find out how old and large Alice is. Being immortal, mythical beasts, dragons may well live for
centuries or even millennia, and reach truly phenomenal sizes.
1-3: Alice is a very young dragon – the human age rolled for her back in the beginning is actually her real age. In her draconic form, her
main body (not including the tail and the wings) is about the size of a very large horse. She hasn’t quite grown into her draconic strength
yet: while far from being as fragile as a mortal she is vulnerable to most damage that would threaten a light vehicle and her strength is
“merely” like that of, say, an African elephant.
4-5: Alice is 100-200 years old – she may remember the world before the industrial revolution. In her draconic form, her main body (not
including the wings and the tail) is about the size of an elephant. She may have collected many treasures over the years and have lost most
of them, or she may’ve simply not had the chance. The late 18th century wasn’t such a cool time for dragons.
6-7: Alice is 300-600 years old, and may remember the world before the printing press. In her draconic form, her main body (not including
the wings and the tail) is about as large as a house, and very impressive. Regardless of what you’ve rolled for her background, it is almost
certain that she’s amassed a great deal of wealth in her time. She may not always have access to all of it, though.
8: Alice is 700-1000 years old, and remembers the Middle Ages. Her draconic form’s as large as a building, and dragons are hardly ever
seen to get larger than that – most of the ones old enough would’ve already been slain by some hero or gone to sleep and still haven’t
awakened. She’s certainly collected vast wealth in her times, stored in a cave somewhere remote.
9: Alice is 1500-2000 years old, and remembers the Roman Empire. She measures over 50 meters from the tip of her snout to the tip of
her tail in draconic form, and has grown powerful over the ages. When rolling to find out her type on the table below, roll twice: the first
roll indicates her actual type. The second one represents a power normally associated with some other type of dragon, that she’s learned
to make use of herself.
10: Alice is over 2500 years old. She’s seen more human civilizations come and go in her lifetime than many people would meet new
friends. She is very nearly 100 meters long from snout to tailtip in draconic form – one which she might be reluctant to take in most
situations as there’re very few places on Earth where she wouldn’t stand out on a geographical scale. Roll three times for her type: the
first roll’s her actual one. The rest are tricks that she’s learned with the time.
Now, dragons come in a variety of wonderful colors, and from all over the world and then some. Roll another D10 to find out what kind of
dragon is Alice exactly:
1-2: Alice is a winged Welsh dragon with red scales, a vicious streak and the ability to breathe magical fire that can burn through nearly
anything.
3-4: Alice is a winged Slavic dragon with black scales, a domineering personality and fangs that run with venom so potent it chars the
ground where it drips.
5-6: Alice is a wingless, flightless dragon with emerald green scales, coming from "a place that's a desert today". Despite that, she has a
great love for blooming gardens and orchards. Shift her Intelligence & Knowledge one level up, closer to genius, and be wary that her
forked tongue (in both forms) makes everything she says sound unnaturally convincing and true.
7-8: Alice is a wingless, flightless Japanese dragon with iridescent fins and green-blue scales. In both forms, she is perfectly comfortable
underwater or in the ocean depths, and can meditate to command the weather. Several times per year, however, she must return to the
depths to attend the court of her lord. In draconic form, she’s twice as long as would be indicated by her age.
9: Alice is a golden scaled, serpentine Chinese dragon, with a lion's mane and magnificent antlers. Despite having no wings, she can fly.
Shift her Intelligence & Knowledge one level up towards genius, and she also has the ability to see portents of the future by observing the
stars, grant good fortune to those she favors and punish the unrepentant sinful with curses of ill-luck. Her duties to Heaven often hold her
up, though. In draconic form, she’s three times as long as would be indicated by her age.
10: Alice is an exotic, wingless river dragon, with scales that shine and glitter in all the colors of the rainbow. She can always know what a
human dreams if she can look at them or hear their breath in their sleep. She can influence a sleeping human’s dreams if she wishes, or

she may enter them herself (disappearing from the physical world) in order to control them completely. She’s three times as long as her
age would indicate and, curiously, knows how to play the digeridoo.
More surely than any other being on this list, a dragon is a monster, through and through. It is an archetypical symbol: from ancient
mythology to modern psychology and philosophy, the dragon has become a metaphor and a symbol. The dragon is power. The dragon is
destruction. The dragon is majesty. Every so once in a while it’s got German imperatives written on its scales, but that’s rare. Even when it
isn’t a god, the dragon is worthy of worship – whether benevolent or terrible or both, it is simply that incomprehensibly powerful.
And then there’s Alice. You’re writing a story about how your imaginary version goes out with her.
How does it feel like to be with a woman and know that she might be among the most powerful beings in nature? That she might be older
not just than anyone you’ve ever met but anyone they could’ve possibly met as well, and the nations and countries they ever lived in and
any version of the language they spoke? Thinking about it like that, ask yourself: why would a creature like Alice ever be interested in a
human? What could you possibly have to offer her? What experience could you provide her with that someone else hasn’t in possibly
thousands of years, or will in few? As how strong would a being who’s seen civilizations crumble judge the feelings of a single, simple man?
What’s Alice’s attitude towards humans and their world? Towards the life they lead? Does she consider herself a monster or a god? Does
she demand worship? If not, why? She has practically every reason to. Is it humility? Fear? Lack of experience?
What would a dragon be afraid of, anyway? What might drive it?
How did you and Alice first meet? What about you caught her interest? How what made her fall in love with you – if she really did fall in
love with you? It might be more complex than that for a dragon. Are you a plaything? A pastime? A random curios? Did you ever let her
meet your family or friends? How did they think of her? Did you ever meet yours (does she have one? It might seem unreasonable for her to
stay in touch but it wouldn’t be out of the question for a monstergirl story. Heck, they might live in a fairly normal looking house!)? How did
she think of them?
How’s life as the boyfriend of a dragon? What do dragons do with their lovers? What do they do for fun? Where do dragons go out? What
do they do when they stay at home? Could they stay at home? Would Alice consent to living with you? Would your house be big enough?
Fancy enough? If not, than what would you be willing to do? Would you move-in with her, to her treasure cave? Would it be nice for your
there? Would Alice mind?
Try to imagine a few common relationship or dating situations, then, surreally enough, try to imagine them involving a dragon. She could
be in her actual dragon form or she could be in her human guise – at the end of the day, she’s still a dragon. What would cause her joy?
What would excite her? What would annoy her? How would she react to any of the above three? Would she even show any of it?
Does Alice’s personality match what you’d expect from a dragon, at large? It could be that for all of her potential to be proud, greedy, cruel
and commanding, Alice is actually a fairly nice “person”. Who’ll judge her? She’s still a dragon. What does her choice of behavior mean
about her?
In what sorts of day-to-day situations might Alice’s being a dragon result in a funny or interesting story? When might it result in a touching
one? A dragon might have a lot of complex emotions about a lot of things, if they’d be willing to show them to a human. What does she
feel about the fact that she might be so old, and grow even older than everything else around her? Far older than you’ll ever be? How does
she feel about the fact that she always knows she’s got the power to destroy her way out of virtually any situation? Isn’t she ever tempted
to solve problems that are meaningful to humans by just burning everyone involved to ash? How does she feel about getting those
thoughts? Is it normal for a dragon?
How about you and Alice’s sex life? Fortunately for such a big creature, she can take a human form, and her bodily fluids would make you
immune to any damage her strength might cause you. Still, think of all the interesting things you could do with a dragon in bed. They’ve
got all those incredible powers, and that impossible strength, and potentially, they’ve got that size… Could you ever, in your wildest
dreams, hope to satisfy Alice? If not, than does Alice know that? Does she care about it? Do you? What creative solutions have ever been
forced to come up with to allow for you to have a sex life (or make it marginally more convenient)?
How about situations in which Alice’s being a dragon put you (or her) in risk? From her, or from somebody else (another dragon?)? How did
you feel about it? Safe, that there’s a dragon on your side? Scared, that there’s a dragon on your side and they’re only there at the moment
because they wish to? How did Alice feel about her existence putting the two of you in danger? Did she care about you? Feel for you? How
did she react? Did she ever show any of those emotions? How did you react to those?

